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ABSTRACT 

Expansive soils are present in many parts of the world, particularly in semi-

arid areas. An expansive soil is generally unsaturated due to desiccation and contains 

clay minerals that exhibit high volume change when in contact with water. 

There has been a worldwide interest in research on expansive soils, and 

many methods of heave prediction have been proposed. The proposed heave 

prediction methods are either based on matric suction measurements or one-

dimensional oedometer test results. While heave problems in engineering practice 

are often two-dimensional or three-dimensional in character (i.e., roadways, airport 

runways or houses), all of the suggested methods can only be used to predict one-

dimensional heave. Few attempts have been made to solve heave problems that are 

two or three dimensional in nature. 

A new method for the prediction of volume change in an unsaturated soil is 

proposed in this study. The proposed method makes use of the finite element method 

with elastic modulus functions (i.e., elastic modulus with respect to net normal 

stress, E and elastic modulus with respect to matric suction, H). The proposed 

method can predict both one- and two-dimensional heave. The elastic modulus 

functions are computed from conventional oedometer test results. The theoretical 

formulation of the method is based on the equilibrium equations for the soil structure 

and the constitutive equations for an unsaturated soil. Solutions of one and two-

dimensional volume change problems are obtained using a general-purpose partial 

differential equation solver, called PDEase2D. 

Several typical examples and case histories that are found in published 

literature are analyzed using the proposed method for one-dimensional heave. The 

results agree well with the results obtained from the analytical method proposed by 

Fredlund, Hasan and Filson (1980). Measured ground movements related to two 

case histories are also analytically modelled. 
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In this study, two-dimensional volume change problems are analyzed in an 

uncoupled manner (i.e., a seepage and deformation analyses are performed 

separately). The matric suction conditions in a soil are predicted by performing a 

transient unsaturated seepage analysis. The deformations due to changes in net 

normal stress and matric suction are then predicted by performing a stress-

deformation analysis. The coefficient of permeability function and the coefficient of 

water storage function are required for the seepage analysis, along with appropriate 

boundary conditions. Elastic modulus functions are required for the stress-

deformation analysis. Five two-dimensional examples covering typical volume 

change problems associated with unsaturated soils are analyzed and discussed. The 

examples represent typical conditions encountered in engineering practice such as 

deformation due to loading, unloading, wetting, drying, and both loading and 

wetting. The analytical results appear to be reasonable (Note: there are no two-

dimensional data sets available for verification). 

The deformations associated with collapsing soil and soft clays can also be 

performed using the prediction technique presented in this study. For example, the 

settlement problem of Hanoi city, Vietnam can be conducted using the non-linear 

soil model suggested in this study. 

The results of this study also show that there appears to be a new way to 

solve geotechnical problems using the finite element method. Difficult problems 

such as finite element mesh design, time step design in a transient problem, non-

linearity, and graphical presentation of analysis results are related to the 

mathematics and computer science disciplines. Geotechnical engineers should adopt 

the research associated with mathematics and computer science whenever possible 

and concentrate on solving more specific geotechnical problems. As an example, the 

general-purpose partial differential equation solver, PDEase2D, has proven to be a 

powerful computing tool for seepage and stress-deformation analysis for highly non-

linear unsaturated soil problems. 
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CHAPTERl 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Expansive soils are present in many parts of the world, particularly in semi-arid 

areas. An expansive soil is generally unsaturated due to desiccation, and also 

contains clay minerals that exhibit high volume change when in contact with water. 

Lightly loaded structures, such as roadways, airport runways or small buildings, 

constructed on expansive soils are often subjected to severe distress subsequent to 

construction, as a result of changes in the surrounding environment. Costs associated 

with damage to all types of structures built on expansive soils in the United States 

amount to about $9 billion per year, which is greater then the combined damages 

from natural disasters such as floods, hurricanes, earthquakes, and tornadoes (Jones 

and Holtz, 1987). Therefore, the problems associated with expansive soils are 

enormous. 

There has been a worldwide interest in research on expansive soils and many 

methods of heave prediction have been proposed. The heave prediction methods are 

based either on matric suction measurements or on one-dimensional oedometer test 

results (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). While heave problems in engineering 

practice are often two-dimensional or three-dimensional (e.g., roadways, airport 

runways or houses), all of the suggested methods can only be used to predict one-

dimensional heave. Few attempts have been made to solve the heave problem in two 

or three dimensions. 
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1.2 Solutions of Geotechnical Problems 

The solution of geotechnical problems using numerical techniques includes the 

following main tasks: 

a) Obtaining governing partial differential equations, 

b) Assessing boundary conditions, 

c) Soil property characterizations, 

d) Solving non-linear equations and/or coupled equations, 

e) Mesh design (type of elements, mesh density), 

f) Time step design in transient problems, 

g) Convergence control, and 

f) Interface with other programs. 

The engineering problems associated with unsaturated soils become 

extremely complicated since the soil properties are no longer constants, but rather 

are functions of stress state variables. The governing partial differential equations 

are highly nonlinear and as a result, the modelling of saturated/unsaturated soil 

system has proven to be a challenge. The primary challenge in solving problems 

involving unsaturated soil problems is to develop a numerical software package that 

ensures convergence (Fredlund, 1996). Fortunately, the computer industry has 

developed rapidly, resulting in greatly increased computing power being available 

for solving engineering problems. The tasks from d) to f) will become secondary by 

taking advantage of recent developments in the computing industry. 

A general-purpose partial differential equation solver, called PDEase2D, 

which was developed by specialists in mathematics and computer science, is used to 

solve the volume change problems in this study. The special features of PDEase2D 

such as automated grid generation, automated time step refinement, powerful 

convergence capabilities for non-linear equations are valuable in solving unsaturated 

soil problems. 
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1.3 Objectives and Scope 

The primary objective of this research program is to present one- and two-

dimensional volume change formulations and solutions based on the general theory 

of unsaturated soil behavior. The solutions of a number of volume change problems 

are obtained using the finite element method in an uncoupled manner. The specific 

objectives of this study are: 

1) To compute the necessary elastic modulus functions from conventional 

laboratory test results, 

2) To formulate one and two-dimensional heave formulations, 

3) To use PDEase2D to solve saturated/unsaturated steady-state and 

transient seepage problems, and 

4) To use PDEase2D to solve typical one- and two-dimensional volume 

change problems associated with expansive soils. 

Volume change in an unsaturated soil is caused by changes in either or both 

the stress state variables, net normal stress and matric suction. The volume change 

and water flow processes are dependent on each other, and the exact solutions can 

only be obtained by performing a coupled analysis. In addition, the soil properties 

associated with an unsaturated soil are dependent on stress state variables, and so the 

governing partial differential equations become highly nonlinear. Therefore, coupled 

solutions require further studies. 

There are two elastic moduli required in the constitutive relations for the soil 

structure of an unsaturated soil. The elastic modulus, E is used to relate the changes 

in net normal stress to volume change. The elastic modulus, H is used to relate the 

changes in matric suction to volume change. These elastic moduli, E and H, are 

known to be functions of the stress state of the soil. The first objective can be 

achieved by converting the volume change indices to the elastic moduli with an 

assumption regarding the value of Poisson's ratio. The volume change indices are 
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obtained from conventional laboratory tests and are often used in the prediction of 

one-dimensional heave. 

Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) presented a general volume change theory for 

an unsaturated soil. The stress-deformation relationships were based on a semi-

empirical constitutive relation approach. Several assumptions were made based on 

experimental evidence from observing the behavior of many materials. The 

assumptions used are: i) normal stress does not produce shear strain; ii) shear stress 

does not cause normal strain; and iii) a shear stress component, 't, causes only one 

shear strain component, y. In addition, the principle of superposition is assumed to 

be applicable to cases involving small deformations. The formulations for the one-

dimensional volume change problem (i.e., for Ko-loading) and the two-dimensional 

volume change problem (i.e., plane strain loading) in this study are derived from the 

equilibrium equations and the constitutive relations for unsaturated soils. 

The stress-deformation analysis for an unsaturated soil requires the 

description of initial and final stress states. The matric suction conditions in the soil 

can be predicted by performing a saturated/unsaturated seepage analysis. In seepage 

problems, the coefficient of permeability and volumetric water content are assumed 

to be a function of matric suction. For steady-state problems, Gardner's equation 

(1958) is used to describe the coefficient of permeability function. The Fredlund and 

Xing (1994) equation is used to represent the soil-water characteristic curve. The 

equation proposed by Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) is used to describe the coefficient 

of permeability function in a transient seepage analysis. The solution of 

saturated/unsaturated seepage problems is obtained using a general partial 

differential equation solver, called PDEase2D. 

The stress-deformation analysis involves two elastic modulus functions 

corresponding to two stress state variables of an unsaturated soil. The analysis is also 

performed using PDEase2D. The initial total stress condition is estimated using the 

total stress theory. The final total stress condition is obtained by adding the induced 

stress due to loading to the initial total stress. The initial and final matric suction 

conditions are known as the measured values or the seepage analysis results with the 
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specified boundary conditions. The stress-deformation analysis is performed using 

an incremental procedure. 

Several typical volume change problems associated with expansive soils are 

used to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed method of heave prediction in 

engineering practice. Verification of the proposed method is accomplished for one-

dimensional problems by comparing the displacements predicted with that of a 

closed form analytical method (Fredlund et al., 1980) and the available measured 

data (Yoshida et al., 1983 and Ching and Fredlund, 1984). Two-dimensional 

problems are developed to represent typical conditions encountered in engineering 

practice such as deformation due to loading, unloading, wetting and drying. In 

addition, a comprehensive example associated with volume change due to loading 

and wetting is also analyzed. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1, 'Introduction', introduces the 

magnitude of the heave problem, main tasks for the solutions of geotechnical 

problems, the objectives and scope of the research study and includes this section, an 

outline of the thesis. 

Chapter 2, 'Literature Review', is divided into four parts. Part one contains a 

brief summary of proposed methods of heave prediction. Part two contains a review 

of coupled and uncoupled solutions of consolidation problems in unsaturated soils. 

Part three contains a summary of the saturated/unsaturated seepage problems and 

available computer models, and part four contains a review of the development 

associated with stress analysis in soils. 

Chapter 3, 'One and Two-Dimensional Volume Change Theory', contains 

the theory of volume change prediction on the basis of the general theory of 

unsaturated soils. The following aspects are discussed: i) the stress state variables 

and constitutive relationships for unsaturated soils; ii) the calculation of elastic 

moduli from volume change indices; iii) one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
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volume change formulations; iv) a description of the saturated/unsaturated seepage 

problem; and v) solutions of the differential equations by PDEase2D. 

Chapter 4, 'Research Program', contains an outline of the research program 

undertaken to illustrate the theory of heave prediction and the potential for using 

general partial equation solvers. Typical one- and two-dimensional heave problems 

encountered in engineering practice are presented. Each example problem or case 

history is described, and the soil properties used in the analysis are also listed. 

Chapter 5, 'Presentations and Discussions", contains the results of the 

analysis and the discussion corresponding to the research program listed in Chapter 

4. Solutions of one-dimensional heave problems obtained using the proposed 

method of heave prediction are compared with those of a closed-form analytical 

method. The predicted results are also compared with previously measured 

movements in the field for a selected case history. Solutions of two-dimensional 

volume change problems using partial differential equation solvers are presented and 

discussed. 

Chapter 6, 'Conclusions and Recommendations', contains a summary of the 

findings of this research study and proposes some recommendations related to the 

analysis and future studies. 

Five Appendices are included to provide supplementary information to the 

thesis. Appendix A presents a brief introduction and principal features of the 

PDEase2D computer program. Main sections and commands of an input file when 

using PDEase2D are presented. A comprehensive example is used to demonstrate 

and explain the use of PDEase2D to perform volume change analysis of an 

unsaturated soil. Appendix B provides the verification of the formulation of the 

partial differential equations and their solutions when using the PDEase2D for the 

stress-deformation analysis and water flow analysis. Appendix C includes the results 

of heave calculations for one-dimensional heave using an analytical method 

programmed on spreadsheet, and the results obtained when using the finite element 

analysis. Appendix D contains all the PDEase2D input files used to describe the 

problems in this study. Appendix E presents the notations used in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents a review of the heave prediction methods available, coupled 

and uncoupled numerical solutions for volume change problems in unsaturated soils, 

and numerical solutions of saturated/unsaturated water flow and stress-deformation 

problems. 

2.2 Heave Prediction Methods 

Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) present a detailed overview of unsaturated soil 

volume change theory. This section presents a brief review of the heave prediction 

methods available. The general method based on the theory of unsaturated soils is 

presented in detail since the solutions obtained by this method will be used for 

comparison with results obtained from numerical analyses performed in this study. 

2.2.1 General Remarks on Heave Prediction Methods 

The heave problem associated with expansive soils was first recognized in 1938 by 

the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in connection with a foundation for a steel siphon at 

its Owyhee Project in Oregon (Chen, 1988). Since then, the mechanisms that cause 

the damage have become better understood. 
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Table 2.1 summarizes the causes of foundation heave resulting from changes 

in the water content of the soil. These changes can originate from the environment or 
from man-made causes. Non-uniform changes in water content will result in 

differential heaves, which can cause severe damage to the structure. 

The heave potential of an expansive soil depends on the soil properties and 

the matric suction in the soil. The soil properties known to control the heave 

potential of a soil are clay content, plasticity index, and shrinkage limit. Many 

empirical methods have been suggested to correlate the swelling potential to the soil 

properties. Figure 2.1 and Table 2.2 present typical relationships between 

classification soil properties and swelling potential. These relationships provide an 

estimate of the heave amount without resorting to direct measurement. 
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Figure 2.1 Correlation between soil properties and swelling potential 
(From van de Merwe, 1964) 

Three factors control the amount of heave: the volume change indices, the 

initial and final stress state variables (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). In general, 

changes in the net normal stress state variable are relatively small, while changes in 

the matric suction stress state variable are comparatively large during the heave 
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Table 2.1 Example of causes for foundation heave resulting from water content changes 
(from Headquarters, U.S. Department of the Army, 1983) 

Changes in field 
environment 
from natural 
conditions 

1) Significant variation in climate, such as long droughts and 
heavy rains, cause cyclic water content changes resulting in 
edge movement of structures. 

2) Changes in depth of the water table lead to changes in water 
content 

Changes related 1) Covered areas reduce natural evaporation of moisture from the 
to construction ground, thereby increasing the water content. 

Usage effects 

2) Covered areas reduce transpiration of moisture from 
vegetation, thereby increasing the water content. 

3) Construction on a site where large trees were removed may 
lead to an increase of moisture because of prior depletion of 
water by extensive root systems. 

4) Inadequate drainage of surface water from the structure leads 
to ponding and localized increases in water content. Defective 
rain gutters and downspouts contributes to localized increases 
in water content 

5) Seepage into foundation subsoils at soil/foundation interfaces 
and through excavations made for basements or shaft 
foundations leads to increased water content beneath the 
foundation. 

6) Drying of exposed foundation soils in excavations and 
reduction in soil surcharge weight increases the potential for 
heave. 

7) Aquifers tapped provide water to an expansive layer of soil. 

1) Watering of lawns leads to increased water content. 

2) Planting and growth of heavy vegetation, such as trees, at 
distances from the structure less than 1-1.5 times the height of 
mature trees, aggravates cyclic edge heave. 

3) Drying of soil beneath heated areas of the foundation, such as 
furnace rooms, leads to soil shrinkage. 

4) Leaking underground water and sewer lines can cause 
foundation heave and differential movement. 
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process. Matric suction changes result in changes in water content (Table 2.1). 

Therefore, total heave can be predicted by measuring the in situ matric suction and 

estimating or predicting the future matric suction in the field under specific 

environmental conditions. 

Table 2.2 Probable expansion as estimated from classification test data 
(From Holtz and Kovacs, 1981) 

Degree of 
expansion 
Very high 

High 

Medium 

Low 

Probable expansion as a 
% of the total volume 

change 
(Dry to saturation 

conditiont 
>30 

20-30 

10-20 

< 10 

aunder a surcharge of 6.9 kPa. 

Colloidal 
content 

(%- 1Jlm) 
>28 

20-31 

13-23 

< 15 

Plasticity 
Index, PI 

> 35 

25-41 

15-28 

< 18 

Shrinkage 
Limit, Ws 

< 11 

7-12 

10-16 

> 15 

Many heave formulations make use of the linear relationship between void 

ratio (or vertical strain) and the log of matric suction (or total suction). Table 2.3 

presents various volume change indices with respect to suction that have been 

proposed. The prediction of heave based on matric suction measurements has 

difficulties associated with the accurate measurements of matric suction and 

appropriate ~oil properties (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). 

The most commonly used methods of heave predictions are those based on 

one-dimensional oedometer test results. Table 2.4 presents a list of various methods 

utilizing the oedometer test results. Most methods have been used to a limited extent 

within a restricted geographic region (Fredlund, 1987). Fredlund et al. (1980) 

derived an equation for the prediction of heave that makes use of the fundamentals 

of unsaturated soil, volume change theory. The details of the procedure proposed by 

Fredlund et al. ( 1980) are explained in the following section. The remainder of the 

procedures listed in Table 2.4 will not be explained. 
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Table 2.3 Definition of Volume Change Indices with Respect to Suction Changes (from Hamberg, 1985) 

Reference Symbol Definition Typical Formation of Location 

Values Soil Type 

Fredlund, 1979 Cm Slope of void ratio versus log matric suction: 0.1-0.2 Regina clay Canada 

Cm = Ae/Lilog (ua-Uw) 

Johnson, 1977 C-r Slope of void ratio versus log matric suction, 

approximated by: 0.07 Loess Mississippi 

C-r = aGs/100 B 0.15-0.21 Yazoo clay Mississippi 

where a = compressibility factor (0 < a < 1 ), 0.09-0.23 Upper Midway Texas 

B = slope of the soil suction versus water content 0.07-0.15 Pierre Shale Colorado 

relationship 0.13-0.29 Marine clay Sicily 
""""' """"' 

Lytton, 1977 'Yh Slope of the volumetric strain versus the log of total 

McKeen, 1981 suction: 0.02-0.18 Engleford Texas 

Ae I( 1 + e0 ) 0.02-0.20 Yazoo clay Mississippi 
rh = A log h 0.05-0.22 Mancos New 

where Ae!( 1 +eo) = volumetric strain, h = total Mexico 

suction 

(Continued) 
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Table 2.3 Definition of Volume Change Indices with Respect to Suction Changes (from Hamberg, 1985) 

Reference Symbol 

Aitchison and 

Martin (1973) 

Fargher et al. ]~m 
(1979) 

]~s 

Grossman et al., 

1968 U.S.D.A. 

Soil COLE 

Conservation 

Service, 1971 

Definition 

Slope of vertical strain vesus the log of total suction 

1 ~t = E v I .1/o g h 

Slope of vertical strain vesus the log of matric 

suction: 

I ~m = E v I .1/o g( U a - U w ) 

Slope of vertical strain vesus the log of solute 

(osmotic) suction: 

l~s = Ev I .1/og 1C 

Value of linear strain corresponding to a suction 

change from 33 kPa to oven dry: 

COLE= flULv = (yz/}W)113 -1 

where flULv =linear strain relative to dry 

dimensions, rv = bulk density of oven dry sample, 

}W = bulk density of sample at 33 kPa suction 

Typical 

Values 

0-0.08 

0-0.11 

0-0.20 

0-1.17 

Formation of 

Soil Type 

Red-Brown 

clay 

Western and 

Midwestern 

U.S. soils 

(Continued) 

Location 

Adelaide, S. 

Australia 



Table 2.4 Various Heave Prediction Methods Utilizing Oedometer Test Results (From Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993) 

Reference 
Name of Method 

Year Author Country 

1) Double oedometer method 1957 Jennings, J. E. and Knight, K. South Africa 

1969 Jennings, J. E. B. 

2) Salas and Serratosa method 1957 Salas, J. A. J. and Serratos, J. M. Spain 

3) Volumeter method 1961 DeBruijn, C. M. A. South Africa 

4) Mississippi method 1962 Clisby, M. B. u.s. 
1972 Teng, T. C., Mattox, R. M., and Clisby, M. B. 

1973 Teng, T. C., Mattox, R. M., and Clisby, M. B. 

1975 Teng, T. C., and Clisby, M. B. 
....... 
w 5) Sampson, Schuster, and Budge's method 1965 Sampson, E., Schuster, R. L., and Budge, W. D. u.s. 

6) Noble method 1966 Noble, C. A. Canada 

7) Sullivan and McClelland method 1969 Sullivan, R. A., and McClelland, B. U.S. 

8) Holtz method 1970 Holtz, W.G. U.S. 

9) Navy method 1971 NAVFAC U.S. 

1 0) Direct model method (Texas Highway 1973 Smith, A. W. u.s. 
Department) 

11) Simple oedometer method 1973 Jennings, J.E., Firth, R. A., Ralph, T. K., and Nager, N. South Africa 

12) U.S.B.R. method 1973 Gibbs, H. J. u.s. 
13) Fredlund, Hasan and Filson's method 1980 Fredlund, D. G., Hasan, J. U., and Filson, H. Canada 



2.2.2 Fredlund et al. (1980) Formulation for One-Dimensional Heave 

The Fredlund et al. ( 1980) method is based on the results of constant volume 

oedometer tests performed on undisturbed samples. The basic data required from the 

laboratory test are the rebound modulus and the swelling pressure. The data should 

be corrected for the effects of compressibility of the apparatus prior to its 

interpretation. The testing procedure is presented below. 

The specimens are placed in an oedometer apparatus with an initial load 

approximately equal to the existing overburden load (or a token load may also be 

used). After initial dial readings are taken, the specimen is immersed in water. As 

the specimen attempts to swell, an increased load is applied to the soil in order to 

maintain its initial volume. At some point the specimen has no further tendency to 

swell under the applied load, this applied load is called the (uncorrected) swelling 

pressure of the soil, P s· 

The specimen is then loaded (with a doubling of the applied pressure) up to 

approximately 1700 kPa. The specimen is subsequently rebounded in double 

increments to a token load. The rebound portion of the oedometer test data, plotted 

on a semi-logarithmic form, is essentially a straight line. The slope of this line is 

defined as a swelling index, Cs. The (uncorrected) swelling pressure must be 

corrected for sampling disturbance (Fredlund, 1983). A graphical procedure similar 

to Casagrande's construction for sample disturbance was also proposed (Fig. 2.2). 

The test is run on samples from different layers to account for the reduction 

of heave with depth. The (corrected) swelling pressure measured in the test shows 

the in situ stress state of the soil. It consists of the overburden pressure plus the 

matric suction equivalent. The initial matric suction is represented as matric suction 

equivalent. 

The actual stress path followed in the test can be visualized on a three-

dimensional plot using the stress state variables as abscissas. An idealized 

interpretation of the constant volume oedometer test results is presented in Fig. 2.3. 

It is assumed that sampling does not produce disturbance to the soil. 
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Uncorrected 
swelling 
pressure, P8 

l 
Corrected 

Q) lswelling 
pressure, P~ 

---- - -------------------

:E Consolidation and 
0 
> rebound curves 

adjusted for 
compressibility 
of apparatus 

log (cr- u a) 

Figure 2.2 Construction procedure to correct for the effect 
of sampling disturbance (from Fredlund, 1987) 

The final pore-water pressures can be assumed to be one of the following 

cases (Fredlund, 1979). 

i) The water will rise to some elevation near or at the soil surface, 

which will result in a hydrostatic pore-water pressure distribution. 

ii) Pore-water pressure is constant and atmospheric or zero gauge with 

depth. This is an unsteady state, but it might result if water is made 

available from the soil surface. 

iii) The pore-water pressure profile is slightly negative. This type of 

distribution wo~ld be a function of the soil type, climatic conditions, 

and the building placed on the ground surface. 

The total heave formulation will be presented with the initial and final stress 

states projected onto the net normal stress plane. The results from a one-dimensional 

oedometer test are plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale and the slope of the plot is 

used in the formulation of total heave (Fig. 2.4). A measure of the in situ stress state 

is represented by the vertical swelling pressure of the soil, which is measured in a 
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one-dimensional oedometer under K0-loading conditions. As a result, only the 

vertical heave is predicted. 

e f 
Q) 
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:.;:::::: 
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~ eo 0 
> 

Void ratio, e 

(cr - Ua) field 
(u a - Uw) field 

Sampling 

Rebound 
M atric suction 

Net normal stress 

Figure 2.3 Ideal interpretation of the "constant volume" oedometer test 
(from Fredlund et al., 1980) 
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Figure 2.4 Principle of heave calculation 
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The heave in an individual soil layer can be written in term of changes in 

void ratio: 

&.=h.~ 
I I 1 +eo 

(2.1) 

where: 

&; =heave in a layer, 

h; = thickness of the layer under consideration, 

L1e =change in void ratio, (i.e., ef- eo) 

e0 = initial void ratio, and 

ef = final void ratio. 

The equation for the rebound portion of the oedometer test data can be 

written as: 

(2.2) 

where: 

Cs = swelling index, 

Pf = final stress state, and 

Po = initial stress state. 

The initial stress state, P 0, is the sum of the overburden pressure and the 

matric suction transferred to the total stress plane (i.e., matric suction equivalent). 

The initial stress state is always equal to the "corrected" swelling pressure. 

(2.3) 

where: 

O'v = original overburden pressure, and 

( Ua-Uw)e = matric suction equivalent. 
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The final stress state, P1, must account for total stress changes and the final 

pore-water pressure conditions. 

pf = (]v ± L\a- uwf (2.4) 

where: 

L\a = change in total stress due to excavation or placement of fill, and 

Uwf = estimated final pore-water pressure. 

The heave in a layer in strata can be written as: 

(2.5) 

The total heave, L\h, is the sum of the heaves computed for each layer. 

(2.6) 

2.3 Coupled and Uncoupled Solutions 

The volume change process in expansive soils is controlled by the water flow 

process, and the water flow process, in reverse, depends on the volume change 

process. The exact solutions of two and three-dimensional volume change problems 

will be obtained by solving rigorous formulations of a consolidation-type equation. 

The formulations require the coupling of the continuity equations (water flow) and 

the equilibrium equations (stress-deformation). The coupled problems become much 

more complicated as the soil properties are functions of the stress state variables. 

The first approximation solutions can be obtained by performing uncoupled analysis, 

in which the continuity equations and the equilibrium equations are solved 
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separately. A brief review of the development of coupled solutions of saturated and 

unsaturated soils is presented below. 

Terzaghi (1943) derived the classical theory for one-dimensional 

consolidation of saturated soils. The soil was assumed to be both homogeneous and 

completely saturated with water. Soil particles and water in the pores were assumed 

to be incompressible. The derivations incorporated a linear constitutive equation for 

saturated soils in terms of the effective stress and Darcy's flow law. Both the 

coefficient of volume change, mv, and the coefficient of permeability, k, were 

assumed to remain constant during the consolidation process. Terzaghi applied his 

theory of consolidation to the analysis of the settlement of a soil column under a 

constant load without lateral expansion. Terzaghi' s consolidation theory has been 

known as one of the strongest incentives in the creation of the science of soil 

mechanics. 

Biot (1941) proposed three-dimensional coupled equations to analyze the 

consolidation process for a special case of an unsaturated soil. The soil was assumed 

to be an isotropic and linear elastic material, and water in the pores was assumed to 

be incompressible. The derivations were based on the assumption that air bubbles 

within the pore water were occluded during the consolidation process. Two 

constitutive relationships were proposed in order to completely describe the 

deformation state of the soil. One constitutive relationship was formulated for the 

soil structure, and the other was for the water phase. Two stress state variables were 

used in the formulations. Therefore, four volumetric deformation coefficients were 

used to link the stress state variables and the deformation state variables. 

Fredlund and Hasan ( 1979) presented one-dimensional consolidation 

equations for unsaturated soils. The equations were derived using conventional 

assumptions for the consolidation theory by Terzaghi with the following additions: i) 

the air phase is continuous, ii) the coefficients of permeability with respect to water 

and air, and the volume change moduli remain constant during the transient process, 

and iii) the effect of air diffusing through water and the movement of water vapor 

are ignored. Two constitutive equations were derived to describe the transient 
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process taking place as a result of a total load to an unsaturated soil. One equation 

was formulated for the water phase, and the other was for the air phase. The derived 

equations were solved simultaneously to give the water and air pressures at any 

elapsed time. 

Dakshanamurthy et al. ( 1984) presented a coupled, two-phase flow, three-

dimensional consolidation theory for unsaturated porous media. The coupled 

equations were derived based on the assumption that the air phase is continuous. 

Two independent stress tensors are used to describe the stress state for an 

unsaturated soil (i.e., three-dimensional). Several other assumptions used in the 

derivation were similar to those proposed by Tezarghi (1943) and Biot (1941) as 

follows: i) material is isotropic, ii) reversibility of stress-strain relations, iii) linearity 

of stress-strain relations, iv) small strains, v) pore-water is incompressible, vi) 

coefficients of water and air phase are functions of the volume mass soil properties 

during the consolidation process, vii) the effect of air diffusing through water, air 

dissolving in the water phase and the movement of water vapor are ignored. The 

application of the consolidation theory was illustrated for a one-dimensional case. 

The change in pore-air and pore-water pressures was computed by solving the 

continuity equations for the water phase and the air phase simultaneously, then the 

overall (i.e., soil structure) volume change was obtained from the equilibrium 

equation. 

Rahardjo and Fredlund (1995) presented an experimental verification for the 

theory of consolidation for unsaturated soils. The experimental study was limited to 

the one-dimensional case. Soil properties such as coefficient of consolidation, 

coefficient of permeability, and coefficients of volume change used during the 

simulations were assumed to be constants with a single test. The pore-air pressure 

was found to dissipate instantaneously when the air-phase was continuous. 

A comprehensive coupled solution of two and three-dimensional volume 

change problems in expansive soils has not been published to date. A fully coupled 

solution can be obtained by simultaneously solving the continuity equations and 

equilibrium equations. The soil properties of an unsaturated soil (e.g., coefficient of 
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permeability, coefficient of water storage, elastic modulus with respect to net normal 

stress, E, and elastic modulus with respect to matric suction, H) are functions of 

stress state variables (i.e., net normal stress and matric suction). The continuity 

equations and equilibrium equations for an unsaturated soil are highly nonlinear and 

the coupled solution is difficult to obtain. As a first approximation, an uncoupled 

analysis is performed in this study. 

2.4 Saturated/Unsaturated Water Flow Analysis 

In geotechnical engineering, flow of water in soils is one of the most crucial 

phenomena. The flow of water in soils relates directly to problems of seepage and 

water transfer in soil, including the case of wetting and drying of an expansive soil. 

The flow of water controls the phenomena of consolidation, shrinkage and swelling. 

The flow of water through a soil can be described by Darcy's flow law 

(1856) for both saturated and unsaturated soils. However, the flow in unsaturated 

soils follows a non-linear flow law and is therefore much more complex. While the 

coefficient of permeability can be assumed to be constant for a saturated soil, it is a 

function of soil suction for an unsaturated soil (Buckingham, 1907; Richards, 1931). 

Numerical methods are required for solving saturated/unsaturated flow problems. 

2.4.1 Flow Models 

Richards ( 1931) presented some of the earliest theoretical work in the area of flow 

through unsaturated soil. The term "capillary conduction" was used to describe the 

moisture movement through unsaturated soils. 

Casagrande (1937) proposed the flownet technique for the solution of 

seepage problems. It was assumed that there was no flow in the unsaturated zone. 

Flow problems were subdivided into "confined" or "unconfined" situations. In the 

case of "unconfined" flow, the line of seepage was assumed and considered as the 

upper boundary of flow in the soil. The flownet technique can only be used for 
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simple saturated seepage problems, with simple geometry, soil properties and clearly 

defined boundary conditions. 

Taylor and Brown (1967) proposed a finite element model for seepage 

problem with a "free surface". This model considered the flow of water in the 

saturated zone only and the phreatic line was assumed to be the upper boundary of 

the flow region. Therefore, a trial and error procedure was used for locating the free 

surface, which has both zero flow normal to it and zero pore-water pressure. The 

model often had convergence problems because of the incorrect assumption on the 

upper boundary of the flow region (Freeze, 1971; Papagianakis and Fredlund, 1984). 

Freeze (1971a) introduced a finite difference model considering continuous 

flow between saturated and unsaturated soils. The differential equation governing 

the flow is expressed as a function of the pore-water pressure head and was similar 

to the equation proposed by Richards ( 1931 ). Freeze ( 1971 b) compared numerical 

model results to traditional flownet results that considered flow through the saturated 

zone and stated: 

The boundary conditions that are satisfied on the free surface specify that the 
pressure head must be atmospheric and the surface must be a streamline. 
Whereas the first of these conditions is true, the second is not. We can avoid 
this incorrect boundary condition by solving the complete saturated-
unsaturated boundary value problem in which we use the actual external 
boundaries rather than false internal one. 

Neuman ( 1972) presented a finite element method for the solution of 

transient water flow problems involving saturated/unsaturated porous media. This 

model was unsuitable for the engineering applications because it considered the soil 

volumetric water content as the field variable. 

Papagianakis and Fredlund ( 1984) proposed a model to obtain a solution for 

saturated/unsaturated water flow problems. The flow was assumed to be two-

dimensional and under steady state conditions. The coefficient of permeability was 

treated as a function of the pore-water pressure head. The non-linear differential 

equation governing flow was solved using an interactive finite element scheme. The 

model did not require the arbitrary categorization of flow problems as "confined" 
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and "unconfined" situations. In addition, the model showed that there was 

continuous flow within the saturated and the unsaturated zones. 

Lam et al. ( 1987) proposed a two-dimensional finite element model to 

simulate transient seepage for complex water flow problems. The coefficient of 

permeability of the unsaturated soil was assumed to be a function of pore-water 

pressure. The non-linearity of the equation was solved using an interactive 

procedure. 

Today, many commercial finite element packages are available for the 

simulation of the saturated/unsaturated water flow problems. The computer 

programs for seepage analysis that are commonly used include MODFLOW and 

SEEP/W (Geo-Slope International). Fredlund (1997) used a general partial 

differential equation solver, called PDEase2D (Macsyma Inc.), to solve two-

dimensional saturated/unsaturated steady state seepage problems. The PDEase2D 

computer program is used for the seepage analysis and stress-deformation analysis 

in this study. 

2.4.2 Coefficient of Permeability Functions 

The study of water flow in unsaturated soils requires the knowledge of the 

coefficient of permeability. The coefficient of permeability of an unsaturated soil is 

not a constant, but is a function of soil suction. There are two approaches that can be 

used to obtain the permeability function of an unsaturated soil, namely, empirical 

equations, and statistical models (Fredlund el al., 1994). 

An empirical equation requires that there be several measured coefficients of 

permeability. Several empirical permeability equations of an unsaturated soil are 

listed in Table 2.5. These equations can be used in engineering practice when 

measured data are available for the relationship between the coefficient of 

permeability and suction, or the relationship between the coefficient of permeability 

and the water content. This approach allows a closed-form analytical equation to be 

written for unsaturated flow problems. 
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T bl 2 5 E .. 1 bT fu a e . mptnca permea ttty ncttons (after Leong and Rahardjo, 1997) 
Type Permeability functions Reference 

kw = aO! Gardner, 1958 

( J*3 
Campbell, 1973 

kw = ks 8w and b = L1log(1fl) 
(Js L1log( Ow) Ahuja, 1973, 1974 

k = f(Ow) Gillham et al., 1976 

Zachmann et al., 1981 

Hillel, 1982 

kw = ks exp[b( (Jw- (Js )] Davidson et al., 1969 

Dane and Klute, 1970 

kw =a +blfl Richards, 1931 

kw = a1f1-b Wind, 1955 

k = ks Gardner, 1958 
w 

l+a(L J 
Pwg 

kw =a exp( blfl) Christensen, 1943 
k = f(lfl) Rijtema, 1965 

kw =ks for 1f1 <5: 1flb 
Phillip, 1986 

kw = ks exp[b(1fl-1flb )] for 1f1 > 1flb 

kw = {zn[e+(:JJr 
Leong and Rahardjo, 1997 

.. 
Note: tn the table, a, b, c and p are constants; k is coefficient of permeabthty where 
subscripts w and s denote unsaturated and saturated, respectively; 1/f is soil suction, and Bw is 
volumetric water content. 

Research developments in the area of unsaturated soils have resulted in the 

use of the soil-water characteristic curve to estimate the coefficient of permeability 

functions. A statistical model can be used to predict the permeability function when 

the saturated coefficient of permeability and the soil-water characteristic curve are 

available. The statistical models are the most rigorous models for permeability 
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functions. The approach is based on the premise that both the permeability function 

and the soil-water characteristic curve are primarily determined by the pore size 

distribution of the soil under consideration (Fredlund et al. 1994). Many statistical 

models have been suggested for the permeability functions of unsaturated soils 

(Burdine, 1953; Marshall, 1958; Nielsen et al. 1960; Mualem, 1976; Fredlund et al., 

1994). The presentation of the details concerning each of these models is not the 

subject of this study. 

In the present study, Gardner's (1958) equation is used for the steady state 

seepage analysis and the Leong and Rahardjo's (1997) equation is used for the 

transient state seepage analysis. These equations are presented in more detail in 

Chapter 3. 

2.4.3 Soil-Water Characteristic Curve 

The transient water flow problems require that the water storage coefficient be 

defined. The water storage coefficient is a slope of the soil-water characteristic 

curve. The soil-water characteristic curve for a soil is defined as the relationship 

between water content and soil suction. Numerous empirical equations have been 

proposed for the soil-water characteristic curve (Brooks and Corey, 1964; Williams 

et al, 1983; McKee and Bumb, 1984; van Genuchten, 1980; and Fredlund and Xing, 

1994). Several soil-water characteristic curve equations are listed in Table 2.6. 

The Fredlund and Xing's (1994) equation of the soil-water characteristic 

curve is used for the transient seepage analysis in this study and the equation will be 

presented in more detail in Chapter 3. 

2.5 Stress-Deformation Analysis 

Boussinesq (1885) developed equations for the state of stress within a homogeneous, 

isotropic, linearly elastic half-space for a point load acting perpendicular to the 

ground surface. Boussinesq also derived equations for the radial, tangential, and 
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shear stress. By integrating the point load equation along a line, the stress due to a 

line load may also be found using Boussinesq equation. 

T bl 2 6 E . . 1 ·1 h a e mp1nca sm -water c aractenst1c curve equations 
Equations Parameters Reference 

8=(~ J 8 = normalized water content, Brooks and 
1/f= suction, 1/fh =air-entry value, and Corey, 1964 
A. = pore-size distribution index. 

ln 1jl = a 1 + b1 ln (J a1 and b1 =curve-fitting parameters Williams et 
al., 1983 

(J = e-(lf!-az )lbz a2 and b2 = curve-fitting parameters McKee and 
Bumb, 1984 

8= 
1 a1 and b3 = curve-fitting parameters McKee and 

1 + e(lfl-aJ )lbJ Bumb, 1987 
Bumb, 1987 

[ r p, nand m =three different soil van 
(J- 1 parameters Genuchten, 

- 1 + (p1/ft 1980 

(J C( 1/f) = correction factor Fredlund and 
8 = C(1/f) s a, n and m = three different soil Xing, 1994 

~n [e + ( 1/f I a l )t parameters 

Newmark (1935) derived the equation for the vertical stress at some depth 

under the comer of a uniformly loaded rectangular area by integrating Boussinesq 

equations. The vertical stress under uniformly circular loaded area can also be found 

using a similar Newmark procedure. The trapezoidal loading caused by a long 

embankment was also modelled by this manner. Newmark (1942) developed 

"influence charts" from which the verti~al stress, horizontal stress and shear stress 

due to an irregularly shaped loaded area at various points inside and/or outside an 

area may be determined. 

Harr ( 1966) and Poulos and David ( 197 4) provided equations and charts for 

estimating the horizontal and shear stresses in elastic media for the site where a 

layered subsoil exists, where there are large variations in the modulus of elasticity. 

Terzaghi (1936) introduced the stress state variable that controls the 

behaviour of a saturated soil. The stress state variable for a saturated soil is called 
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the "effective stress". The effective stress concept forms the fundamental basis for 

studying saturated soil mechanics. All mechanical aspects of a saturated soil are 

governed by the effective stress. The change in volume and shear strength of a 

saturated soil is controlled by a change in the effective stress. 

In the late 1960s, many computer programs using finite difference and finite 

element methods had been developed for complicated problems of stress-

deformation analysis. The non-linear characteristics of the soil were represented in 

the finite difference and finite element programs. 

Fredlund and Morgenstern ( 1977) presented a theoretical stress analysis of an 

unsaturated soil on the basis of multiphase continuum mechanics. The analysis 

concluded that at least two stress state variables, "net normal stress" and "matric 

suction", are needed for an unsaturated soil. These two stress state variables can be 

used to formulate constitutive equations to describe the shear strength and volume 

change behaviour of unsaturated soils. The proposed stress state variables for an 

unsaturated soil have been experimentally tested (Fredlund, 1973). 

Many programs for stress-deformation analysis have been written in 

programming languages such as FORTRAN and C, and a great many of them are 

available for use in engineering practice. However, the programs differ in stress-

strain relationships used and cannot adapt to some particular requirement. 

At the present time, one of the most popular computer programs for stress-

deformation analysis in soils is a product of Geo-Slope International (Calgary), 

called SIGMAIW. SIGMAIW can integrate with SEEP/W to solve two-dimensional 

coupled or uncoupled volume change problems for a saturated soils. However, 

SIGMAIW has only specific models of stress analysis and does not allow the 

flexibility in the description of the soil property functions (e.g., the elastic modulus 

E). The non-linear elastic model uses the formulation presented by Duncan and 

Change ( 1970) to compute the soil modulus. The non-linear stress strain curve is a 

hyperbola in the shear stress, (cr1 - cr3), versus axial strain space. In general, three 

soil moduli are required to describe the stress-strain curve: the initial modulus, Eh 
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the tangential modulus, Eh and the loading-reloading modulus, Eur· This model 

cannot be used to describe the stress-strain curve that is suggested in this study. 

Thu ( 1997) simulated a subsidence problem due to pumping groundwater of 

Hanoi city, Vietnam, using a linear elastic model of SIGMAIW. The analysis was 

performed in an uncoupled nature. 

The stress-deformation analysis in this study is performed using the general-

purpose partial differential equation solver, PDEase2D. The computer program 

PDEase2D is presented in detail in Appendix A. 

2.6 Summary of the Literature Review 

Numerous volume change prediction procedures have been proposed in the literature 

over the past four decades. Many of the procedures of heave prediction can be 

applied only in a specific region of the world. 

The proposed methods of heave prediction in the literature can be subdivided 

into two groups. One group of methods attempts to follow the actual stress path of 

suction change in the field and the second group of methods uses an equivalent 

stress path on the total stress plane, as described during a one-dimensional 

oedometer test. The relationship between soil suction (or total stress) and volume 

change used in heave prediction is obtained from the semi-logarithmic plot of the 

laboratory data. The initial stress condition can be determined by measuring in situ 

matric suction, or estimated by performing the one-dimensional oedometer test. The 

final stress condition can be predicted or assumed based on the local experience and 

climatic conditions. All of the proposed methods of heave calculations are limited to 

one-dimensional analysis. 

The volume change and water flow in expansive soils are dependent 

processes. Exact solutions of the volume change problem require that the continuity 

equations and the equilibrium equations be solved simultaneously. The soil 

properties of an unsaturated soil that are required for seepage and stress analyses are 

functions of stress state variables; therefore, the continuity equations and the 
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equilibrium equations are nonlinear and a coupled solution is difficult to obtain. The 

volume change problems in this study are performed in an uncoupled manner using 

computer program PDEase2D. The initial or final matric suction conditions are 

predicted by performing a seepage analysis. The matric suction conditions are then 

put into the stress-deformation analysis to predict deformations. 
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CHAPTER3 

ONE AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL VOLUME CHANGE THEORY 

3.1 Introduction 

Numerous methods have been proposed to predict heave of expansive soils. These 

methods generally use the volume change coefficients or indices obtained from one-

dimensional oedometer tests and the changes in the pore-water pressure. All of these 

methods can predict only one-dimensional heave. 

Two-dimensional heave predictions can be studied using the volume change 

theory for an unsaturated soil. The use of two independent stress state variables 

produces a meaningful description of the heave process in an expansive soil. The 

effect of changes in net normal stress and matric suction for an unsaturated soil can 

be illustrated from the constitutive relations. There are two elastic moduli associated 

with two stress state variables in the constitutive equations for the soil structure of an 

unsaturated soil. The elastic moduli associated with each stress state variable are not 

a constant. Rather, the elastic moduli are functions of the corresponding stress state 

in the soil. In order to perform two or three-dimensional volume change analysis, 

these moduli must be measured or calculated. The calculation of the elastic moduli 

from the volume change indices is presented in this chapter after the presentation of 

information on stress state variables and the volume change constitutive relations for 

an unsaturated soil. 

Based on the equilibrium equations and constitutive relations, governing 

differential equations for stress-deformation problem can be derived for Ko-loading 
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conditions (i.e., one-dimensional heave) as well as for plane strain loading 

conditions (i.e., two-dimensional volume change). 

In order to conduct a heave analysis, the initial and final stress states must be 

known. Pore-water pressure conditions can be estimated by performing 

saturated/unsaturated water flow analysis. Therefore, the partial differential equation 

is also presented for both steady-state and transient -state water flow problems. The 

coefficient of permeability is not a constant for an unsaturated soil, but is rather, a 

function of matric suction. Equations for the coefficient of permeability used in this 

study are presented. 

One and two-dimensional volume change problems are analyzed using the 

finite element method. PDEase2D, a general partial differential equation solver, was 

used to perform the volume change analysis for this study. 

3.2 Stress State Variables and Constitutive Relationships 

Two independent stress state variables are needed to describe the volume change 

behaviour of an unsaturated soil (Barden et al., 1969; Aitchison and Woodburn, 

1969; Brackley, 1971; Aitchison and Martin, 1973; Fredlund, 1974 and Fredlund 

and Morgenstern, 1977). Fredlund (1974) and Fredlund and Morgenstern (1977) 

suggested that any two of three possible normal stress variables could be used to 

describe the stress state of an unsaturated soil. These three possible normal stress 

variables are (a- ua), ( Ua- Uw) and (a- uw), where a is total normal stress, Ua is pore-

air pressure and uw is pore-water pressure. However, the net normal stress (a- ua) 

and matric suction (ua- uw) combination of stress state variables appears to be the 

most satisfactory for use in engineering practice (Fredlund, 1979; Fredlund and 

Rahardjo, 1987). This combination is advantageous since the effects of externally 

applied loads and the effects of environmental changes can be considered separately. 

This is beneficial both from a conceptual and analytical standpoint. The air pressure 

for most practical problems is atmospheric (i.e., zero gauge pressure); therefore, the 

total normal stress and the pore-water pressure will represent the net normal stress 
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and matric suction, respectively. The proposed stress state variables for unsaturated 

soils have also been experimentally tested (Fredlund, 1973). 

An unsaturated soil is considered as a mixture with two phases that come to 

equilibrium under applied stress (i.e., soil particle and contractile skin) and two 

phases that flow under applied pressure (i.e., the air and the water). The total volume 

change of the soil element must be equal to the sum of volume changes associated 

with each phase. If the soil particles are assumed incompressible and the volume 

change of the contractile skin assumed internal to the element, the continuity 

requirement for an element of unsaturated soil reduces to (Fredlund and 

Morgenstern, 1976): 

~Vv ~Vw ~Va --=--+--
Vo Vo Vo 

(3.1) 

where: 

Vo =initial overall volume of an unsaturated soil element, 

Vv = volume of soil voids, 

V w = volume of water in the element, and 

Va = volume of air in the element. 

In order to describe the volume change in an unsaturated soil completely, the 

volume changes associated with any two of the three above variables must be 

measured or predicted. The third volume change can be computed. However, the 

total volume change is sufficient to describe the deformation of the soil structure. 

The total volume change can be written as the sum of the normal strains: 

(3.2) 

where: 

Ev = volumetric strain, and 

Ex,Ey,Ez =normal strain components in x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively. 
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(Note: x- for horizontal direction andy- for vertical direction). 

In saturated soil mechanics, the constitutive relations for the soil structure 

can be formulated in accordance with the generalized Hook's law using the effective 

stress variable, ( cr-uw). For an isotropic and linearly elastic soil structure, the 

constitutive relations in the x-, y-, and z-directions have the following form: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

where: 

Gx = total stress in the x-direction, 

Gy = total stress in the y-direction, 

Gz = total stress in the z-direction, 

E = modulus of elasticity or Young's modulus for the soil structure, and 

Jl =Poisson's ratio. 

The constitutive relations for an unsaturated soil can be formulated as an 

extension of the equations used for saturated soil, using the appropriate stress state 

variables. The soil structure constitutive relations associated with the normal strains 

in the x-, y-, and z-directions are as follows (Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976; 

Fredlund, 1979): 

(3.6) 

1cr - u ) " (u - u ) e = ~ y a - !:: .. J C1 + C1 - 2u ) + a w 
y E Et.:_ x z a H (3.7) 
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(3.8) 

where: 

E = modulus of elasticity for the soil structure with respect to a change 

in the net normal stress, (a- ua), and 

H = modulus of elasticity for the soil structure with respect to a change 

in matric suction, (ua- uw). 

The constitutive equations associated with the shear deformations are: 

rxy 
'rxy (3.9) =-
G 

'r vz 
Yyz = G (3.10) 

'r 
ru=; (3.11) 

where: 

'rxy =shear stress on the x-plane in they-direction (i.e., 'rxy = 'ryx), 

'ryz = shear stress on they-plane in the z-direction (i.e., 'ryz = 'rzy), 

'rzx = shear stress on the z-plane in the x-direction (i.e., 'rzx = 'rxz), and 

G = shear modulus. 

The sign convention suggested in Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) is used in 

this study. A positive change in the state variable (i.e., deformation or stress) refers 

to an increase in the state variable, where as a negative change indicates a decrease 

in the state variable. The sign of the elastic moduli, E and H, are determined by the 

signs of the deformation state variables and the stress state variables. As an example, 

the elastic moduli, E and H, associated with a stable-structured soil would have a 

negative sign. 
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The constitutive equations can also be applied to situations where the stress 

versus strain relationships are non-linear. An incremental procedure using small 

increments of stress and strain can be used to apply the linear elastic formulation to a 

non-linear stress versus strain curve. The non-linear stress versus strain curve is 

assumed to be linear within each stress and strain increment. The elastic moduli, E 

and H, may vary in magnitude from one increment to another. The soil structure 

constitutive relations associated with the normal strains can be written in an 

incremental form as follows: 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

A change in the volumetric strain of the soil for each increment, dev, can be 

obtained by summing the changes in normal strains in the x-, y-, and z-directions: 

dev = dex +dEY +dEz (3.15) 

where: 

dEv = change in volumetric strain for each increment. 

Substituting Eqs. 3.12, 3.13, and 3.14 into Eq. 3.15 gives the volumetric 

strain for a particular loading increment: 

1-2J.l 3 
dev = 3( )d( (jmean- ua )+-d( ua- uw) 

· E H 
(3.16) 

where: 

Gmean =average total normal stress (i.e., ( Gx+Gy+Gz.)/3). 
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The proposed constitutive equations have been experimentally tested for 

uniqueness near a point (Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976) and for uniqueness when 

larger stress increments are used (Matyas and Radhakrishna 1968; Barden et al. 

1969). The results indicate uniqueness as long as the deformation conditions are 

monotonic. 

3.2.1 Ko-Loading 

For K0-loading (one-dimensional loading), a total stress increment of day is applied 

in the vertical direction, while the soil is not permitted to deform laterally (i.e., dex = 

dez = 0). Volumetric strain, dev, is equal to the strain in the vertical direction, dey, for 

K0-loading conditions. This loading condition occurs during one-dimensional 

compression. Equation (3.16) for the soil structure can be rearranged as follows to 

represent Ko-loading conditions in term of the elastic moduli: 

d - ( 1 + J1 )( 1 - 2 J1 ) d( ) ( 1 + J1 ) d( ) e - a -u + u -u 
v E( 1 - J1 ) y a H ( 1 - J1 ) a w 

(3.17) 

Equation 3.17 is the soil structure constitutive relation for Ko-loading 

conditions. 

3.2.2 Plane Strain Loading 

Many geotechnical problems can be simplified to a two-dimensional form 

using the concept of plane strain loading. If an earth structure is significantly long in 

one direction (e.g., the z-direction) in comparison with the other two directions (e.g., 

the x- andy-directions) and the loading need only be applied in the x- andy-planes. 

The structure can then be modelled as a plane strain problem. For plane strain 

conditions, the soil deformation in the z-direction is assumed to be negligible (i.e., 

dez = 0). Equation 3.16 can be rewritten for plane strain loading condition: 
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(3.18) 

where: 

Gave =average total normal stress for two-dimensional loading (i.e., 

Equation 3.18 is the soil structure constitutive relationship for plane strain 

loading conditions. 

The constitutive relations can also be rewritten in a compressibility form 

which is more common to soil mechanics. The compressibility form of the 

constitutive equation for the soil structure of a saturated soil can be written as: 

(3.19) 

where 

mv = coefficient of volume change. 

The compressibility form for the soil structure constitutive equation for an 

unsaturated soil can be written as follows: 

(3.20) 

where: 

m; = coefficient of volume change with respect to a change in net normal 

stress, d( 0"-ua), 

m; = coefficient of volume change with respect to a change in matric 

suction, d( Ua-Uw), 

Constitutive equations in a compressibility form can be written for specific 

loading conditions. Table 3.1 presents the coefficients of volume change for soil 
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structure for general, three-dimensional loading, K0-loading, and plane strain loading 

conditions. 

Table 3.1 Coefficient of volume change for some loading conditions (From Fredlund and 
Rahardjo, 1993) 

First stress Second stress 
Loading ms state variable ms state variable 

1 2 

Three-dimensional 3(1-2J1) d( Gmean-Ua) 3 d(U0 -Uw) 

(General) E H 

Ko-loading (1+J1)(1-2J1) d( Gy-Ua) (1 + Jl) d(U0 -Uw) 

(One-dimensional) E( 1- Jl) H(1- Jl) 

Plane strain 2( 1 + J1 )( 1 - 2 J1 ) d( Gave-Ua) 2( 1 + J1) d(U0 -Uw) 

(Two-dimensional) E H 

Note: Gmean=( Gx+Gy+Gz)/3; Gave=( Gx+Gy)/2 

The constitutive relationship for the soil structure of an unsaturated soil can 

be presented graphically as a three-dimensional surface with each abscissa 

representing a stress state variable, and the ordinate representing the volumetric 

strain of the soil structure (Fig. 3.1). Coefficients of volume change corresponding 

to the unloading surface can be subscripted with an "s" to represent the word 

swelling (i.e., m;s and m;s ). 

The constitutive surface can also be obtained when void ratio, e, is plotted 

with respect to the logarithms of the stress state variables (Fig. 3.2). The logarithmic 

plots are linear over a relatively large stress range, on the extreme planes (i.e., the 

{log(a-ua)===O} plane and {log(ua-uw) ===0} plane) (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). 

The slopes of the curves on these extreme planes are called indices. The volumetric 

deformation indices associated with the void ratio surface for loading conditions are 

C1 and Cm (i.e., compressive indices with respect to net normal stress and matric 

suction, respectively). For the unloading surface, the indices are subscripted with an 

"s" as Crs and Cms. 
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~Vv e =-
v v. 

0 

Net normal stress 
(a- Ua) 

Matric suction 
(ua- Uw) 

Figure 3.1 Three-dimensional constitutive surface for soil structure 
of an unsaturated soil (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993) 

Ct 

Net normal stress 
log(a- Ua) 

Matric suction 
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Figure 3.2 Semi-logarithmic plot of stress state variables versus 
void ratio (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993) 
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3.3 Calculation of Elastic Moduli from Volume Change Indices 

The coefficients of volume change (e.g., m; and m;) can be obtained from the same 

test data used to obtain the volumetric deformation indices (e.g., Cr and Cm). The 

difference between the soil properties lies in the manner in which the results are 

plotted and mathematically represented. 

Based on Fig. 3.1, the coefficients of volume change can be written as 

follows: 

s dev 1 de 
mJ= -------

d( C1- ua ) 1 + e0 d( C1- ua ) 
(3.21) 

s dev 1 de 
m2= = 

d( ua - uw) 1 +eo d( ua - uw) 
(3.22) 

Based on Fig. 3.2, the volumetric deformation indices can be written as 

follows: 

C = de 
1 

d{log( C1- ua)} 
(3.23) 

C = de 
m d{log( ua - uw )} 

(3.24) 

Using a mathematical conversion between a semi-logarithmic scale (i.e., to 

the base 10), and arithmetic scale, the m; and m; coefficients can be written in 

terms of the C1 and Cm indices: 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

where: 
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(a- ua)ave = average of the initial and final net normal stress for an 

increment, and 

( Ua- uw)ave = average of the initial and final matric suction for an increment. 

The 0.434 constant arises from the logarithm of the natural log taken to the 

base 10 (i.e., logw 2.718). 

The elastic moduli, E and H, can be calculated from the coefficients of 

volume change, m; and m~ , from Table 3.1 provided that the value of Poisson's 

ratio is known. The E and H elastic moduli for some loading conditions under 

consideration are presented in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 Relationships between elastic moduli and coefficients of volume change 
First stress Second stress 

Loading E state variable H state variable 

Three-dimensional 3(1-2J1) d( Cimean-Ua) 3 d(ua-Uw) 

(General) ms 
1 

ms 
2 

Ko-loading (1+J1)(1-2J1) d( Ciy-Ua) ( 1+J1) d(ua-Uw) 

(One-dimensional) m;(1-J1) m;( 1- J1) 

Plane strain 2( 1 + /1 )( 1 - 2/1 ) d( Ciave-Ua) 2( 1 + /1) d(ua-Uw) 

(Two-dimensional) ms 
1 

ms 
2 

Note: Cimean=( Cix+Ciy+Ciz)/3; Gave=( Cix+Ciy)/2 

The elastic moduli E and H can be calculated from the volumetric 

deformation indices, initial void ratio and Poisson's ratio by substituting Eq. 3.25 

and 3.26 into conversion relationships shown in Table 3.2. 
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where: 

nt = coefficient that relates net normal stress with elastic modulus E, and 

nm ::::: coefficient that relate matric suction with elastic modulus H. 

Figure 3.3 presents the relationship between elastic modulus, E, and net 

normal stress for various values of swelling index, when the initial void ratio is 

equal to 1.0 and Poisson's ratio equal to 0.35. Figure 3.4 illustrates the relationship 

between elastic modulus, E, and net normal stress for various values of Poisson's 

ratio, when the initial void ratio is equal to 1.0 and swelling index is equal to 0.1. 

The relationship between elastic modulus, H, and matric suction, is plotted for 

various values of swelling index in Fig. 3.5. Table 3.3 presents n1 and nm coefficients 

for some loading conditions under consideration (i.e., general, three-dimensional 

loading, K0-loading and plane strain loading). 
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i C ts = 0. 3 ______________________ _ 

0~~--------~----------~------------~----------~ 
0 250 500 750 1000 

Net normal stress, (Oinean- u a), (kPa) 

Figure 3.3 Relationship between elastic modulus, E, and net normal stress for various values 
of swelling index 
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Figure 3.5 Relationship between elastic modulus, H, and matric suction for various values of 
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Table 3.3 Coefficients n,and nm for some loading conditions 

Loading 

Three-dimensional 

(General) 

Ko-loading 

(One-dimensional) 

Plane strain 

(Two-dimensional) 

n, 

6.9078( 1- 2J1 )( 1 + e0 ) 

e, 

First stress 
state variable 

( 1 + J1 )( 1- 2Jl) ( 1 + e0 ) ( Gy-Ua) ave 

( 1- Jl) 0.4343e, 

4.6052( 1 + Jl )( 1- 2Jl )( 1 + e0 ) ( O"ave-Ua) ave 

e, 

Note: O"mean = ( Gx+Gy+Gz)/3; Gave= ( Gx+Gy)/2 

6.9078( 1 + e0 ) 

em 

( 1 + J1) ( 1 + e0 ) 

( 1- J1) 0.4343em 

4.6052( 1 + Jl){ 1 + e0 ) 

em 

Second stress 
state variable 



It would be noted that failure could not occur under K0-loading or isotropic 

loading conditions, as indicated in Fig. 3.6. The elastic modulus calculated from 

these tests seems to increase with increasing stress infinitely. This is not true since 

failure will occur at some value of principal stress difference as shown in Fig. 3.7. 

However, it is assumed that no failure occurs in this study. 
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.§ 
a.. 

Vertical strain 

Figure 3.6 Typical stress-strain curve for oedometer test 

Vertical strain 

Figure 3. 7 Typical stress-strain curve for triaxial compression test 
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3.4 Volume Change Formulations 

The governing differential equations describing the deformation behaviour of an 

unsaturated soil element are derived based on the mechanical equilibrium equations 

and the volume change constitutive relationships. The differential equations are 

presented for K0-loading condition (i.e., one-dimensional loading) and for plane 

strain loading condition (i.e., two-dimensional loading). 

3.4.1 One-Dimensional Heave Formulation 

The force equilibrium of a soil element for K0-loading condition (i.e., in y-direction) 

can be expressed in the following form: 

a a 
__ Y +pg=O ay (3.29) 

where: 

p = density of the soil, 

g = acceleration due to gravity, and 

pg = gravity body force. 

The net normal stress can be expressed by rearranging Eq. 3.17 as follows: 

(3.30) 

The differential expression of normal strain in terms of displacement in the y

direction (i.e., v) is as follows: 

av 
E=-

y ay (3.31) 
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where: 

v = vertical displacement. 

The governing differential equation for the K0-loading condition can be 

obtained by substituting expression for net normal stress (Eq. 3.30) into the force 

equilibrium equation (i.e., Eq. 3.29): 

(3.32) 

Equation 3.32 can be used to compute the vertical displacement due to net 

normal stress changes and/or matric suction changes. 

3.4.2 Two-Dimensional Volume Change Formulation 

The force equilibrium of a soil element for plane strain loading condition can be 

expressed in the following forms: 

dG X + d'l' xy = 0 
dx dy 

(3.33) 

(3.34) d'l' dG 
~+--y +pg=O 
dx dy 

Imposing the normal strain in z-direction equal to zero (i.e., Ez = 0) in Eq. 3.8 

and rearranging Eqs. 3.6 and 3.7 gives: 

e = (1- J1
2
) fa - u )- J1(1 + J1) 1a - u )+ ( 1 + J1) (u - u ) (3.35) 

x E '.:x a E ~y a H a w 

e = (1-J12)ra -u )-J1(1+J1)ra -u )+(1+J1)(u -u) (3.36) 
Y E ~y a E '.:x a H a w 
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(3.37) 

The expressions of net normal stresses and shear stress can be written as 
follows: 

(ax -ua) = c[ (1- J.l'j2x + JlEy- ( 
1 
;Jl) (ua -uJ] 

(a y -ua) = c[Jlex + (1- Jl'j2y- ( 
1 
;Jl) (ua- uw)J 

where: 

E 
c=-----

{1-2J.1Xl+J.l) 

G= E 
2{1 + J.l) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

The differential expressions of strain in terms of displacement in x- an y

direction (i.e., u and v) are as follows: 

au e=-
x ax 

av 
E=-

Y ay 
av au r =-+

xy ax ay 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

The partial differential equation for plane strain loading condition of an 

unsaturated soil can be obtained by substituting expressions for stresses (i.e., Eqs. 
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3.38, 3.39 and 3.40) into the force equilibrium equations (i.e., Eqs. 3.33 and 3.34) 

with the strains expressed in term of displacements: 

~{c[(l-p)du +J.l dv- ( l+J.l) (ua -uw)l}+~{a(dv +dull =0 
dx dx dy H j dy dx dy )J (3.46) 

~{a(av +au 11 + ~{c[J.l au+ (1- J1) av- ( 1 + J1) (ua- uw )l} + pg = 0 (3.47) 
dx ax dy )f ay dx ay H j 

Equations 3.46 and 3.4 7 are governing partial differential equations for plane 

strain loading condition of an unsaturated soil. These equations can be used to 

compute the displacements in x- and y-directions under an applied load or due to 

changes in matric suction. These equations can also be used to compute the induced 

stresses in the soil under applied load. 

Equations 3.32, 3.46 and 3.47 are non-linear partial differential equations 

since the soil properties (i.e., E and H) are functions of the stress state variables (i.e., 

( a-ua) and ( Ua-uw)). These equations can be ~olved by using an incremental 

procedure. In the incremental procedure, the values of elastic moduli E and H are 

assumed unchanged within each stress and strain increment, but are changed from 

one loading increment to another. 
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3.5 Saturated/Unsaturated Water Flow Analysis 

In stress-deformation analysis, displacements are calculated from the changes in 

stress states (i.e., changes in net normal stress and matric suction) and the elastic 

moduli. Of particular interest in establishing the initial stress conditions, and in 

estimating the final stress conditions for an unsaturated soil, is the matric suction 

profile. If the pore-air pressure can be assumed to be atmospheric, the distribution of 

pore-water pressure is equivalent to the matric suction distribution. The prediction of 

pore-water pressure must take into consideration the surface flux boundary 

conditions (i.e., infiltration, evaporation, and evapotranspiration) and the fluctuation 

of the ground-water tables (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). Therefore, the pore-water 

pressure distribution can be best estimated by performing saturated/unsaturated 

water flow analysis. 

Water flow through unsaturated soils is governed by the same law as flow 

through saturated soils (i.e., Darcy's law). The main difference between saturated 

and unsaturated conditions lies in the coefficient of permeability. For saturated soils, 

the coefficient of permeability is assumed to be a constant, while in unsaturated 

soils, it is a function of soil suction. Another difference is that pore-water pressure 

generally has a positive gauge value in saturated soils, while it has a negative gauge 

value in unsaturated soils. In spite of these differences, the governing partial 

differential equation is the same for both cases. There is also a smooth transition 

when going from the unsaturated to the saturated case (Fredlund, 1981 ). 

3.5.1 Steady-State Water Flow 

The Darcy's law for the case where the Cartesian coordinates are the same as the 

direction of the major and minor coefficients of permeability can be written as 

follows: 
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(3.48) 

where: 

h = total head, 

Vx = flow rate of water in the x-direction, 

Vy = flow rate of water in the y-direction, 

kx = coefficient of permeability of the soil in the x-direction, and 

ky = coefficient of permeability of the soil in the y-direction. 

The governing partial differential equation for the two-dimensional steady-

state water flow problem in a heterogeneous, anisotropic, unsaturated soil is 

obtained by satisfying conservation of mass for a representative element volume: 

(3.49) 

There are many permeability functions that have been proposed to represent 

the permeability function of an unsaturated soil (e.g. Gardner, 1958; Davidson et al., 

1969; Phillip, 1986; Fredlund and Xing, 1994; Leong and Rahardjo, 1997). The 

present study is limited to the use of Gardner's ( 1958) equation for steady-state flow 

problem. The Gardner's equation is shown below: 

k = l+a(~ I" 
Pwg) 

(3.50) 

where: 

lfl =soil suction (kPa), 

ks = coefficient of permeability at saturation, 

a = constant related to the breaking point of the function, and 

n = constant related to the slope of the function. 
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Figure 3.8 presents four typical functions with differing values of the constants 

"a" and "n". The steady-state water flow equation (Eq. 3.49) with the permeability 

function (Eq. 3.50) can be used to predict the pore-water pressure distribution (i.e., 

suction distribution) at equilibrium in the soil under specified boundary conditions. 

The suction profile then can be used to compute suction changes for the stress-

deformation analysis to predict deformations. 
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Figure 3.8 Gardner (1958) function for coefficient of permeability 

3.5.2 Transient Water Flow 

The governing partial differential equation for the transient water flow problem in a 

heterogeneous, anisotropic, unsaturated soil is also obtained by satisfying 

conservation of mass for a representative elemental volume: 

(3.51) 
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where: 

Yw = the unit weight of water (i.e., 9.81 kN/m3), and 

mw 2 = the slope of the soil-water characteristic curve. 

In addition to the permeability function, transient water flow problems in an 

unsaturated soil require a description of the soil-water characteristic curve. 

Numerous equations have been proposed to simulate the soil-water characteristic 

curve (Gardner, 1958; Brooks and Corey, 1964; Williams et al., 1983; McKee and 

Bumb, 1984, 1987; Bumb, 1987, Genuchten, 1980; Fredlund and Xing, 1994). 

The soil-water characteristic curve described in the present study is limited to 

the Fredlund and Xing ( 1994) equation. The Fredlund and Xing ( 1994) equation is 

shown below: 

where: 

C( lfl) = (1 _ In( 1 + lfl I lfl, ) J 
In( 1 + 1 000000/lfl, ) ) 

lfl = soil suction (kPa), 

e =natural log base, 2.71828 ... , 

Bs = volumetric water content at saturation, 

lf/r = total suction corresponding to the residual water content, en 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

a = a soil parameter which is related to the air entry value of the soil, 

(kPa), 

n = a soil parameter which controls the slope at the inflection point in the 

soil-water characteristic curve, 

m = a soil parameter which is related to the residual water content of the 

soil, and 

C( lfl) = a correction factor. 
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Several soil-water characteristic curves described using the Fredlund and Xing 

( 1994) equation with the correction factor equal to one and with differing values of 

the constants "a", "n", and "m" are presented in Fig. 3.9. 

The permeability function is described using the Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) 

equation. Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) illustrated that the coefficient of permeability 

is a power function of volumetric water content. Using the Fredlund and Xing 

(1994) equation with C(lJI )= 1, the permeability function was shown to take the 

following form: 

k=k [ 
1 J'P 

s ln(e +(lJIIa f) (3.54) 

The parameter p can be determined by using a curve fitting of the coefficient 

of permeability data. The slope of soil-water characteristic curve (i.e., coefficient of 

water storage) is obtained by differentiating the Fredlund and Xing ( 1994) equation 

(Fredlund, 1995). 

m; = C' (lJI) 
6

w + C(lJI )D(lJI) (3.55) 

Ln(e+:vua rl 
1 

C' ( lJI ) - lJI + lJI r 

- ln( 1 + 1000000/lJfr) 

(J n-1 
D( lJI) = -mn · s ___;_lJI __ 

[ 

1 J+l ean + lJin 

ln(e +(lJIIa f) 
where: 

e = 2.718 (i.e., natural log base). 
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Figure 3.10 presents several water storage functions obtained by 

differentiating the Fredlund and Xing (1994) soil-water characteristic curve. 

The transient water flow equation (Eq. 3.51) with the equation of a soil-water 

characteristic curve (Eq. 3.52) and permeability function (Eq. 3.54), can be used to 

predict pore-water pressure profiles (i.e., suction profiles) at different times during a 

water flow process. The suction profile then can be used to compute the suction 

change for the stress-deformation analysis. The deformations due to changes in 

suction during any time period can then be predicted by specifying the initial and 

final soil suction profile. 

3.6 Solutions of the Differential Equations by PDEase2D 

A finite element computer program called PDEase2D was used to solve both flow 

equations (i.e., Eqs. 3.49 or 3.51) and the equilibrium equations (i.e., Eqs. 3.32 or 

3.46 and 3.47). Suction profiles were obtained by performing water flow analyses. 

These suction profiles were then used in the stress-deformation analysis to predict 

deformations. 

An introduction of PDEase2D program and its principal features are presented 

in Appendix A. The structure of an input file and its main statements are explained 

in detail. A comprehensive example problem is also provided to demonstrate the 

capability of PDEase2D to solve heave problems. 

3.6.1 Water flow analysis 

In the water flow analysis, the principal unknown variable is the hydraulic head (or 

pore-water pressure). In a steady-state analysis, the only soil property required is the 

coefficient of permeability. In a transient analysis, water storage (i.e., the slope of 

soil-water characteristic curve) is also required. In an unsaturated soil, both the 

coefficient of permeability and water storage vary with matric suction. The 

relationships between the coefficient of permeability and water storage with matric 
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suction can be expressed mathematically in the form of equations in the input file. 

When the experimental data are available, it can be described in a tabular form and it 

can be specified in the input file. 

Boundary conditions must be specified in the form of hydraulic heads or water 

flux on the boundaries. In a transient analysis, the initial suction (or pore-water 

pressure) condition in the soil is also required. The results of the seepage analysis 

provide the suction (or pore-water pressure) profiles corresponding to the specified 

boundary condition in the steady-state analysis, or the suction (or pore-water 

pressure) profile corresponding to the specified boundary condition at a specified 

time in the transient analysis. 

3.6.2 Stress-deformation analysis 

The problem variables are displacements in the stress-deformation analysis. The soil 

properties are the elastic modulus, E, with respect to changes in net normal stress, 

the elastic modulus, H, with respect to changes in matric suction and Poisson's ratio. 

As presented in the previous section, the elastic modulus, E, is a function of net 

normal stress, and the elastic modulus, H, is a function of matric suction. The 

coefficients n1 and nm, which relate the elastic modulus and the stress state in the 

soil, are calculated from the volume change index, initial void ratio, and an assumed 

Poisson's ratio (Tab. 3.3). The initial stress state (i.e., net normal stress and matric 

suction profiles) must be specified. Boundary conditions specified for the stress-

deformation analysis can be either of the displacement type or the load type. The 

final matric suction profile can be specified in a tabular form. 

Since the governing partial differential equations are non-linear, the stress-

deformation analysis is performed using an incremental procedure (Desai and 

Christian, 1977). This procedure for solution is illustrated in Fig. 3.11 and is 

described as follows: 

a) Divide the total load (or suction change) into increments and apply one 

load (or suction) incremental step at a time, 
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b) During each incremental step, assume the elastic moduli to be unchanged, 

c) Select new moduli at the beginning of the new incremental step based on 

the stress level, and 

d) Accumulate the displacements from each incre:mental step. 

The results of the stress-deformation analysis are cumulative horizontal and 

vertical displacements at any specified load step con~esponding to the specified 

boundary conditions. 

Figure 3.12 shows a stress path that follows in the analysis for a general 

problem. Deformations in the soil due to loading can be assumed to respond 

immediately, while the deformations due to wetting arie time dependent processes. 

Therefore, the deformations due to loading are first predicted following the loading 

stress path, the deformations due to wetting then predicted following the wetting 

stress path. The sum of the deformations due to loading and wetting represents the 

deformations associated with changes from the initial stress state to the final stress 

state. 

3.6.3 Computer Program Verification 

The formulation of the partial differential equations and their solutions when using 

the PDEase2D program were verified for the stress-deformation analysis and 

saturated steady-state water flow analysis. The solutions obtained using PDEase2D 

are compared with closed-form solutions and solutions given by SEEP/W and 

SIGMA/W programs (Geo-Slope, 1996). A strip-footing example is used for stress-

deformation analysis and an example of seepage below a cutoff beneath a concrete 

dam is used for seepage analysis. Good agreement betvveen the PDEase2D solution 

and closed-form solutions, as well as solutions from SEEP/W and SIGMA/W, are 

illustrated in Appendix B. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESEARCH PROGRAM 

4.1 Introduction 

The objectives of the research program have been described in Section 1.3. The 

calculations of elastic modulus functions from ·conventional laboratory tests were 

presented in Section 3.3. This chapter outlines the research program required for the 

implementation of the theory of heave prediction for typical one- and two-

dimensional heave problems encountered in engineering practice. The layout of the 

research program is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The pore-ailr pressure is assumed to be 

equal to atmospheric pressure for all situations. Therefore, the net normal stress is 

equivalent to the net total stress and matric suction is equivalent to pore-water 

pressure. 

The computational results of the research progrrum, as well as the discussion 

of the results, are presented in a subsequent chapter. 

4.2 One-dimensional Heave 

Two example problems and two case histories presented in Fredlund and Rahardjo 

(1993) are analyzed using the proposed method of heave prediction in accordance 

with the theory of unsaturated soils presented in Chapter 3. Heave is predicted by 

using the results of a one-dimensional oedometer test. Knowledge of the initial stress 

state, as well as the final stress state, is required for the analysis. These values are 

obtained in the same manner as suggested by Fredlund et al. (1980). The swelling 
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I RESEARCH PROGRAM I 
---1 ONE-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS I 

H Examples I 
Example No. 1 
Heave due to increase of pore-water pressure below 
an impermeable cover 

Example No.2 
A part of swelling soil is excavated and replaced by inert soil 

L..f Case Histories I 
Case history No. 1 ~ 
Slab-on-grade, Regina, Saskatchewan 

Case history No. 2 ;;:] 
Eston School, Eston, Saskatche~1an 

---1 TWO-DIMENSIONAL PROBLEMS I 
H Change in Net Normal Stress I 

Example No. 3 Loading 
Embankment construction on normally consolidated clay 

Example No. 4 Unloading 
Excavation construction 

H Change in Matric Suction I 
Example No. 5 Wetting ] 
Infiltration at the ground surface 

Example No. 6 Drying J 
Evaporation from ground surface 

L..f Changes in Both Net Normal Stress and Matric Suction I 
Example No. 7 Loading and We!tting 
Deformation below a concrete floor slab 

Figure 4.1 Research program for modelling heave analysis 
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pressure obtained from oedometer test represents the initial stress state. The swelling 

pressure should be corrected for the compressibility of the apparatus and sample 

disturbance (Fredlund, 1980). The final stress conditions must be estimated on the 

basis of environmental factors such as geography, climate and land use. The 

swelling index is used to provide the volume change soil properties for the finite 

element analysis. The Poisson's ratio is assumed and the swelling index is converted 

to an elastic modulus function. 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the change in stress state of a soil element during 

wetting. Changes occur along the matric suction plane at an approximately constant 

net normal stress. Swelling would follow a path from the initial void ratio, eo, to the 

final void ratio, er, along the rebound surface on the matric suction plane. Since the 

direction of deformation is monotonic, the entire rebound surface can be assumed to 

be unique (Matyas and Radhakrishna, 1968; Fredlund and Morgenstern, 1976). It is 

also possible to follow a stress path from the in situ stress state point over to the 

"corrected" swelling pressure, and then to proceed along the rebound curve on the 

net normal stress plane to the final stress condition. The Fredlund et al. ( 1980) 

method of heave prediction follows the stress path on the net normal stress plane 

while the proposed method of heave prediction follows the actual stress path (i.e., 

stress path on matric suction plane). 

The following research activities were carried out for each of the one-

dimensional heave problems under consideration: 

• Heave analysis using the analytical procedure proposed by Fredlund et al. 

(1980). The formulation and analytical procedure related to this method have 

already been reviewed in Chapter 2. 

• Heave analyses using the method of heave prediction proposed in this study use 

an elastic modulus function and the solution is obtained through the use of a 

general-purpose finite element program, called PDEase2D. The problems are 

analyzed using an incremental procedure presented in Section 3.6.2 (Desai and 

Christian, 1977). The non-linear behavior of soils is approximated in a piecewise 

linear manner. 
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• The finite element solution using PDEase2D and the analytical solution proposed 

by Fredlund et al. ( 1980) are compared. The predicted results are also compared 

with the measured movements in the field for the case histories selected. 

Final stress condition 

Alternative stress path 

pressure, 
p• s 

Void ratio, e 

Actual stress path 

M atric suction 
equivalent Swelling l 

~~=-------------+-~ln~s~it~u~s~tr~e~ss~s~t~at~e~.~~~---

Rebound 

Mat ric suction 

Net normal stress 

Figure 4.2 Stress path followed during wetting of soils (from Yoshida et al., 1982) 

4.2.1 Example Problems 

The examples presented below are typical heave problems in engineering practice 

that have been used to demonstrate the Fredlund et al. ( 1980) method for predicting 

heave (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). These examples are selected so that predicted 

results using the proposed method can be compared to existing solutions. 
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Example No. 1: Heave due to the increase of pore-water pressure below an 

impermeable cover 

This example is used to demonstrate the prediction of heave due to an increase in 

pore-water pressure below an impermeable cover. The ground surface of an 

expansive soil is covered with an impermeable layer such as asphalt. With time, the 

negative pore-water pressure in the soil below the aspha1t will increase as a result of 

the discontinuance of evaporation and evapotranspiration. The heave associated with 

changes in negative pore-water pressure (i.e., matric suct:lon) is to be predicted. 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the problem. The clay layer is 2 m in thickness. The 

initial void ratio of the soil is 1.0, the total unit weight is 18.0 kN/m3
, and swelling 

index, Cs is 0.1. Only one oedometer test was performed on a sample taken from a 

depth of 0.75 m. Test data showed a corrected swelling pressure of 200 kPa. It is 

assumed that the corrected swelling pressure is constant throughout the 2 m layer. 

The final pore-water pressure is assumed to be zero throughout the entire depth. 

2 meters 
swelling 
clay 

Impermeable 
layer (asphalt) 

e0 = 1.0 
y= 18.0 kN/m 3 

C8 = 0.1~ c::J 

Undisturbed 
sample for 
oedometer test 

Corrected 
swelling 
pressure(kPct) 

0 200 

1-------..:\ ._~ 

Total 
pressure (kPa) 

Assumed 
c:orrected 
swelling 
pressure 

Figure 4.3 Problem definition for Example No. 1, heave under impermeable cover 
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Example No. 2: A part of swelling soil is excavated allld replaced by inert soil 

Example No. 2 shows a more complex loading situation (Fig. 4.4 ). A clay layer of 2 

m in thickness is considered. Suppose the engineering design suggests that one-third 

of a meter of swelling clay is removed from the surface~, and two-third of a meter of 

gravel is placed on top of the remaining clay. The heave due to changes in matric 

suction is to be predicted. 

The initial void ratio of the soil is 0.8, the tota1 unit weight is 18.0 kN/m3
, 

and the swelling index is 0.21. Three oedometer tests are performed, which shows a 

decrease in the corrected swelling pressure with depth (Fig. 4.4). The unit weight of 

gravel is assumed to be equal to that of the clay. The final pore-water pressure is 

assumed to be -7.0 kPa. 

Backfill gravel 2/3 m 

Excavate 1/3 m 

1_g_ m 
3 

swelling 
clay 

e0 = 0.8 
C5 = 0.21 
y= 18.0 kN/m 3 

Swelling pressure 
and final negative 
pore-water pressure 

0 

Total 
\pressure 

Figure 4.4 Problem definition for Example No. 2, a part of swelling soil is excavated and 
replaced by inert soil 

Two assumptions are made during the heave analysis of Example No. 2. The 

first assumption is that the independent process of excavation of the expansive soil 

and the placement of the gravel fill does not allow sufficient time for equilibrium to 

be established in the pore-water. Therefore, the soil responds only to the net change 

in total stress. The second assumption is that the slopes of the rebound curve on the 
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matric suction and total stress planes approach the same value as saturation of the 

soil is approached. 

4.2.2 Case Histories 

Two case histories are presented in order to demonstrate the application of the 

proposed heave prediction method to engineering proble1ns. 

Case history No.1: Slab-on-grade floor, Regina, Saskatchewan (Yoshida et al., 

1983) 

In 1961, the Division of Building Research, National Research Council of Canada, 

monitored the performance of a floor slab of a light industrial building in north-

central Regina, Saskatchewan. Details of the studies were presented by Yoshida et 

al. (1983). The ground movements were monitored at various depths below the slab. 

Water content changes were monitored using a neutron moisture meter probe. 

Undisturbed samples were taken prior to the constn1ction of the building and 

constant volume oedometer tests were performed on three samples. The swelling 

pressure profiles are shown in Fig. 4.5. 

The initial void ratios, the swelling indices and the corrected swelling 

pressures ootained from constant oedometer tests on three samples are presented in 

Table 4.1. Average value of 0.962 for initial void ratio and 0.090 for the swelling 

index are used in the analysis. A straight line can be used to represent the 

distribution of the corrected swelling pressure with depth. 
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Figure 4.5 Swelling pressure versus depth for Regina clay at the industrial 
building site (from Yoshida et al., L 983) 

Table 4.1 Constant volume oedometer data (Yoshida et al., 1982) 

Depth 
(m) 
0.69 

1.34 

2.20 

Initial 
void ratio 

0.927 

0.985 

0.974 

Swelling 
index 
0.095 

0.081 

0.094 

Corrected 
swelling pressure 

(kPa) 
490 

325 

81 

Approximately one year after construction, considerable cracks were noticed 

on the floor slab. Precise level surveys showed the maximum total heave to be 106 

mm, in addition, a significant increase in water consumption was also noticed. It was 

discovered that a leak had occurred in the hot water line beneath the floor slab, near 

the location of the maximum heave. The leak was imme~diately repaired. 

Various assumptions were made concerning the final pore-water pressure 

conditions (Fredlund, 1979), but only two assumptions are used in this study. The 

first assumption was that the negative pore-water pressures were reduced to zero. 

The second assumption was that the negative pore-water pressures were reduced to 

-50 kPa throughout the depth. The active depth associated with each assumption 
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would not be the same. The lower boundary is the point where the initial stress state 

is equal to the final stress state, a point at which there ils no tendency for swelling. 

This lower boundary may also be selected on the basis of the lowest depth to which 

changes in matric suction may be expected to take place~ (Yoshida et al., 1982). For 

the first case, with an assumption that the final pore-water pressures were equal to 

zero, the active depth of 2.3 m is considered. For the second case, when the final 

pore-water pressures were assumed to be -50 kPa, the active depth of 2.15 m is 

considered. The depth for each case is determined as a point where the initial stress 

state is equal to the final stress state (i.e., where is no tendency for swelling). 
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Case history No.2: Eston School, Eston, Saskatchewan (Ching and Fredlund, 

1984) 

Soils in the Eston area of south-western Saskatchewan are known to have extremely 

high swelling potential. The stratigraphy consists of approximately 7.5 m of highly 

plastic, brown clay overlying the glacial till. Many light structures have undergone 

serious distress. 

The Eston school was constructed in the late 1920's. The school building has 

concrete strip footings, and a wooden basement floor supported by interior concrete 

footings. The school was a two-storey structure, with classrooms on both the lower 

and upper levels. The lower floor was approximately 1.2 m below grade. The 

exterior concrete walls were founded approximately 1.8 In below grade. 

A substantial amount of heave took place below the interior footings. On two 

occasions during the history of the school, 150-300 mnt of soil was removed from 

below the interior footings. As much as 450-900 mm of total heave occurred during 

the life of the school, according to maintenance records. Large amounts of 

differential heaving of the floor were recorded in 1960. The school was demolished 

in 1967. 

In 1981, a subsurface investigation was conducted adjacent to the location of 

the old school. Undisturbed soil samples were taken, and constant volume 

oedometer tests were performed. The test results are presented in Fig. 4.6. The 

average natural water content throughout the profile is 25%, the average plastic limit 

is 27%, and the average liquid limit is 100%. The average swelling index is 0.21. A 

precise heave analysis cannot be performed due to the :lack of detailed information 

on the soil as well as performance conditions of the school. However, an 

approximate analysis can be performed with the assumption that negative pore-water 

pressure went to zero throughout the depth. 
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Figure 4.6 Swelling index and swelling pressure versus depth 
forEston clay (from Ching and Fredlund, 1984) 

4.3 Two-Dimensional Volume Change Problems 

Several examples of two-dimensional heave problems were developed to 

demonstrate the application of the volume change theory for unsaturated soil 

behavior, as presented in Chapter 3. The examples presented are typical situations 

encountered in engineering practice such as changes in net normal stress, changes in 

matric suction and the changes in both net normal stress and matric suction. The soil 

property functions used in the example problems are presented in Fig. 4. 7. 

4.3.1 Changes in Net Normal Stress 

In the following examples, displacements in the soil are due to changes in net 

normal stress (i.e., loading and/or unloading). The m.atric suction in the soil is 
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SOIL PROPERTY FUNCTIONS ~ 
FOR lWO-DIMENSIONAL VOLUME CHANGE AI\~ 

H Saturated/Unsaturated Water Flow I 

H Steady state I 

Coefficient of Permeability 
Gardner equation ( 1958) 

k= l+a{~J 
Pwg 

1-------- Example No. 5 

H Transient I 

-

Coefficient of Permeability 
Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) equation 

k=k 
1 [ J

IJ' 

s ln~ +('If/a l) 

Soil-water Characteristic Curve 
Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation 

a =a [ 1 T 
s In~+ ('If/a)"~ 

- Example No. 6 

-
- Example No. 7 

r-- Example No. 6 

....._ Example No. 7 

Y Stress-Deformation I 

Elastic Modulus with respect to K Example No. 3 
Net Normal Stress, E Example No. 4 

E = nt(cr -uaJave Example No.7 

Elastic Modulus with respect to ~ Example No. 5 
Matric Suction, H Example No. 6 

H = nm(ua -uwJave Example No.7 

Figure 4.7 The property function used for two-dimensional volume change analysis 
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assumed to be unchanged. Poisson's ratio is assumed to be a constant. Embankments 

and excavation construction are the typical problems that are often encountered in 

engineering practice. 

Example No. 3: Embankment construction on normally consolidated clay 

An example of an embankment constructed on a normally consolidated clay layer is 

shown in Fig. 4.8. This example is used to illustrate settlement analysis using 

PDEase2D. 

17m ____ __.,~114-.- 3 m -.j.- 1 0 m ~ 

e0 = 1.0 
Ct = 0.2 
y=18kN/m 3 

30m 

>-
!::: 
Q) 

E 
E 
>-
en 

0 
.~ 
>< 

<C 

~I 

T 
3m 

i 
10m 

1 
Figure 4.8 Geometry and loading condition for Example No. 3, embankment construction on 

normally consolidated clay 

The embankment is to be placed on top of a 10 m thick normally 

consolidated clay layer. The initial void ratio of the soil is 1.0, the compressive 

index is 0.2. Poisson's ratio is assumed to be a constant and equal to 0.3. The total 

unit weight is 18 kN/m3• The embankment will be 3 m high. The unit weight of the 

fill is assumed to be equal to that of the clay soil. Pore-water pressure is assumed to 

be unchanged and equal to zero throughout the soil proflle. 
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The geometry of the problem is symmetrical; therefore, the problem can be 

analyzed by only considering half of the geometry. Detailed boundary conditions are 

presented in the next chapter. 

Example No. 4: Excavation construction 

The example of the unbraced rectangular excavation in a soil deposit is shown in 

Fig. 4.9. An excavation 3 m deep and 26m wide is constructed in the 10m thick 

clay layer. The displacements of the soil mass due to removal of soil from the 

excavation are to be predicted. 

e0 = 1.0 
Cts = 0.1 
y = 18 kN/m3 

3m 

j_ 

30m 

Figure 4.9 Geometry and loading conditions for Example No. 4, 
Excavation construction 

The initial void ratio of the soil is 1.0, the swelling index is assumed to be 

0.1. Poisson's ratio is assumed to be a constant and equal to 0.3. The total unit 

weight is 18 kN/m3• The soil is assumed to be unsatura1ted and pore-air pressure is 

atmospheric. 
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The geometry of the problem is symmetrical; therefore, the problem can be 

analyzed by considering half of the geometry. Detailed boundary conditions are 

presented in the next chapter. 

4.3.2 Changes in Matric Suction 

Most of the serious heave problems involving expansive soil are due to the wetting 

of the soil as a result of changes in the surrounding environment. There are many 

two-dimensional practical heave situations that can be silnulated in the framework of 

the general theory of unsaturated soils. However, only two cases are chosen in this 

study; namely, the infiltration of water into the expansive soil from the surface and 

the evaporation of water from the soil surface. The tnain difference between the 

heave situations is the manner in which water flows into the soil. 

Example No.5: Infiltration at the ground surface 

This example considers a 5 m thick layer of expansive clay soil (Fig. 4.1 0). The 

initial void ratio of the soil is equal to 1.0, and the swelling index with respect to 

matric suction, Cms is equal to 0.07. Assume that the initial matric suction is constant 

throughout the depth and equivalent to 700 kPa. The coefficient of permeability of 

the soil can be described using Gardner's equation (1958) with the saturated 

coefficient of permeability equal to 1.57x 1 o-9 m/s, the parameter a is equal to 0.001 

and the parameter n is equal to 2. The permeability function is shown in the next 

chapter along with the results of the analysis. 

Suppose that a part of the surface is covered by a flexible layer. Zero pore-

water pressure is specified under the cover. The soil is then watered at the surface 

with the infiltration equal to 1.16x10-10 m/s, the water table is 15 m below the 

ground surface. Deformations in the soil profile due to an increase in soil suction are 

to be predicted, assuming that the equilibrium suction condition of the soil is 

obtained. 
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Infiltration, q = 1.16x1 o·10 m/s 

111111111111111111111111111~FIE_tx ___ ibleco ___ ver,h~=O 
Expansive soil 

14------------- 20 m 

Figure 4.10 lllustration for Example No.5, Infiltratioltl at the ground surface 

Example No. 6: Evaporation from ground surface 

The deformations due to evaporation at the ground surface of a 5 m clay layer are 

analyzed (Fig. 4.11 ). The initial void ratio of the soil is 1.0, the compressive index 

with respect to matric suction, Cm is equal to 0.1. Poisson's ratio is assumed to be a 

constant and equal to 0.3. The saturated volumetric water content is 0.45 and the 

saturated coefficient of permeability is 1.157x10-8 mls. It was assumed that the 

initial matric suction was constant throughout the depth and equal to 100 kPa. 

The soil-water characteristic curve is described using the Fredlund and Xing 

( 1994) equation, with the parameters a equal to 100 kPa, n equals 1.5 and m equals 

1. The permeability function is described using the equation proposed by Leong and 

Rahardjo (1997) based on the Fredlund and Xing (1994) function for the soil-water 

characteristic curve with p equal to 1. The soil-water characteristic curve, the 

permeability function, as well as the storage coefficient function are shown in 

Chapter 5. 
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Evaporation, q = 5.79x1 o·9 m/s 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I lm permeable cover 

/ 

lm permeable 
~-----------20m 

Figure 4.11 lllustration for Example No.6, Evaporation from ground surface 

Part of the surface is covered by an impenneable flexible layer. The 

evaporative flux from the uncovered portion of the ground surface of the soil is 

equal to 5.79x10-9 m/s. Deformations within the soil profile are to be predicted at 

several elapsed times. 

4.3.3 Changes in Net Normal Stress and Matric Suction 

The volume change in expansive soil can be either due to changes in net normal 

stress or matric suction. The example problem in this section shows the combined 

effect of the application of an external load and the v1atering of a portion of the 

expansive soil strata. 

Example No. 7 Deformations below concrete floor slab 

The problem to be analyzed is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. J~ concrete slab, 0.3 m thick 

and 8 m wide is placed on a 5 m thick layer of swelling clay. The slab is assumed to 

be sufficiently long to provide a plane strain loading condition. All the soil 

properties to be used in the analysis are assumed as follows. The initial void ratio of 
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the soil is 1.0, and the total unit weight is 18 kN/m3• The volume change indices for 

the soil structure with respect to net normal stress, Ct and with respect to matric 

suction, Cms, are 0.2 and 0.07, respectively. The Poisson's ratio is assumed to be a 

constant and equal to 0.4. The saturated volumetric water content is 0.45 and 

saturated coefficient of permeability is 1.16x 1 o-s m/s. The soil has an initial suction 

of 700 kPa throughout the profile. 

Infiltration, q = 5.79x1 o·9 m/s 

lllllllll Load, M= 10 kPa 

Impermeable 

Impermeable 

T 
5m 

1 

eo = 1.0 ll = 0.4 ........ __ Impermeable concrete slab 
y= 18.0 kN/ m 3 9s= 0.45 
C t = 0. 2 0 k s = 1 .1 6 x 1 0 -a m Is 
Cms = 0.07 (ua- Uw )ini = 700 kPa 

Figure 4.12 lllustration of Example No.7, deformation bc~low a concrete floor slab 

The soil-water characteristic curve and the coefficient of permeability 

function are the same with those described in Example No.6. 

The elastic modulus functions are calculated for a given initial void ratio, Poisson's 

ratio, and compressive indices for the soil structure. The elastic functions are illustrated in 

Chapter 5. The concrete is assigned with the elastic moduli of 1 MPa and 2 MPa with 

respect to net normal stress and matric suction, respectively. The applied load on the slab, 

including its weight is 10 kPa. The right side of the slab is covered with an impermeable 

flexible layer~ The grass at the left side is watered with the flux of 5.79x10-9 rnls. 

The deformation of the soil profile (i.e., horizontal and vertical movements) 

due to loading and watering of the grass will be determined at predetermined elapsed 

times. 
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CHAPTERS 

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the results of the analysis and the discussion of the one-

dimensional and two-dimensional volume change problems described in Chapter 4. 

Several one-dimensional heave problems were ~malyzed using two methods 

for the prediction of heave. The first method involved an analytical solution 

proposed by Fredlund, Hasan, and Filson in 1980. The solution was obtained using a 

spreadsheet. The second method involved a numerical solution using the PDEase2D 

software. The numerical method used in this study involved the use of the elastic 

modulus functions. Two hypothetical, but typical, exatnple problems (i.e., Example 

No. 1 and Example No. 2) and two case histories (i.e., slab-on-grade floor, Regina, 

Saskatchewan and Eston school, Eston, Saskatchewan) are presented and discussed 

for one-dimensional heave problems. 

The deformations for the two-dimensional volume change examples are 

predicted in an uncoupled manner. Seepage and stress-deformation analyses are 

performed separately. The solution of the continuity equation (i.e., 

saturated/unsaturated seepage analysis) and equilibrium equation (i.e., stress-

deformation analysis) are obtained using PDEase2D. Five two-dimensional example 

problems are presented and discussed to cover typical volume change situations 

associated with unsaturated soils. The examples represent typical conditions such as 

deformation due to loading, unloading, wetting, drying, and both loading and 

wetting (i.e., Examples No. 3 to No. 7). 
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The detailed results of heave calculations for one-dimensional examples 

using the spreadsheet analysis and the PDEase2D program are presented in 

Appendix C. The PDEase2D input files for all one and two-dimensional examples 

are presented in Appendix D. 

5.2 One-Dimensional Heave Problems 

One-dimensional heave problems are analyzed using the method proposed by 

Fredlund et al. (1980) (i.e., analytical method) as well as the finite element method 

proposed in this thesis. The results from the two solutions are compared. 

In the closed-form analytical method, the active depth is divided into a 

number of layers and heave is calculated for each layer. The total heave is obtained 

by summing up the heave calculated for individual layers. The total heave predicted 

depends on the number of layers into which the soil is subdivided because the 

changes in stress state vary with depth. The number of layers required to accurately 

predict total heave varies from one problem to the other. A sensitivity analysis was 

performed for Example No. 1 and it was determined that the use of 25 layers was 

satisfactory for this example. The results of the sensitivity analysis are presented in 

the following section. A number of 25 layers was selected arbitrarily to be used in 

the analytical analysis for all the examples as well as case histories in this study. 

Since the stress-deformation relationship is non-linear, an incremental 

procedure (Section 3.6.2) was adopted in the finite element analysis in this study. 

The changes in stress state are divided into a number of stress increments. The heave 

for each increment is obtained by assuming that the elastic modulus is unchanged 

within that increment. The total heave is obtained by summing up the heave 

calculated for each individual increment. Therefore, the value of total heave 

predicted depends on the number of stress increments. The number of stress 

increments required to accurately predict total heave varies for each case. The larger 

the change in stress state, the smaller is the size of stress step required. Sensitivity 

analyses were performed for Example No. 1 to study the effect of the number of 
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stress steps used to calculate the total heave. The results of the sensitivity analysis 

are presented in the following section. A number of 25 1equal stress increments was 

arbitrarily selected to be used in the analytical analysis for all the examples as well 

as case histories in this study. 

The input parameters and the total heave predicted by each method are 

presented in Table 5.1. 

5.2.1 Example Problems 

Two example problems are presented in this section. Both examples are presented in 

Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993, page 408). The first example considers heave due 

only to changes in matric suction. The second example considers heave due to 

changes in both net normal stress and matric suction. For the finite element analysis 

using the PDEase2D, an elastic modulus function is calculated from the swelling 

index, initial void ratio and assumed Poisson's ratio. 

Example No. 1: Heave below an impermeable cover 

The example problem predicting heave below an impermeable cover due to an 

increase in pore-water pressure is illustrated in Fig. 4.3, and the soil parameters used 

are presented'in Table 5.1. 

In the Fredlund et al. ( 1980) method, the heave analysis can be performed by 

subdividing the active depth into a number of layers. The amount of heave in each 

layer is computed by considering the stress state changes at the middle of the layer. 

Equation (2.5) is used to calculate the heave for each soil layer, and the heave 

associated with each layer is summed (Eq. 2.6) to provide an amount of total heave. 

Figure 5.1 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for the example problem of 

heave below an impermeable cover. It can be seen that after approximately 25layers 

are used, the computed total heave does not change significantly. The total heave 

predicted when using 100 layers is 118 mm and the total heave predicted when using 
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Table 5.1 Summary of input parameters and total heave predicted for one-dimensional heave problems 

Examples and case histories of heave problems 

Input parameters and results Examples Case histories 

Slab-on-floor, Regina 
Example No. 1 Example No. 2 

Case 1 Case2 

Clay layer thickness, H (m) 2.0 1.66 2.3 2.15 

Initial void ratio, e0 1.0 0.8 0.962 0.962 

Total unit weight, y (kN/m3
) 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

Swelling index, Cts 0.1 0.21 0.09 0.09 

Swelling pressure, Ps' (kPa) 200 -462y + 1031 -270y + 675 -270y + 675 

Final pore-water pressure, L\uc (kPa) 0 -7 0 -50 

Changes in the total stress, L\av (kPa) 0 6 5.76 5.76 

Slope of elastic modulus curve, nm 85.52 36.65 93.22 93.22 

Final stress state, Pr(kPa) Ov Ov + 13 Ov + 5.76 Ov + 55.76 

Total heave predicted (nun) 
• Fredlund et al. ( 1980) 117 218 119 65 
• PDEase2D 115 216 115 64 

Eston school 

7.5 

1.0 

18.0 

0.21 

950 

0 

0 

40.73 

Ov 

1024 
994 



25 layers is 117 mm. The variation in the number of layers used from 25 layers to 

100 layers results in a change of less than 0.5% in the calculated total heave in this 

example. The computed total heave does not change significantly when using more 

than 25 layers (Fig. 5.1); therefore, the results obtained using 25 layers are used to 

compare with that of finite element method using PDEase2D. The solution presented 

in Fredlund and Rahardjo (1993) gave a total heave of 114 mm when only 3 layers 

were used in the analysis. 

~ 1---~T . l i i n f ~ -----~----- ---------- --------~------ 0.45 m m 0 I' 0.5% total heave 

f 11 o -- -----------------------r-- --------------------ttii--:-:ii_;_i:--:i:::t~-::-:i:--~--~-~-~:i~--~-~--------------------· 

i 1 05 ~; _ _ _ __ _______________ ----------------------·----------------------------·-- ----------------------r----------------------- __ 

100 ~------~--~----~--------~---------~------~ 
0 20 25 40 60 80 100 

Number of layers 

Figure 5.1 Total heave versus number of layers of so:[ls, for Example No. 1 

For the prediction of heave using the finite element method, the elastic 

modulus function must be evaluated. Th.e actual stress path is followed (Fig. 4.2). 

The matric suction equivalent is used instead of the in .~itu suction. As a result, the 

measured swelling index on the net normal stress plant~, Cts, is used instead of the 

swelling index with respect to matric suction, Cms· The calculation of elastic 

modulus was presented in Section 3.3. The elastic modulus with respect to matric 

suction equation, H (Eq. 3.28) can be written for the JKo-loading condition (Table 

3.3) as follows: 
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(5.1) 

where: 

_ ( 1 + J.l ) ( 1 + e0 ) nms - _ ___;;_ ____ ....;;___ 
( 1- J.l) 0.4343Cms 

nms = coefficient that relates matric suction with elastic modulus H, and 

( Ua - uw)ave = average of the initial and final matric suction for an increment. 

For the calculation of the elastic modulus function, the average of the initial 

and final stress state for an increment must be used in place of the average of matric 

suction. With an initial void ratio equal to 1.0, swelling index equal to 0.1 and 

assumed Poisson's ratio equal to 0.3, equation (5.1) can be rewritten as follows: 

H = 85.52( ua - uw )ave or H = 85.52( ST )ave (5.2) 

where: 

ST = stress state accounting for overburden pressure and matric suction 

equivalent. 

The stress state is expressed as the sum of overburden pressure and the 

matric suction equivalent. The elastic modulus function, H, is presented in Fig. 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2 Elastic modulus function, H, for Example No.1 

The stress-deformation analysis is performed using an incremental procedure 

as explained in Chapter 3. The changes in stress states are subdivided into 25 stress 

steps. Figure 5.3 illustrates the initial and final stress state associated with the 18
\ 

lOth, 15th and 25th stress step when using a total of 25 stress steps in the analysis. 

Figure 5.3 also shows that the elastic modulus, H decreased with decreasing stress 

level and near the ground surface. This fact results in greater heave at low stress 

levels, and near the ground surface. 
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The boundary conditions for the one-dimensional heave problems are shown 

in Fig. 5.4. At the left and right side boundaries, the soil is free to move in the 

vertical direction, but is fixed in the horizontal direction. At the lower boundary, the 

soil is fixed in both directions. 

Figure 5.4 Boundary conditions for the one-din1ensional heave problems 
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PDEase2D automatically generates and refines the finite element mesh. 

PDEase2D starts with a coarse mesh and then uses an iterative process to refine the 

mesh to suit the problem. As each iteration is completed, PDEaes2D determines the 

error in each element and subdivides only those elements where the error exceeds a 

default or a specified error limit. Therefore, the final mesh for various stress steps 

would not be the same. When using 25 stress steps and a maximum specified error 

of 0.0001, the number of elements and nodes varies from the first step to the last step 

are from 14 elements to 117 elements, and from 45 nodes to 276 nodes, respectively. 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the variation in the number of nodes and elements. With the 

same maximum specified error, and 200 stress steps, the final mesh in the last step 

has 325 elements and 708 nodes. The automatic mesh generation is valuable since 

the finite element mesh design is time-consuming when accuracy is required. 

2m 

Step No. 
No. of elements 

No. of nodes 

Ground surface 

15 
14 
45 

0.2 m 

20 
23 
66 

23 
33 
90 

25 
117 
276 

Figure 5.5 Final meshes for various stress steps, Example No. 1, for 25 stress steps and 
maximum specified error of 0.0001 
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Heave associated with each stress step is summed to give the total heave. The 

input files created for the PDEase2D computer program for this example are 

presented in Appendix D under the names of "Example 1.a" and "Example 1.b". 

Input file "Example 1.a" calculates heave associated with each stress step. File 

"Example 1.b" calculates the sum of the heave of individual stress steps to give the 

total heave. 
PDEase2D has several commands to handle the non-linearity, and "stage" 

statement is one such command. By including the "stage = n" statement in the input 

file, PDEase2D runs the problem n times, and uses the solution and solution grid 

obtained during stage 1 to initialize stage 2, and that obtained during stage 2 to 

initialize stage 3, etc. The "stage" statement is not used in this problem for the 

purpose of handling non-linearity, but rather, to s·erve as a counter for the 

incremental procedure. In other words, each "stage" corresponds to one stress step 

increment. 
The distribution of displacement vectors and strains are presented in Fig. 5.6 

for various stress steps. More strain is obtained at later stress steps, and near the 

ground surface. Figure 5.7 presents the cumulative strain versus depth at various 

stress steps. 
Figure 5.8 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for the problem 

using the PDEase2D program. The figure shows that the total heave calculated 

increases almost linearly as the size of the stress step decreases. The total heave 

predicted when using a stress step size of 1 kPa (200 stress steps) is 117 mm while 

the total heave predicted when using a size of stress step of 8 kPa (25 stress steps) is 

115 mm. Even with small stress step such as 1 kPa, the: error is still 0.5% (Fig. 5.8). 

The variation in the number of stress increments used from 25 increments to 200 

increments results in a change of about 2% in the calculated total heave in this 

example. The smaller the size of a stress increment, the more stress steps are needed. 

However, it is not practical to use extremely fine size stress steps to perform an 

analysis. The result obtained using 25 stress steps is used to compare with that of 

analytical solution. When using 25 stress steps, the average size of stress step is 
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about 7.2 kPa. It can also be seen in this example that, with a limited number of 

steps, the method would under-estimate the total heave (e.g., by 3% the correct 

amount of heave when using 25 steps in this example). 

The values of accumulated heave obtained fro:m the analytical method as 

well as from PDEase2D program are presented in Fig. 5.9. Greater amounts of heave 

are predicted at later time steps and near the ground surface where the elastic 

modulus, H, is smaller. The amount of heave that PDEase2D predicted when using 

25 stress steps is 115 mm. The solution of PDEase2D n1atches well with that of the 

Fredlund et al. ( 1980) method. A gap near the surface be:tween the two curves (i.e., 3 

mm) would disappear if finer size of stress steps (i.e., more stress steps) were used in 

the finite element analysis. 
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Example No. 2: A portion of the profile removed by excavation and backfilled 

with a non-expansive soil 

This example has a more complex loading situation. A portion of the soil profile is 

removed by excavation and back filled with an non-expansive soil as illustrated in 

Fig. 4.4. Heave is caused by changes in matric suction in the expansive soil layer 

and the changes in loading condition due to excavatioltl and back filling. The soil 

parameters for this example are summarized in Table 5.1. 

The initial stress state is equal to the corrected swelling pressure. The 

corrected swelling pressure is decreased with depth as :lndicated by the equation in 

Table 5.1 as follows: 

p; = -462y + 1031 (5.3) 

where: 

y = depth determined from the excavation level (i.e., y = 0 at excavation 

level). 

The final pore-water pressure is assumed to be -7 kPa throughout the depth. 

The change in total stress due to excavation and backfill is 6 kPa. The final stress 

state takes into account the final pore-water pressure and the change in net normal 

stress. The thickness of the expansive soil used in the analysis is only 1.67 m since 

the top 0.33 m is replaced by gravel. The elastic modulus function can be calculated 

using Eq. 5.1 and written as follows: 

H = 36.65( ST )ave (5.4) 

where: 

ST = stress state accounting for overburden pressure and matric suction 

equivalent. 
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The stress state is expressed as the sum of overburden pressure and the 

matric suction equivalent. The elastic modulus function is presented in Fig. 5.10. 

The example is solved by using PDEase2D computer program using 25 

stress steps. Figure 5.11 presents the changes in stress state versus depth for various 

stress steps. It can be seen that most of the changes in stress state take place in the 

upper portion of the soil profile. The elastic modulus decreases as the stress level 

decreases (i.e., at higher stress steps). The size of each stress step varies from about 

2 kPa at the bottom of the soil layer to about 30 kPa near the surface. Therefore, a 

denser mesh is required in the upper portion of the soil layer. 

The input files created for PDEase2D for this example are presented in 

Appendix D under the names of "Example No.2a" and '~Example No. 2b". Input file 

"Example 2.a" calculates heave associated with each stress step, while input file 

"Example 2.b" calculates the sum of the heave of individual stress steps to give a 

total heave. 

The boundary conditions are the same as those of the previous example (i.e., 

Example No. 1). At the left and right side boundaries the soil is free to move in the 

vertical direction, but it is fixed in the horizontal direction. At the lower boundary, 

the soil is fixed in both directions (Fig. 5.4 ). 

The final finite element meshes for various stress steps are presented in Fig. 

5.12. The maximum specified error is 0.0001. The nutnber of nodes and elements 

generated for the specified error varies from one stress step to another. It can be 

seen that there is a shortcoming of the automatic mesh generation that the mesh 

could be very dense in the area, for example, where the accurate solution is not 

necessary. However, PDEase2D has a number of selectors to control various aspects 

of how the mesh is generated, and many of these selectors can be changed to 

produce desirable results. 
Distribution of heave vectors and predicted strains are illustrated in Fig. 5.13 

for various stress steps. Greater strain is obtained at latter stress steps (i.e., lower 

stress levels) and near the ground surface. Figure 5.14 shows that strains caused in 

the last five stress steps are even greater than strain in the first 20 stress steps. This 
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implies that the total heave would be significantly reduced if the final stress state is 

changed by increasing applied load or decreasing pore-water pressures. 

The results of the heave analysis obtained by PDEase2D are presented and 

compared with those obtained from the Fredlund et. al. (1980) method in Fig. 5.15. 

The cumulative heaves at various stress steps in the finite element analysis are also 

presented. Total heave predicted by PDEase2D is 216 :mm, which agrees well with 

218 mm of heave obtained from the Fredlund et. al. ( 1980) method. The 2 mm 
difference in the values takes place near the ground surface, where a larger a size of 

stress step is used in the finite element analysis (i.e., 30 kPa). 

5.2.2 Case Histories 

The heave analyses are performed for two case histories to demonstrate the 

capability of the PDEase2D computer program to predkt heave using the theory of 

unsaturated soils as presented in Chapter 3. 

Case history No. 1: Slab-on-grade floor, Regina, Sasl~atchewan 

This case history presents heave of the floor slab due to a leaking water line 

beneath the floor slab. Detailed study of this case history is presented by Yoshida 

and Fredlund ( 1983). The soil parameters used in the analysis are presented in Table 

5 .1. A straight line can be used to present the distribution of the corrected swelling 

pressure with depth as follows: 

p; =-270y+675 (5.5) 

where: 

y = is depth determined from the surface of the expansive soil layer. 
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Distribution of corrected swelling pressure is also presented in Figs. 5.17 and 

5.21. 

A change in total stress is equal to 5. 7 6 kPa. This surcharge is made up of 

180 mm of fill with a unit weight of 18.88 kN/m3 and 100 mm of concrete with a 

unit weight of 23.6 kN/m3. 

Two cases are analyzed with respect to the assumption of the final pore-

water pressure conditions. For the first case, it is assurrted that the final pore-water 

pressures were equal to zero, the active depth of 2.3 m is considered. For the second 

case, the final pore-water pressures are assumed to be --50 kPa, the active depth of 

2.15 m is considered. The active depth for each case is determined as a point where 

the initial stress state is equal to the final stress state, and there is no tendency for 

swelling. 

The elastic modulus function can be calculated from given swelling index 

and initial void ratio for the numerical analysis using Eq. 5.1 and written as follows: 

H = 93.22( ST )ave (5.6) 

where: 

ST = stress state accounting for overburden pressure and matric suction 

equivalent. 

The elastic modulus function for this case history is presented in Fig. 5.16. 

The input files created for PDEase2D for this example are presented in 

Appendix D under the names of "Case history l.a" and "Case history 1.b". Input file 

"Case history 1.a" calculates heave associated with each stress step, while the input 

file "Case history l.b" calculates the sum of the heave of individual stress steps to 

give a total heave. 

The boundary conditions are the same for all one-dimensional heave 

problems in this study. At the left and right side boundaries the soil is free to move 
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in the vertical direction, but it is fixed in the horizontal direction. At the lower 

boundary, the soil is fixed in both directions (Fig. 5.4). 

Case 1: Final pore-water pressure equal to zero 

Assuming that the final pore-water pressure increases from a negative value 

to zero results in an active depth of 2.3 m. The initial and final stress states versus 

depth and corresponding elastic modulus for various stress steps are illustrated in 

Fig. 5.17. The size of stress step is largest at ground surface, with the value of about 

25 kPa when using 25 stress steps. The maximum error specified for the problem is 

0.0001. Figure 5.18 presents final meshes and number of nodes and elements for 

various stress steps. The distribution of heave vectors and the strains are shown in 

Fig. 5.19 for various stress steps. The cumulative strains versus depth are presented 

in Fig. 5.20. Most strains take place at lower stress levels and near the ground 

surface. The total heave predicted by PDEase2D for this case is 115 mm, which is 3 

mm lower than that predicted using the Fredlund et. al. ( 1980) method. The 

predicted values for total heave agree well with the measured heave of the floor slab, 

which is 106 mm, but this agreement at other depths is not completely satisfactory 

(Fig. 5.25). 
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Case 2: final pore-water pressure is negative and equal to -50 kPa 

The active depth of 2.15 m is determined for this case. The relationship 

between the stress state and elastic modulus with depth is presented in Fig. 5.21 for 

the 1st, 15th, and 25th (the last) stress step. Final finite element meshes for various 

stress steps are shown in Fig. 5.22. The distribution of heave vectors and cumulative 

strains are presented in Figs. 5.23 and 5.24, respectively. Total heave predicted by 

PDEase2D, assuming that the final pore water pressure. is equal to -50 kPa, is 64.5 

mm, which agrees well with that predicted by using the Fredlund et al. (1980) 

method (i.e., 65.2 mm). The assumption made in this case under-estimates the actual 

total heave, but the calculated heave agrees reasonably 'vell with the heave measured 

at various depths (Fig. 5.25). The heave predicted in this case corresponds well to 

the estimated heave in the vicinity of the ground move1nent gauges (Yoshida et. al., 

1982). 
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Case history No. 2: Eston school, Eston, Saskatchewan 

A large amount of heave has taken place at Eston school, Eston, Saskatchewan, due 

to an increase in matric suction in the soil. Detailed information of the study of this 

case history is presented by Ching and Fredlund ( 1984). According to maintenance 

records, the total heave that occurred during the life of the school was as much as 

450-900 mm (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993). 

The soil properties used in the analysis are presented in Table 5.1. The 

analysis is performed with an average corrected swelling pressure of 950 kPa, an 

average swelling index of 0.21 and an assumption that negative pore-water pressure 

went to zero throughout the depth. The elastic modulus function can be calculated 

from the given swelling index and initial void ratio for the numerical analysis using 

Eq. 5.1 and written as follows: 

H = 40.73( ST )ave (5.7) 

where: 

ST = stress state accounting for overburden pressure and matric suction 

equivalent. 

The elastic modulus function for this case history is presented in Fig. 5.26. 

The stress state condition versus depth for various stress steps is presented in 

Fig. 5.27. Using 25 stress steps, the size of each stress step is about 38 kPa. The size 

of the stress step does not vary significantly with depth. Final finite element meshes 

for various stress steps are presented in Fig. 5.28. Figure 5.29 illustrates the 

distribution of heave vectors and amount of strain associated with various stress 

steps. The accumulated strain versus depth at the last five stress steps are presented 

in Fig. 5.30. 

The solution of PDEase2D program using 25 stress steps gives a total heave 

of 994 mm, while the total heave predicted using the Fredlund et. al. method is 1024 
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mm. The disagreement of 30 mm (about 3% of total heave) is due to the large size of 

stress steps used. This is a disadvantage of the incremental procedure implemented 

in this study. In order to obtain sufficient accuracy, a small stress step size is 

required, and this results in large number of stress steps (i.e., more computational 

effort required). 

5.2.3 Summary of One-dimensional Heave Problems 

It can be concluded that the elastic modulus function, H, for an expansive soil can be 

calculated from one-dimensional oedometer test results. The elastic modulus 

function can be used to predict one-dimensional heave with the use of PDEase2D 

finite element computer program. The incremental procedure is implemented in the 

finite element analysis. The assumption that the elastic modulus does not change 

within one stress step results in an error in the heave predicted. The incremental 

procedure underestimates the correct amount of heave. The error can be improved 

by using smaller size stress steps, or a large number of stress steps, but this also 

requires more computational effort. The finite element mesh generated to satisfy a 

specified maximum error varies from one stress step to the next. Most heave occurs 

at low stress levels and near the ground surface. A dens.er mesh should be used near 

the ground surface and smaller size of stress step should be used at low stress levels 

to obtain a better solution. Comparison of the total heave predicted for all one-

dimensional heave problems considered in this study is presented in Fig. 5.32. 

Figure 5.32 shows that the heave predicted using the finite element method 

suggested in this study agrees well with that obtained from the Fredlund et al. ( 1980) 

method. 
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5.3 Two-dimensional Volume Change Problems 

Examples of two-dimensional volume change problems are presented in three parts. 

First, problems associated with loading conditions (i.e., volume change due to 

changes in net normal stress) such as embankment construction and excavation 

construction are presented. Second, problems associated with changes in matric 

suction such as wetting from surface and drying front surface are demonstrated. 

While the matric suction profile and associated heave are predicted in steady state 

seepage for the wetting example, they are predicted in transient state for the drying 

examples. Third, an example problem associated with both changes in net normal 

stress and matric suction is simulated. 

The elastic modulus functions associated with unsaturated soils are 

calculated from volume change indices, initial void ratio and assumed Poisson's 

ratio. Poisson's ratio is assumed to be constant in this study. The constitutive surface 

is assumed to be planar at a particular volumetric strain. That is, the volume change 

coefficients obtained on the extreme planes (i.e., total stress plane, ( ua - uw) = 0, and 

matric suction plane, ( G - ua) = 0) can be applied for tht~ entire constitutive surface. 

Therefore, the elastic modulus E with respect to net nom1al stress is a function of net 

normal stress only, and the elastic modulus H with respect to matric suction is a 

function of matric suction only. Soil is assumed to be a. non-linear elastic material. 

However, appropriate volume change indices (with respt~ct to the compression curve 

or with respect to the swelling curve) are used in the analyses. Soil is assumed to 

·work in the elastic region, that is, no failure occurred during loading, unloading, 

wetting or drying. 

The input parameters used for two-dimensional volume change analyses are 

summarized in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3. 

5.3.1 Volume Change due to Changes in Net Normal Stress 

For realistic evaluation of stresses and deformations in earth structures constructed 
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Table 5.2 Summary of input parameters for seepage analysis for two-dimensional problems 

Input parameters 

Type of analysis 

Volumetric water content at 

saturation, 9s 

Soil water characteristic 

curve, 9 

Coefficient of permeability 

at saturation, ks 

Coefficient of permeability 

Initial matric suction 

Boundary flux, q 

Example No. 5 

(Wetting) 

Steady-state 

1.16x10-9 m/s 

Gardner (1958) equation 

a= O.OOi, n = 2 

700kPa 

Infiltration, 

1.16x10-10 m/s 

Example problems 

Example No. 6 

(Drying) 

Transient 

0.45 

Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation 

a= 100,n= 1.5, m= 1 

1.16x10-8 m/s 

Example No. 7 

(Loading and Wetting) 

Transient 

0.45 

Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation 

a= 100, n = 1.5, m = 1 

1.16x10-8 m/s 

Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) equation Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) equation 
~ "! nn ~- " t:' ·-- 1 ·- 1 - 1 nn _ 1 t:' ___ 1 _ 1 a= lVV,ll= l.J,lll= l,p= 1 i:t= lVV,H= I.J,Hi= t,p= 1 

100 kPa 700 kPa 

Evaporation, Infiltration, 

5.79x10-9 rnls 5.79x10-9 m/s 



Table 5.3 Summary of input parameters for stress-deformation analysis for two-dimensional problems 

Example problems 

Input parameters Example No. 3 Example No. 4 Example No. 5 Example No. 6 Example No. 1 

(Loading) (Unloading) (Wetting) (Drying) (Loading & wetting) 

Clay layer thickness, (m) 10 10 5 5 5 

Initial void ratio, eo 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Total unit weight, y (kN/m3
) 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 18.0 

Volume change index, C, or Cts 0.2 0.1 0.2 

Volume change index, Cm or Cms 0.07 0.1 0.07 

Poisson's ratio, Jl 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.4 

Coefficient n, or Dts 23.95 47.89 12.89 

Coefficient Om or Oms 171.05 119.73 184.20 

Initial total stress In situ, In situ, In situ, 

Ko = 0.43 Ko=0.43 Ko=0.67 
c __ --- -

Initial matric suction, kPa 700 100 700 

Final matric suction, kPa From seepage From seepage From seepage 
analysis analysis analysis 

Boundaryload,kPa Embankment, Excavation, 10kPa 

3 mhigh 3 mdepth 



sequentially, it is necessary to account for the path dependency and non-linearity 

introduced by incremental construction. The conventional approach based on linear 

soil behavior (i.e., constant elastic modulus) for c01nputing displacements and 

stresses does not account for these factors and may not provide realistic results 

(Desai and Christian, 1977). In this study, the effect of non-linearity is considered. 

The elastic modulus function, E, is calculated from one·-dimensional oedometer test 

results and assumed Poisson's ratio. The analysis is performed using the PDEase2D 

computer program. The non-linear behavior of soil is handled using an incremental 

procedure. 

The in situ total stress state of the soil can be described by horizontal and 

vertical stresses. Vertical stresses can be calculated using total stress elastic theory. 

Horizontal stresses can be estimated from vertical stress through the coefficient of 

earth pressure at-rest, K0• It is difficult to estimate this coefficient, especially for an 

unsaturated soil. However, the coefficient of earth pressure at rest estimated from 

Poisson's ratio (i.e., K0 = j.l/(1-J.l)), is used in this study for the purpose of simplicity. 

Example No. 3: Embankment construction on normal consolidated clay 

This example is presented to demonstrate the use of the elastic modulus function, E, 

in settlement analysis using PDEase2D program. The example is illustrated in Fig. 

4.8, the input parameters are summarized in Tab. 5.3. 1\s presented in Section 3.3, 

the elastic modulus equation (Eq. 3.27) with respect to net normal stress, E, can be 

written for a plane strain loading condition (Table 3.3) as follows: 

where: 

n
1 
= 4.61(1 + J.l)(l- 2J1) (1 +eo) 

c, 

n1 = coefficient that relate net normal stress with elastic modulus, E, and 
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(Gave - Ua)ave = average of the initial and final average of net normal stresses 

for an increment. 

The average of net horizontal and net vertical stn~sses is used to calculate the 

elastic modulus function, E. With the assumed Poisson's ratio equal to 0.3, the initial 

void ratio equal to 1.0 and the compressive index equal to 0.2, equation (5.8) 

becomes: 

E = 23.95( Gave - ua )ave (5.9) 

It is obvious that for two-dimensional volume change problems, the assumed 

value of Poisson's ratio will effect the results. However, the realistic value of 

Poisson's ratio is not a subject of this study. The elastic 1nodulus function, E, for the 

embankment construction example is presented in Fig. 5.33. It should be noted that 

at low stress levels (i.e., (Gave - ua) < 2 kPa, or less then 0.08 m of overburden), the 

elastic modulus is assumed to be unchanged. This is necessary because when E is 

near zero, the solution becomes unstable. 

Figure 5.34 shows the boundary conditions spt~cified and a typical finite 

element mesh that PDEase2D generated for the probleml. At the left and right sides 

of the domain, the soil is free to move in the vertical direction while it is fixed in 

horizontal direction. The lower boundary is fixed in both directions. 

A line is drawn 0.5 m in the soil domain below the embankment in order to 

get a more dense finite element mesh in this area. The incremental procedure is used 

to perform stress-deformation analysis in this example. The final finite element mesh 

generated for one load step would be different from the other and depends on the 

maximum error specified. Table 5.4 shows the number of elements and nodes of the 

final mesh for various specified maximum errors for the first step of this example. 

The specified maximum error used in the analysis of this example is 0.001. 
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Table 5.4 Number of elements and nodes required for various degree of accuracy 

Maximum error specified Number of elements Number of nodes 

1.000 224 495 
0.005 503 1078 

0.003 700 1487 

0.001 885 1884 

The problem is analyzed using five equal load increments. The maximum 

total load of 54 kPa (3 m of fill) is applied vertically (Fig. 5.34); therefore, the 

maximum applied load for each load step is about 11 kPa. The input files created for 

PDEase2D for this example are included in Appendix D under the name of 

"Example 3.a" and "Example 3.b". Input file "Example 3.a" was written to calculate 

induced stress in the soil and vertical and horizontal displacements associated with 

each load step. The values of stresses and displacements calculated are written in a 

table form of rectangular grids. These tables are used in the next step of analysis. 

Input file "Example 3.b" was written to sum up the displacements of individual load 

steps to give total displacements, and to present the analysis results. 

The distribution of initial vertical stress is presented in Fig. 5.35. The initial 

vertical stress is calculated from the total stress theory. ~Vith an assumed value of the 

coefficient of earth pressure at rest, Ko = 0.43, the initial horizontal stress condition 

can be determined and is presented in Fig. 5.36. The initial stress conditions are used 

to determine the elastic modulus function for the first load step. The induced vertical 

and horizontal stresses due to the first load step are presented in Figs. 5.37 and 5.38, 

respectively. Most induced stresses take place below the embankment. The induced 

stresses obtained from the first load step are added to the initial stresses to determine 

the elastic modulus for the second load step. The analysis is carried out in a similar 

manner for the other load steps. 

The cumulative settlements at the surface of the soil are presented in Fig. 

5.39 for each load step. A maximum settlement of 372 mm is determined. The 

cumulative settlements below the embankment are presented in Fig. 5.40 for each 
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load step. It can be observed that most of settlements take place in the upper portion 

below the embankment. Figure 5.41 shows that at the surface, the soil is displaced as 

much as 47 mm out of the embankment (i.e., to the left) at the edge of the 

embankment. Maximum horizontal displacement below the edge of the embankment 

takes place at about 2.5 m depth (Fig. 5.42). Figures from 5.39 to 5.42 also show 

that, the displacements calculated are smaller at later load steps, this is because the 

soil is stiffer (i.e., higher elastic modulus) at latter load steps. 

Figure 5.43 presents contours of total vertical strain. Most vertical strain 

takes place near the ground surface below the embankment. The contours of 

horizontal strain are presented in Fig. 5.44. Contours of total vertical displacement 

and total horizontal displacement are presented in Figs. 5.45 and 5.46, respectively. 

The deformed mesh is presented in Fig. 5.4 7 and the distribution of deformation 

vectors is presented in Fig. 5.48. 
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Example No. 4: Unbraced Excavation Construction 

An example of unbraced rectangular excavation construction in the soil is analyzed 

with the use of the elastic modulus function, E, using PDEase2D computer program. 

The example is illustrated in Fig. 4.9, the input parameters are summarized in Table 

5.3. The elastic modulus function, E, with respect to net normal stress can be 

calculated from the given swelling index, initial void ratio and assumed Poisson's 

ratio using Eq. 5.8 and written as follows: 

E = 47.89( a ave - ua )ave (5.10) 

It should be noted that swelling index, C,s, is used to determine the elastic 

modulus function in accordance with the unloading condition. The elastic modulus 

function, E, for the excavation construction example is presented in Fig. 5.49. 

Figure 5.50 shows the boundary conditions specified and a typical finite 

element mesh that PDEase2D generated for the problem. At the left and right sides 

of the domain, the soil is free to move in the vertical direction while it is fixed in 

horizontal direction. The lower boundary is fixed in both directions. Figure 5.50 also 

shows the total applied load at excavation level and along the wall. At the boundary 

of the excavation area, the excavation level is unloaded vertically and the wall is 

unloaded horizontally. 

The example is analyzed using five equal unloading steps. The size of each 

unloading step is about 10 kPa. The initial stress conditions are the same as those of 

the embankment construction example; the initial vertical and horizontal stress 

distributions are presented in Figs. 5.35 and 5.36, respectively. Maximum error 

specified for this example is 0.00 1. The finite element mesh generated for the fifth 

unload step has 44 7 elements and 966 nodes. A dense mesh is generated at the 

comer of the excavation area and at the excavation level. 

The input files created for PDEase2D for this example are included in 

Appendix D under the name of "Example 4.a" and "Example 4.b". Input file 
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"Example 4.a" was written to calculate induced stress in the soil and vertical and 

horizontal displacements associated with each unload step. The values of stresses 

and displacements calculated are written in table form of rectangular grids. These 

tables are used in the next step of analysis. Input file "Example 4.b" was written to 

sum up the displacements of individual unloading steps to give total displacements, 

and to present the results of the analysis. 

The induced vertical and horizontal stresses due to the first unloading step 

are presented in Figs. 5.51 and 5.52, respectively. The cumulative heaves at 

excavation level for each unload step are presented in Fig. 5.53. The results of 

analysis show that as much as 112 mm of heave can be expected. The cumulative 

heaves versus depth under excavation level are presented in Fig. 5.54 for each 

unload step. Cumulative horizontal displacements for each unload step at excavation 

level are presented in Fig. 5.55. Figure 5.56 presents the cumulative horizontal 

movements versus depth at the edge of the excavation area. The comer of the 

excavation area is shown to move about 18 mm into the excavation. Contours of 

total vertical displacements and total horizontal displacements are presented in Figs. 

5.57 and 5.58, respectively. Figure 5.59 present the deformed mesh for the 

excavation construction example, and the distribution of deformation vectors is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.60. 
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5.3.2 Volume Change due to Changes in Matric Suction 

Numerical simulation of volume change problems can be performed using coupled 

or uncoupled consolidation theory. The deformations are predicted in this study in 

an uncoupled manner (i.e., the continuity equation and equilibrium equations are 

solved separately). Both the unsaturated seepage problem and the stress-deformation 

problem can be analyzed using the PDEase2D computer program. 

For seepage analysis, the air phase is assumed to be continuous and pore air 

pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure. The soil is assumed to be isotropic (i.e., 

the coefficients of permeability in the horizontal and vertical directions are the 

same). The initial matric suction is assumed to be constant in the examples presented 

in this section. The final matric suction conditions are predicted by performing the 

saturated/unsaturated seepage analysis. The deformation caused by the changes in 

suction between initial and final suction conditions can then be predicted by stress-

deformation analysis. For stress-deformation analysis, the elastic modulus function, 

H, with respect to matric suction is calculated from volume change indices, Cm or 

Cms, initial void ratio, and assumed Poisson's ratio (Section 3.3). 

Example No.5: Wetting from the ground surface 

This example is presented to describe the heave problem due to decrease in matric 

suction in an expansive soil. The example is illustrated in Fig. 4.1 0. Input parameters 

for seepage analyses are summarized in Tab. 5.2. Input parameters for the stress-

deformation analysis is presented in Tab. 5.3. The coefficient of permeability 

function is described using Gardner (1958) equation and is illustrated in Fig. 5.61. 

The calculation of elastic modulus function, H, is presented in Section 3.3. The 

elastic modulus function (Eq. 3.28) with respect to matric suction, H, can be written 

for a plain strain loading condition (Table 3.3) as follows: 

(5.11) 
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where: 

l+e 
nms = 4.6052( 1 + J.l )--0 

ems 

nms = coefficient that relate matric suction with elastic modulus, H, and 

(ua- uw)ave =average of the initial and final matric suction for an increment. 

The elastic modulus function, H, with respect to matric suction for the soil 

with the initial void ratio equal to 1.0, a swelling index equal to 0.07 and an assumed 

Poisson's ratio equal to 0.3 can be written: 

(5.12) 

The elastic modulus function, H, is presented in Fig. 5.62. 

The unsaturated steady state seepage analysis is first conducted to predict the 

final matric suction condition in the soil. The initial and final matric suction 

conditions then can be used to predict deformation in the stress-deformation 

analysis. 

The input file written for PDEase2D to analyze steady state seepage problem 

is presented in Appendix D under the name of "Example 5, Steady state seepage 

analysis". Boundary conditions and the finite element mesh for the seepage analysis 

are illustrated in Fig. 5.63. Zero flow is specified at the left side and the right site. A 

total head value of zero is specified at the flexible cover and -15 m is specified at 

lower boundary. A boundary flow value of 1.16x10-10 rnls is specified along the 

uncovered surface. A maximum error of 0.0001 is specified for the problem. The 

finite element mesh required to satisfy that error has 281 six-node-triangular 

elements and 610 nodes. Very dense mesh can be observed at boundary of the cover. 

The head distribution and matric suction distribution in the soil at 

equilibrium (i.e., steady state conditions) under specified boundary conditions are 

illustrated by the suction contours in Figs. 5.64 and 5.65, respectively. Figure 5.66 

present the contours of changes in matric suction from the initial to the final matric 
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suction condition. The suction change below the cover is more than that below the 

exposed area, and therefore more heave would be expected at the cover area. 

The input files created for PDEase2D for stress-deformation analysis are 

presented in Appendix D under the name of "Example 5.a" and "Example 5.b". 

Input file "Example 5.a" calculates displacements associated with each step. Input 

file "Example 5.b" sums up the displacements of individual stress steps to give total 

displacements, and to present the analysis results. It should be noted that since 

PDEase2D can interpolate input data in a table form, it is not necessary to have the 

same finite element mesh for seepage analysis and for stress-deformation analysis. 

Figure 5.67 shows the boundary conditions specified for stress-deformation 

analysis. At the left and right sides of the domain, the soil is free to move in the 

vertical direction while it is fixed in horizontal direction. The lower boundary is 

fixed in both directions. 

The problem is analyzed using twenty-five equal suction increments. 

Maximum error specified for stress-deformation analysis is 0.001. The finite element 

mesh varies with step numbers, from 25 elements and 78 nodes for the first step, to 

187 elements and 416 nodes for the last step. The contours of matric suction change 

for each stress step are shown in Fig. 5.68. The size of stress step varies from 23 kPa 

to 27 kPa. 

The results of the analysis are presented in the following figures. The 

cumulative heave at the surface is presented in Figure 5.69 for various stress steps. 

The total heave at ground surface under the cover is 155 mm, while it is only about 

100 mm at the exposed area. The differential heave is 55 mm. Figure 5.70 presents 

the cumulative heave below the cover. Cumulative horizontal displacements at 

surface versus depth are presented in Figs. 5.71 and 5.72, respectively. More than 30 

mm of horizontal displacement can be expected near the cover boundary. Figures 

5.69 to 5.72 show that most of the displacement takes place in the last stress step, 

because the value of elastic modulus gets lower as matric suction is reduced. 

Contours of total heave and total horizontal displacement are presented in 

Figs. 5.73 and 5.74, respectively. Figure 5.75 illustrates the distribution of vertical 
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strains, and Fig. 5.76 shows the distribution of horizontal strains. The deformed 

mesh is shown in Fig. 5.77 and the distribution of deformation vectors is presented 

in Fig. 5.78. 
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Example No. 6: Settlement due to evaporation from ground surface 

This example is presented to show the volume change at various elapsed times due 

to an increase in matric suction in an unsaturated soil. The example is illustrated in 

Fig. 4.11. The input parameters for seepage analysis are summarized in Table 5.2. 

The input parameters for the stress-deformation analysis are presented in Table 5.3. 

The soil-water characteristic curve is described using the Fredlund and Xing (1994) 

equation and is presented in Fig. 5.79. The coefficient of permeability function is 

described using the Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) equation and is presented in Fig. 

5.80. The water storage function can be obtained by differentiating the soil-water 

characteristic curve. The water storage function is presented in Fig. 5.81. The elastic 

modulus function with respect to matric suction, H, is calculated using Eq. 5.11 for 

the soil with the initial void ratio equal to 1.0, the compression index with respect to 

matric suction equal to 0.1 and assumed Poisson's ratio equal to 0.3. The elastic 

modulus function can be written as follows: 

(5.13) 

The elastic modulus function with respect to matric suction, H, for this 

example problem is presented in Fig. 5.82. 

The matric suction conditions in the soil at various elapsed times can be 

predicted by performing unsaturated transient seepage analysis. The matric suction 

conditions are used to predict deformations in the stress-deformation analysis. Both 

the transient seepage analysis and the stress-deformation analysis are performed 

using the PDEase2D computer program. 

The input file created for PDEase2D to analyze unsaturated transient seepage 

problem is presented in Appendix D under the name of "Example 6, Transient state 

seepage". 

Boundary conditions and the finite element mesh for the transient seepage 

analysis are illustrated in Fig. 5.83. A constant boundary flow value of 5.79x10-9 m/s 
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is specified along the uncovered surface and zero flux is specified at the other 

boundaries. The initial matric suction is assumed to be a constant throughout the soil 

profile and equal to 100 kPa. The initial total head profile for this example is 

presented in Fig. 5.84. The maximum error of 0.0001 is specified for the seepage 

analysis. The finite element mesh has 166 elements and 383 nodes. PDEase2D 

automatically design finite element mesh and time step for a time-dependent 

problem. The designs of finite element mesh and time steps are very time consuming 

and are two of the major difficulties in solving time-dependent problems of an 

unsaturated soil. Therefore, much time can be saved when analyzing time-dependent 

problems using PDEase2D. 
Head distributions and matric suction conditions at various elapsed times 

(i.e., after 100, 200, 300, and 400 days of evaporation) are presented in Fig. 5.85 to 

Fig. 5.92. Figure 5.93 shows the distribution of flow vectors during evaporation. 

Development of matric suction in the soil during evaporation can be monitored and 

is presented in Fig. 5.94 for several points. It can be observed that except for the 

early days, the matric suction increases linearly with time for the boundary 

conditions specified in this example. The matric suction change in the soil is about 

250 kPa for each 1 00-day period. 
The input files created for PDEase2D for the stress-deformation analysis are 

presented in Appendix D under the names "Example 6.a", "Example 6.b", and 

"Example 6.c". Input file "Example 6.a" was written to calculate displacements 

associated with each step. Input file "Example 6.b" was written to sum up the 

displacements of individual stress steps to give total displacements for each period 

of analysis. Input file "Example 6.c" was created to sum up the displacements of 

individual periods to give cumulative displacements. 
Figure 5.95 shows the boundary conditions specified for the stress-

deformation analysis. At the left and right sides of the domain, the soil is free to 

move in the vertical direction while it is fixed in horizontal direction. The lower 

boundary is fixed in both directions. At the ground surface, soil is free to move in 

both directions. 
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Figure 5.86 Suction distribution in the soil at day 100 (kPa), 
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Figure 5.90 Suction distribution in the soil at day 300 (kPa), 
Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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The deformation in the soil is analyzed in four stages. The first stage is 

associated with the matric suction change in the first 100 days, the second stage is 

associated with the matric suction change from the 100th to the 200th day, the third 

stage is associated with the matric suction change from the 200th to the 300th day, 

and the fourth stage is for the last 100 days. The analysis for each stage is performed 

using twenty-five equal suction increments. Maximum error specified for the stress-

deformation analysis is 0.00 1. The finite' element meshes generated for all stress 

steps are the same, the mesh has 26 elements and 73 nodes for this example. This 

indicates that PDEase2D does not need a very fine mesh to calculate deformation 

due to changes in matric suction in this example. The contours of matric suction 

change for the first stage are shown in Fig. 5.96. The size of the stress step varies 

from 8 kPa to 12 kPa for the stress-deformation analysis of the first 100 days. For 

the other stages, the size of each stress step is 9 kPa. 

The results of the analyses are presented in the following figures. The 

contours of vertical displacements, contours horizontal displacements, contours of 

vertical strain, and contours of horizontal strains for each stage of analyses are 

presented in Figs. 5.97 to 5.112. The maximum calculated settlement decreases from 

94 mm in the first stage (i.e., the first 100 days) to 20 mm in the last stage (i.e., from 

day 300 to day 400 of evaporation). Small horizontal displacements are observed 

during the evaporation (i.e., maximum of 4 mm for the first stage and 0.4 mm for the 

last stage). 

The cumulative settlements at the surface are presented in Figure 5.113 for 

each stage. The maximum total settlement at the ground surface after 400 days of 

evaporation is 178 mm at the exposed area and about 174 mm under the cover area. 

The differential settlement is insignificant•in this example. However, the differential 

settlements would increase with increasing rate of evaporation. Figure 5.114 

presents the cumulative settlements below the cover. Cumulative horizontal 

displacements at the surface and versus depth are presented in Figs. 5.115 and 5.116, 

respectively. The horizontal displacements are very small (i.e., less than 4 mm). 
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Figure 5.98 Contours ofhorizontal displacements after the first 100 days (mm), 
Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.102 Contours ofhorizontal displacements for the period from day 100 
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Figure 5.103 Contours of vertical strains for the period from day 100 
to day 200, Example No.6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.105 Contours of settlements for the period from day 200 
to day 300 (mm), Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.106 Contours of horizontal displacements for the period from day 200 
to day 300 (mm), Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.107 Contours of vertical strains for the period from day 200 
to day 300, Example No.6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.109 Contours of settlements for the period from day 300 
to day 400 (mm), Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.110 Contours of horizontal displacements for the period from day 300 
to day 400 (mm), Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.111 Contours of vertical strains for the period from day 300 
to day 400, Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.112 Contours of horizontal strains for the period from day 300 
to day 400, Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Contours of total settlements and total horizontal displacements after 400 

days of evaporation are presented in Figs. 5.117 and 5 .118, respectively. Figure 

5.119 illustrates the distribution of vertical strains, and Fig. 5.120 shows the 

distribution of horizontal strains. The deformed mesh is shown in Fig. 5.121 and the 

distribution of deformation vectors is presented in Fig. 5.122. 
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Figure 5.113 Cumulative vertical displacements at surface at different times, 
Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.117 Contours of cumulative settlements after 400 days (mm), 
Example No.6, Drying from surface 
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Figure 5.119 Contours of vertical stmins after 400 days, 
Example No. 6, Drying from surface 
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5.3.3 Changes in Net Normal Stress and Matric Suction 

Example No. 7 Deformations below concrete floor slab 

This example is presented to show a comprehensive volume change problem in an 

unsaturated soil. In the previous sections, the problems associated with deformations 

in a soil due to changes in net normal stress or due to changes in matric suction have 

been presented. This example considers the deformations due to changes in both net 

normal stress and matric suction. The deformations will be predicted for various 

predetermined elapsed times. The example is illustrated in Fig. 4.12. The input 

parameters for seepage analysis are summarized in Table 5.2, and the input 

parameters for stress-deformation analysis are presented in Table 5.3. The soil-water 

characteristic curve and the coefficient of permeability function are the same as 

those used in the previous example (i.e., Example No.6) and presented in Figs. 5.79 

and Fig. 5.80, re~pectively. The water. storage function is presented in Fig. 5.81. 

The elastic modulus function with respect to net normal stress, E, can be calculated 

from the given compressive index with respect to net normal stress, initial void ratio 

and assumed Poisson's ratio using Eq. 5.8 and written as follows: 

(5.14) 

The elastic modulus function with respect to matric suction, H, is calculated 

using Eq. 5.11 for the soil with given initial void ratio, swelling index with respect to 

matric suction, and assumed Poisson's ratio. The elastic modulus function can be 

written as follows: 

(5.15) 

The elastic modulus function with respect to net normal stress, E, and the 

elastic modulus function with respect to matric suction, H, for this example problem 
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are presented in Fig. 5.123 and Fig. 5.124, respectively. The concrete slab has elastic 

moduli of 1 MPa and 2MPa with respect to net normal stress and matric suction, 

respectively. 

The matric suction conditions in the soil at various elapsed times can be 

predicted by performing an unsaturated transient seepage analysis. The matric 

suction conditions are used to predict deformations in the stress-deformation 

analysis. Both transient seepage analysis and stress-deformation analysis are 

performed using the PDEase2D computer program. 

The input file created for PDEase2D to analyze the unsaturated transient 

seepage problem is presented in Appendix D under the name of "Transient state 

seepage". 

Boundary conditions and the finite element mesh for the transient seepage 

analysis are illustrated in Fig. 5.125. A boundary flow value of 5.79x10-9 rn/s is 

specified along the uncovered surface and zero flux is specified at the other 

boundary sides. The initial matric suction is assumed to be a constant throughout the 

soil profile and equal to 700 kPa. The maximum error of 0.0001 is specified for 

seepage analysis. The finite element mesh has 95 elements and 226 nodes. 

Head distributions and matric suction conditions at various elapsed times 

(i.e., after 100, 200, 300, 400, and 450 days of constant infiltration) are presented in 

Figs. 5.127 to 5.136. Figure 5.137 shows the distribution of flow vectors during 

infiltration. Mattie suction in the soil during infiltration can be monitored and 

presented in Fig. 5.138 for several points. It can be observed that except for the early 

stage, the matric suction decreases linearly with time for the boundary conditions 

specified in this example. The matric suction change in the soil is about 125 kPa 

every 100 days. 

Deformation in the soil due to loading can be assumed to respond 

immediately, while the deformation due to wetting is a time dependent process. 

Therefore, the stress-deformations due to loading and due to wetting can be analyzed 

separately. A stress-strain analysis is performed in six stages. One stage is for 

changes in net normal stress and the other five are for changes in suction. In the first 
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stage, the deformation due to loading (i.e., change in net normal stress) is modeled. 

The second stage is carried out to determine the deformation due to changes in 

matric suction after 100 days of watering the grass. In this stage, the initial matric 

suction profile has a constant value of 700 kPa, and the final matric suction profile is 

computed from the seepage analysis, at the first elapsed time of 100 days. The third 

stage gives the deformation due to changes in suction in the next 100 days (i.e., from 

lOOth to 200th day). The fourth, fifth and sixth stages are for the time periods from 

200th to 300th day, 300th to 400th day, and 400th to 450th day, respectively. For the 

changes in net normal stress, five incremental load steps are used, with a total 

applied load of 10 kPa, and the size of each load step is 2 kPa. For the change in 

matric suction, 25 stress steps are used for each stage of the suction change, the size 

of each stress step is about 5 kPa. 

The input files created for PDEase2D for the stress-deformation analysis are 

presented in Appendix D under the names "Example 7 .a", "Example 7. b", and 

"Example 7 .c". Input file "Example 7 .a" calculates displacements associated with 

each step. Input file "Example 7.b" sums up the displacements of individual stress 

steps to give total displacements for each stage of analysis. Input file "Example 7 .c" 

sums up the displacements of individual stages to give cumulative displacements. 

Figure 5.139 shows the boundary conditions specified for the stress-

deformation analysis. At the left and right sides of the domain, the soil is free to 

move in the vertical direction while it is fixed in the horizontal direction. The lower 

boundary is fixed in both directions. 

The initial total stress is calculated from total stress theory and is presented 

in Fig. 5.140. The initial horizontal stress is calculated with the coefficient of earth 

pressure at rest, K0, equal to 0.67 and is presented in Fig. 5.141. The vertical 

displacements and horizontal displacements caused by loading are presented by the 

contours in Figs. 5.142 and 5.143, respectively. A maximum settlement of 65 mm is 

predicted for the concrete slab. A maximum horizontal displacement of 20 mm can 

be observed. 
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Figure 5.146 Contours of vertical displacement due to wetting from day 100 to day 200 (mm), 
Example No.7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Fi~re 5.148 Contours of vertical displacement due to wetting from day 200 to day 300 (mm), 
Example No. 7, Defonnation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.149 Contours of horizontal displacement due to wetting from day 200 to day 300 (mm), 
Example No. 7, Defonnation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.150 Contours of vertical displacement due to wetting from day 300 to day 400 (mm), 
Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.151 Contours of horizontal displacement due to wetting from day 300 to day 400 (mm), 
Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.152 Contours of vertical displacement due to wetting from day 400 to day 450 (mm), 
Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.153 Contours of horizontal displacement due to wetting from day 400 to day 450 (mm), 
Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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The contours of vertical displacement and horizontal displacement due to 

wetting for each stage of the analysis are presented in Figs. 5.144 to 5.153. Th~ 

maximum calculated heave increases from 20 mm in the first 100 days to 45 mm in 

the stage from day 300 to day 400 of infiltration, and in the last stage (i.e., in the last 

50 days), the maximum heave of 46 mm is predicted. Small horizontal 

displacements are observed during the infiltration (i.e., maximum of 1.5 mm for the 

first 100 days and 5 mm for the last 50 days). Total heave and horizontal 

displacement due to wetting in 450 days are presented in Fig. 5.154 and Fig. 5.155, 

respectively. As much as 155 mm of heave is predicted at the surface of the exposed 

area (grass portion), and 90 mm of heave is predicted at the covered portion. The 

differential heave of the concrete slab is about 30 mm. The horizontal displacements 

take place only in the grass portion, where 10 mm of horizontal displacements are 

predicted. The differential heaves predicted depend on the rate of infiltration; a 

lower rates of infiltration results in lower differential heave. 

Figures 5.156 and 5.157 present total vertical and horizontal displacements 

due to the combined effects of loading and wetting in 450 days. There is about 155 

mm of heave in the grass portion, about 40 mm of heave below the concrete slab and 

about 90 mm of heave in the cover area. Maximum horizontal displacements of 20 

mm take place at about 1.5 m depth below the ends of the concrete slab. 

The vertical and horizontal strains due only to loading, due only to wetting in 

450 days, and due to the combined effect of loading and wettings are presented in 

Figs 5.158 to 5.163. 

The cumulative verticaJ displacements at the surface are presented in Fig. 

5.164 for each stage. Figure 5.165 presents the cumulative vertical displacements 

below the concrete slab. Cumulative horizontal displacements at the surface and 

versus depth are presented in Figs. 5.166 and 5.167, respectively. 

The deformed mesh and distribution of deformation vectors due only to 

loading, due only to wetting in 450 days, and due to the combined effects of loading 

and wettings in 450 days are presented in Figs. 5.168 to 5.173. 
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Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.156 Contours of total vertical displacement due to loading and wetting after 450 days (mm), 
Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.158 Contours ofvertical strain due to loading, Example No.7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.159 Contours of horizontal strain due to loading, Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.162 Contours of total vertical strain due to loading and wetting after 450 days, 
Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.163 Contours of total horizontal strain due to loading and wetting after 450 days, 
Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.165 Cumulative vertical displacements versus depth below the slab 
at various times, Example No. 7, Defonnation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.166 Cumulative horizontal displacements at 2 m below surface 
at various times, Example No.7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.168 Deformed mesh due to loading, Example No. 7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.169 Distribution of deformation vectors due to loading, 
Example No.7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.170 Deformed mesh due to wetting in 450 days, Example No.7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.171 Distribution of deformation vectors due to wetting in 450 days, 
Example No.7, Deformation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.172 Defonned mesh due to loading and wetting in 450 days, Example No.7, 
Defonnation below a concrete slab 
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Figure 5.173 Distribution of defonnation vectors due to loading and wetting in 450 days, 
Example No. 7, Defonnation below a concrete slab 
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5.3.4 Summary of Two-Dimensional Volume Change Problems 

The volume change problems associated with an unsaturated soil are highly non-

linear. The elastic modulus functions, E and H, can be calculated from the volume 

change indices, C1 and Cm and can be used to predict two-dimensional volume 

change problems. Four property functions are required to solve a two dimensional 

time-dependent volume change problem (e.g. Example No. 7): i) the coefficient of 

permeability function; ii) the water storage function; iii) the elastic modulus function 

with respect to net normal stress, and iv) the elastic modulus function with respect to 

matric suction. 

The volume change problems in this study are solved in an uncoupled 

manner and the results appear to be reasonable. Through the presented examples, 

PDEase2D is proved to be a highly automated finite element computer program. The 

special features of PDEase2D such as automated mesh design, automated time step 

design in time-dependent problems, and automatic convergence control are valuable 

in solving seepage and stress-deformation problems of unsaturated soils. 
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CHAPTER6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

The conclusions associated with this study can be divided into the following 

sections: general conclusions, conclusions associated with one-dimensional heave, 

conclusions associated with two-dimensional volume change problems, and 

conclusions associated with the general-purpose partial differential equation solver, 

PDEase2D. 

6.1.1 General conclusions 

1. The elastic modulus of the soil structure with respect to net normal stress, 

E, can be expressed as a function of net normal stress. The compression 

index with respect to net normal stress, C1 or Cts and the initial void ratio 

are required for the calculation of the elastic modulus function, E. A 

value for Poisson's ratio must be assumed. 

2. The elastic modulus of the soil structure with respect to matric suction, 

H, can be expressed as a function of matric suction. The compression 

index with respect to matric suction, Cm or Cms and the initial void ratio 

are required for the calculation of the elastic modulus function, H. A 

Poisson's ratio must be assumed. 

3. A new method for the volume change prediction is proposed. The 

theoretical formulation of the method is based on the equilibrium 
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equations of the soil structure and the constitutive equations for an 

unsaturated soil. The proposed method makes use of the elastic modulus 

functions (i.e., for E and H) and the finite element method of analysis. 

The proposed method of volume change prediction can predict both one-

dimensional heave and two-dimensional heave. 

4. The general-purpose partial differential computer program, PDEase2D 

can be used to predict one- and two-dimensional deformations in an 

unsaturated soil. 

6.1.2 One-dimensional heave 

1. The heave predicted using the finite element method (i.e., using 

PDEase2D) agrees well with that obtained from the Fredlund et al. 

( 1980) method (i.e., oedometer analysis). 

2. The incremental procedure adopted in this study slightly under-estimates 

the correct amount of heave. 

3. The results from this study show that most heave occurs at low stress 

levels and near the ground surface. 

4. Poisson's ratio, assumed for the calculation of elastic modulus function, 

does not affect the amount of heave predicted in one-dimensional 

analysis. 

6.1.3 Two-dimensional volume change problems 

1. The matric suction conditions in soils can be predicted by performing 

steady state or transient saturated/unsaturated seepage analysis. 

2. Two-dimensional volume change problems are analyzed in an uncoupled 

manner in this study (i.e., seepage and stress-deformation analyses are 

performed separately). Results of the analysis appear to be reasonable. 

(There are no two-dimensional data sets available for verification). 
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3. Four unsaturated soil property functions are required to solve a two-

dimensional, time-dependent volume change problems (e.g. Example 7)~ 

These are: i) the coefficient of permeability function; ii) the water storage 

function; iii) the elastic modulus function with respect to net normal 

stress, and iv) the elastic modulus function with respect to matric suction. 

4. The volume change process associated with an unsaturated soil is well 

understood and visualized through the use of the finite element method of 

analysis. The amount of heave with respect to time at any location in a 

soil profile and stress level can be accessed. 

6.1.4 General-purpose partial differential equation solver, PDEase2D 

1. PDEase2D program appears to be a powerful tool for solving seepage 

and volume change problems associated with an unsaturated soil. The 

special features of PDEase2D, such as fully automated adaptive grid 

refinement, fully automated time step refinement and automatic-

convergence control to satisfy maximum error required are extremely 

important for highly non-linear unsaturated soil problems. Highly 

accurate results are obtained in a timely fashion. Powerful convergence 

capabilities of PDEase2D for highly non-linear problems were observed 

in this study. 

2. Most of the soil properties associated with unsaturated soils are 

dependent on the stress state variables (e.g., the coefficient of 

permeability, the coefficient of water storage, the elastic modulus 

functions). PDEase2D gives flexibility for the description of soil property 

functions. Soil properties can be described as a set of data points, or a 

mathematical expression of stress state variables. 

3. PDEase2D allows numerical data to be imported or exported. Therefore, 

data from different analyses can be communicated. The suction data can 

be exported from a seepage analysis and imported into a stress-
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deformation analysis. The data can be exported for special post 

processing. 

4. Two limitations associated with PDEase2D were observed in this study. 

First, the stress steps of the incremental procedure adopted in stress-

deformation analysis is not handled automatically by PDEase2D (i.e., the 

program must run for each stress step). Second, an infinite boundary 

cannot be described; therefore, the soil domain must be extended 

considerably. 

6.2 Recommendations for future studies 

Several recommendations can be made based on the results of this study. The 

recommendations can be divided into two groups. Group one is associated with 

volume change problems, while group two is associated with the computer program, 

PDEase2D. 

6.2.1 Volume change problems 

1. The proposed method for the prediction of two-dimensional heave should 

be verified with real data. 

2. Volume change problems associated with an unsaturated soil are solved 

in an uncoupled manner. It is suggested that research be conducted to 

obtain a coupled solution for two and three-dimensional problems. 

3. It is understood that the elastic moduli, E and H, are functions of both net 

normal stress and matric suction. In this study, the elastic moduli, E and 

H, from extreme planes are applied for the entire constitutive surface. 

Any error associated with this assumption requires further study. 

4. The small value of elastic moduli, when net normal stress or matric 

suction approaches zero causes the solution to become unstable. More 

study is required for the elastic modulus with respect to net normal stress, 
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E, near zero net normal stress, and elastic modulus with respect to matric 

suction, H, at matric suction near zero or equal to zero. 

5. The Poisson's ratio is assumed to be a constant in this study. However, a 

reasonable value or function of Poisson's ratio should be determined to 

give more realistic solutions. 

6. The deformation associated with collapsed soils and soft clays can also 

be performed using the prediction technique presented in this study. For 

example, the settlement problem of Hanoi city, Vietnam can be 

conducted using a non-linear soil model. 

6.2.2 General-purpose partial differential equation solver, PDEase2D 

1. The PDEase2D program used in this study was released in 1996. A new 

software package called FlexPDE has been released recently by POE 

Solutions Ltd., in Fremont, C.A. This program includes new features and 

can be used to solve three-dimensional problems. Further study can be 

conducted using FlexPDE program. 

2. The partial differential equation solvers such as PDEase2D or FlexPDE 

are powerful computing tools to solve geotechnical problems. Besides 

seepage and stress-deformation problems, these programs can be used to 

s"olve problems in slope stability, heat transfer and contaminant transport. 

More research is required to study the applicability of the general-

purpose partial differential equation solver in geotechnical problems. 

3. It is recommended that PDEase2D or FlexPDE be introduced to 

geotechnical engineers. A user's manual should be prepared to 

demonstrate the use of PDEase2D and FlexPDE to specific geotechnical 

problems. 

In conclusion, there appears to be a new way to solve geotechnical problems 

using the general-purpose partial differential equation solvers. Difficult problems 
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such as finite element mesh design, time step design in a transient problem, handling 

of non-linearity, and graphical presentation of analysis results are related to 

mathematics and computer science. Geotechnical engineers should adopt the 

research associated with mathematics and computer science whenever possible and 

concentrate more on specific geotechnical problems. As an example, the general-

purpose partial differential equation solver, PDEase2D, has been shown to be a 

powerful computing tool for seepage and stress-deformation analysis for highly non-

linear unsaturated soil problems. 
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APPENDIX A 

INFORMATION ON THE COMPUTER PROGRAM CALLED 

PDEASE2D, VERSION 3.0 

This Appendix presents a brief introduction of the computer program, called 

PDEase2D. The principal feature of the program is summarized based on the 

PDEase2D reference manual as well as information gleaned in using the computer 

program. Input files are presented to show the main sections and the most common 

commands used to describe the input for a problem run when using the PDEase2D 

software. An explanation of each section of the input file is given. Some commands 

are selected from each section of the input file for more detailed consideration. 

A comprehensive, hypothetical deformation problem is used to demonstrate 

the capability of thePDEase2D software. Permeability functions and volumetric 

water content functions are described for a transient saturated/unsaturated water flow 

problem. The elastic modulus functions are also described for a stress-strain 

analysis. The results of an analysis show that PDEase2D can be used to predict 

deformations due to changes in net normal stress and matric suction in a soil. 

A.l Overview of PDEase2D 

PDEase2D is a general-purpose computer program that can be used to obtain 

numerical solutions of many classes of steady-state boundary value problems, time 

dependent boundary value problems, initial value problems, and eigenvalue 

problems. PDEase2D can be used to solve two-dimensional, steady state problems 

and two-dimensional, time-dependent problems involving heat transfer, solid 

mechanics, reaction/diffusion, fluid mechanics, electromagnetics, groundwater flow, 

quantum mechanics and field problem in other areas. 

PDEase2D is a highly automated finite .element analysis solver. The users 

specify the equations to be solved, the region to be considered and the boundary 

conditions. The software automatically generates the element grid, then refines the 
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mesh to meet error tolerances, uses non-linear solution methods as needed, and 

adaptively selects time steps in transient problems. 

Version 3.0 of PDEase2D was released in November, 1996. This version has 

a scientific notebook interface that includes interactive animated graphics, a Data 

Viewer for displaying and editing numerical data, text processing, hypertext links, 

and a filter for importing drawings from AutoCAD. 

A.2 About the Producer 

Macsyma Inc. was founded in 1992. Macsyma develops and markets PDEase2D 

finite element analysis software as well as the Macsyma general-purpose math 

software. 

Macsyma Inc. 

20 Academy Street 

Arlington, MA 02174-6436 

Phone:617-646-4550 

1-800-MACSYMA 

Fax: 617-646-3161 

URL: http://www.macsyma.com 

A.3 Principal Features of DPEase2D 

The principal features of PDEase2D are listed below: 

• Language-based problem specification; PDEase2D command script can be 

prepared with any standard ASCIT text editor. 

• Powerful. Galerkin finite element spatial dependence solver; PDEase2D uses 

the Galerkin finite element method of weighted residuals with quadratic basis to 

convert continuous partial differential equations (with well-defined boundary 

values) into discrete nodal equations. PDEase2D divides the domain into 

triangles, or rather prisms of triangular cross-section. The variables are presented 
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by simple polynomials over the domain. The program solves a partial differential 

equations by determining the values of the dependent variables at discrete nodes,. 

(i.e., at the comers of the triangles and at the midpoints between comers). If a 

sufficiently fine grid and a high order of polynomial are used, a solution can be 

found within specified error limit. This method ensures highly accurate results 

and rapid convergence. 

• Fully automated adaptive grid refinement; One of the difficult tasks in 

implementing the finite element method is the design of the mesh. PDEase2D 

solves this problem by starting with a coarse grid of triangular elements. It then 

uses an interactive process to refine the grid to suit the problem. When each 

interaction is completed, PDEase2D determines the error in each element and 

subdivides only those elements, where the error exceeds the default or user 

specified error limit. After subdividing, recalculation is fast because of the 

reasonable starting estimate provided by the previous iteration. 

• Powerful evolution time dependence solver; Evolution solvers are used to 

break continuous time dependent boundary/initial value problems into discrete 

time intervals that can be solved using the Galerkin finite element method of 

weighted residuals method. PDEase2D uses a proprietary, self-adjusting 

evolution solver for time-stepped problems. This method insures highly accurate 

results and it is capable of tracking extremely rapid changes. 

• Fully automatic time step refinement; The PDEase2D evolution solver 

automatically and continuously adjusts its time step interval. When PDEase2D 

encounters a region of rapid change, it reduces the time interval and it increases 

the time step interval when it encounters a region of slow change. This automatic 

refining of the time step interval provides maximum accuracy for a minimum 

number of time steps. 

• Support for both value and natural boundary conditions; PDEase2D 

supports both value and natural boundary conditions. It correctly interprets the 

natural boundary condition for equations written as the divergence of a vector, 

(i.e., Div(D) + s = 0), as the dot product of the outward directed normal, and the 
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vector D. PDEase2D correctly interprets the natural boundary condition for 

equations written as the curl of a vector,(i.e., Cul(h)- j = 0), as the cross product 

of the outward directed normal and the vector. 

• Automatic handling of internal boundary conditions in multi-region 
problems; When solving multi region problem, PDEase2D guarantees that 

problems expressed in divergence form or curl form are continuous at the region 

interfaces of both the normal component of flux density and the tangential 

component of the field intensity. 

• Eigenvalue ''modal" analysis; Using the "subspace interaction" method to 

reduce the number of degrees of freedom, PDEase2D can calculate and list a 

user-selected number of the smallest eigenvalues of specified linear systems. 

• Non-analytic data import and export; PDEase2D' s table function allows the 

software to import and export numerical data. This feature can be used to import 

numerical data from programs that gather experimental data or to export data for 

special post processing. 

• Automatic or user-controlled solution flow; PDEase2D solves most of linear 

and non-linear problems automatically using built-in default selectors to control 

the internal flow of the solution. For particularly difficult problems, over twenty 

built-in default selectors may be used to improve problem convergence. 

• Graphic output viewing and recall; PDEase2D produces a series of output 

graphic in Macsyma Front End (MFE) graphic section. 

• Hardcopy using Windows; Windows printers can be used as its hardcopy 

device by printing notebook section ~rom Macsyma Front End (MFE). 

• Animation of graphics with the Macsyma Front End; Graphical output can be 

animated using MFE' s animation facilities. 

• Data import of region geometry and boundary conditions in DXF format; 

DXF formatted files can be imported to describe boundary geometry. 
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A.4 Skeleton of a Descriptor 

Each problem descriptor file is divided into sections. Each one describes a different 

type of information that is needed to specify the problem. Each section is composed 

of a series of statements. The order of various sections and their most common 

commands are illustrated in Fig. A.1. 

Except the BOUNDARIES and END sections, the use of any particular 

section in a problem descriptor file is optional. All the problem descriptor files must 

contain at least a BOUNDARIES section and an END section. 

A.S Input Language of PDEase 

A skeleton of the problem descriptor file is presented above. The demonstration or 

explanation of each section and their command is presented in the PDEase2D 

Reference Manual. However, some of the commands are considered in detail here. 

TITLE 

This section contains text title to identify the problem in output files and plots. 

SELECT 

This section can be used for setting certain parameters, which control the detailed 

operation of PDEase. 
The statement, errlim = 1 e-4 means that we desire that the average relative 

error of the solution to be less than 1 part in 10,000. Two other commands that 

control the solution process are converge = 1 e-6 and subconverge = 1 e-6. 

PDEase2D solves a system of algebraic equations by successive approximation. The 

above commands specify the accuracy that must be reached in this process before 
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any refinement of the grid is allowed. The command node limit = 1000 limits the 

number of nodes at approximately 1000, which is helpful to avoid overflow. 

TITLE 
{User's comments} 

SELECT 
errlim = gridlimit = timelimit = 
converge = subconverge = 
contours= suifacegrid = vectorgrid = 

VARIABLES 
u v (range = , ) 

DEFINITIONS 
E= mu= 
c = E/[(1-2*mu)*(1+mu)] G = E/[2*(1+mu)] 

INITIAL VALVES 

EQUATIONS 
dx(c*[(1-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v)]) + dy(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) = 0 
dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)}) + dy(c*[(1-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)}) = 0 

CONSTRAINTS 

BOUNDARIES 
region 1 
start (, ) 
natural () = 
line to (, ) 

MONITORS 

PLOTS 

point value ( ) = value ( ) = 
load()= 
arc (center = , ) to ( , ) to finish 

for time = ... by ... to ... 
grid ( , ) elevation from ( , ) to ( , ) 
contour () vector (, ) as ' ... ' 
suiface ( ) interactive viewpoint ( , , ) 

HISTORIES 
history ( ) at ( , ) 

END 

Figure A.l Skeleton of a descriptor file 
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There are several commands that can be used to control plotting options. The 

statement contours = 5 means that 5 contour curves are requested over the problem 

domain. PDEase2D offer a similar command for vector plots. The number of arrows 

can be controlled by vectorgrid = 20, which yields 20x20 arrows in total over the 

domain. 

VARIABLES 

The names given to the dependent variables are listed in this section. For instance, 

displacements u and v in two-dimensional stress-strain analysis or total head h in 

seepage analysis, are dependent variables. In the case of transient problems, a range 

of variations for the dependent variable can be declared (e.g., h (range = -10, 10 )). 

DEFINITIONS 

Geometrical dimensions and material properties are declared in this section. For 

example, E = 20000 and mu = 0.4 specify the value of Young modulus and 

Poisson's ratio, respectively. If the descriptor file contains more than one region, the 

material properties could be specified for each one of these regions in the 

BOUNDARIES section. This can be done if the parameter is declared in the 

DEFINITIONS section (e.g., E and mu). 

Various functions of the parameters, of the independent variables x, y and t, 

as well as the dependent variables, can be defined in this section. 

The arithmetic rules are close to those of FORTRAN, and the internal 

functions are also similar, for example, SQRT ( ), EXP ( ), SIN ( ), COS ( ) ... 

INITIAL VALUES 

For non-linear problems, initial values are not always required. The time needed to 

execute an analysis can be significantly reduced if the order of magnitude of the 
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solution variable is specified. If a problem is highly non-linear, it might even be 

necessary to supply a function that is approximate to the solution. If no initial value 

is specified, PDEase2D uses zero as the first approximation of the dependent 

variables. 

For transient problem, the initial value (or function) is part of the problem 

definition and must always be specified as exact values. 

EQUATIONS 

PDEase2D has a unique feature that allows the user to enter a partial differential 

equation (PDE), or a system of partial differential equations (PDE's), using ordinary 

characters. The software then interprets the partial differential equations and adapts 

the algorithm to the problem. 

A PDE consists of functions and derivatives, expressing some relationships 

pertinent to the physical problem. For example, the following equation expresses the 

mechanical equilibrium in the x -direction of an elastic object: 

dx[c*((l-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v))] + dy[G*(dx(v)+dy(u))] = 0 

The first pair of square brackets contains normal stresses and the second pair 

of square brackets contains shear stresses. Both stresses are being expressed in terms 

of the Cartesian displacement components, u and v. 

There must be as many equations as there are the dependent variables. The 

equations must appear in a certain order, related to the nature of the problem and the 

list of dependent variables. 

CONSTRAINTS 

This section allows us to express the conservation of mass or energy in an integral 

form over the domain. 
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BOUNDARIES 

This section specifies the geometry of the object and the conditions on its 

boundaries. It may also contain expressions for material properties. The declaration 

of the main boundary begins with region 1, which has a different status than any 

following regions of higher number. This first region defines the total extent of the 

object, and the following regions (if any) are sub-domains of the first region. 

Region 1 covers all the space exterior to the object under study. The outside 

world imposes various conditions on the boundary of the subject. Therefore, region 

1 not only specifies the geometry but also specifies the boundary conditions of the 

problem. A typical clause for the main region can be written as follows: 

Region 1 
start(O,O) 
value(u) = 0 
value(u) = 0 
value(u) = 0 
load(u) = 0 
load(u)=O 

E = 20000 mu=0.4 

load(v) = 0 
value(v) = 0 
load(v) = 0 
load(v) = d _sy 
load(v)=O 

line to (0,-10) 
line to (40,-10) 
line to (40,0) 
line to (30,0) 
line to finish 

The first line in the above table contains the values for the elastic modulus 

and Poisson's ratio. These values can also be specified in the DEFINITIONS section. 

After giving the start coordinates (x,y), the statements value (u) = 0 and load (v) = 0 

mean that along the first straight line segment to (0,-10), there is no movement in the 

x-direction (i.e., u = 0) and the outward normal derivative of the displacement in the 

y-direction is zero (i.e., the soil is free to move in y-direction). Along the next 

segment the soil is fixed (i.e., no movement in either x- or y-directions). The 

statement load (v) = d_sy means that there is an applied load to the boundary, with a 

magnitude of d_sy (e.g., d_sy kPa). The keyword finish is necessary to indicate that 

the polygon is finished. The term finish is equivalent to the coordinate pair of the 

start point. 
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The boundary must be specified around the object in the positive sense (i.e., 

counter-clockwise). If a hole in the object need to be cut out, the boundary must be 

specify in the positive sense. 

There are three different statements for the boundary conditions; namely, 

value ( ), load ()(or natural ( )) and point value ().The last statement is useful for 

anchoring the solution at a single point. 

For region 2 and higher, which are sub-domains of the main region, the 

same rule can be used to draw the boundaries. The essential purpose of these 

secondary regions is to specify new material properties. Material property values 

usually already exist for the main region, but new properties specified for a sub-

region will over-write the global ones. In this way, the material property data is 

entered for all the parts of the object under study. 

MONITORS 

This section may contain various plot commands. These commands are identical to 

those described in the PLOTS section. The difference is that these plots are not 

stored but only appear on the screen. The main purpose of the monitors is to let the 

user observe how the calculations are proceeding. In particular, the monitors 

monitors how much change there is from one gridding to the next. This is 

particularly necessary when solving non-linear problems. 

PLOTS 

There are five different types of graphical display implemented in PDEase2D. The 

graphical displays are grid (x,y), contour (),surface (),vector ()and elevation ( ). 

The statement grid (x,y) shows the latest grid. The two arguments need not simply 

be x and y, but can by any function of the variables declared. The statement grid 

(x+lO*u, y+lO*v) displays the deformation of a strained object, exaggerated by a 

factor of 10. The contour ()and surface ()types of plots allow the visualization of a 
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three-dimensional surface. A contour ( u) statement shows the curves of intersection 

between the surface u (x,y) and a number of planes of constant u. A surface plot 

displays the surface in perspective. Both the contour and surface plots also supply 

the integral of the surface, i.e., the volume between the surface and the x, y plane. 

The command vector (j_x, j_y) displays a set of arrows indicating the 

direction of a field, the length of the arrows being related to (but not proportional to) 

the magnitude. 

After any of the four above plots, a zoom command can be added to enlarge 

part of it (e.g. contour (u) zoom (20,-5, 10,5)) positioning the lower left comer of the 

viewing window by the first two coordinates and giving the window size by the 

width and the height. 

The last statement, the elevation plot shows only a curve along the surface, 

taken vertically above a specified, straight line in the x, y plane. An example of this 

type of plot is elevation (v) from (0,0) to (30,0). The second coordinate pair should 

have larger coordinate values. The value of the integral of the curve (i.e., the area 

between the curve and the line defined in the command is also obtained from the 

elevation statement). 

In transient problems, several fields at given values of the time may be 

plotted. For example, the statement fort= 1, 10, 100 contour (h) surface (h) yields 

three snapshots, each in the form of two plots. 

HISTORIES 

As an alternative to plots at specific times, the evolution of a variable with time at 

given points in space can be followed. This give rise to number of curves, and a 

statement, for instance, could be written as, history (h) at (5,0) at (5,-5) at (5,-10). 
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A.6 Example Problem Involving Saturated/Unsaturated Water Flow and Stress-

Strain Analysis 

An example problem is presented to illustrate a volume change analysis performed by 

using the partial differential equation solver, PDEase2D. 

A.6.1 Problem Definition 

The problem to be analyzed is illustrated in Fig. A.2. It considers a concrete slab of 0.3 m 

thick and 8 m wide placed on a 5 m thick layer of swelling clay. The slab is assumed to 

be long enough to provide plane strain loading condition. All the soil properties to be 

used in the analysis are assumed as follows. The initial void ratio of the soil is 1.0, the 

total unit weight is 18 kN/m3• The compressive indices of the soil structure with respect 

to net normal stress, Cts and with respect to matric suction, Cms are 0.2 and 0.07, 

respectively. The Poisson's ratio is assumed to be a constant and equal to 0.4. The 

saturated volumetric water content is 0.45 and saturated coefficient of permeability is 

1.57x 1 o-8 m/s. The soil has initial suction of 700 kPa throughout the profile. 

The soil-water characteristic curve is described by the Fredlund and Xing (1994) 

equation, with the parameters a equal to 100 kPa, n equal to 1.5 and m equal to 1. The 

permeability function is described using the equation proposed by Leong and Rahardjo 

( 1997) based on the Fredlund and Xing ( 1994) function of soil-water characteristic curve, 

with p equal to 1. The soil-water characteristic curve is illustrated in Fig. A.3 and 

permeability function is illustrated in Fig. A.4. 

The elastic modulus functions are calculated form given initial void ratio, Poisson's 

ratio, and compressive indices of the soil structure. Figures A.6 and A.7 shown the elastic 

modulus E function and elastic modulus H function, respectively. The concrete is 

assigned the elastic moduli, 1 MPa and 2 MPa with respect to net normal stress and 

matric suction, respectively. The applied load of the slab, including its self-weight is 10 

kPa. 
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Figure A.2 Problem definition 
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Figure A.6 Modulus of elasticity with respect to net normal stress function 
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The right side of the slab is covered with an impermeable flexible layer. The grass 

at left side is watered with the flux of 5.79x10-9 m/s. 

The deformation of the soil profile (i.e., horizontal and vertical movements) due to 

loading and watering of the grass will be determined at some predetermined elapsed 

times. 

The problem is solved in an uncoupled manner. The user is able to predict the 

matric suction distribution of the soil profile at any elapsed time using a transient 

saturated/unsaturated water flow analysis. The matric suction profiles can then be used in 

stress-strain analysis to predict the deformations. The user can perform both the water 

flow analysis and stress-strain analysis using PDEase2D. The deformation due to loading 

is assumed to occur immediately after the load is applied, while the deformation due to 

changes in suction is a time dependent process. 

The following procedures are followed: 

• A transient seepage analysis is performed to predict the suction profiles at the 

elapsed times of 100 days, 200 days, 300 days, 400 days and 450 days. 

• A stress-strain analysis is performed in 6 stages. One stage is for changes in net 

normal stress and the other 5 are for changes in suction. In the first stage, the 

user determines the deformation due to loading (i.e., change in net normal 

stress). The second stage is carried out to determine the deformation due to 

changes in suction after 100 days of watering the grass. In this stage, the initial 

suction profile has constant value of 700 kPa as stated above, and the final 

suction profile is obtained from the seepage analysis, at the elapsed time of 100 

days. The third stage gives the deformation due to changes in suction in the next 

100 days (i.e., from 100th to 200th day). The fourth, fifth and sixth stages are for 

the time period from 200th to 300th day, 300th to 400th day, and 400th to 450th 

day, respectively. For the changes in net normal stress, 5 incremental load steps 

are used, while 25 load steps are used for each stage of the suction change. 

• Cumulative stresses or suctions in any step of any stage are calculated by 

summing the previous increments and the initial stresses or suctions, 

respectively. The cumulative stresses or suctions are used to calculate the elastic 
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moduli for the next load step. The cumulative deformation in any stage is 

obtained by summing the incremental values for all previous load increment 

steps. 

A.6.2 Saturated/Unsaturated Water Flow Analysis 

A transient unsaturated water flow problem, with the permeability and volumetric water 

content are functions of suction, is solved using PDEase2D. The governing partial 

differential equation for this problem is as follow: 

(A.1) 

where: 

h = total head, 

k = hydraulic conductivity of the soil, 

rw =the unit weight of water (9.81 kN/m3), and 

mw 2 = the slope of the soil-water characteristic curve. 

The soil-water characteristic curve is described in this problem using Fredlund and Xing 

(1994) equation. The Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation is shown below: 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

where: 

1/f =total soil suction (kPa), 

e =natural log base, 2.71828.~., 

Bs = volumetric water content at saturation, 
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1f!r = total suction corresponding to the residual water content, en 
a = a soil parameter which is related to the air entry value of the soil (kPa), 

n = a soil parameter which controls the slope at the inflection point in the soil-

water characteristic curve, 

m = a soil parameter which is related to the residual water content, and 

C(1f1) =a correction factor. 

The permeability function is described using Leong and Rahardjo (1997) equation. 

Leong and Rahardjo ( 1997) illustrated that the coefficient of permeability is a power 

function of volumetric water content. Using Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation with 

C( 1f1 )= 1, the permeability function is show below: 

[ 
1 Jp 

k-k 
- s ln(e +(1f!la r) 

(A.4) 

where: 

ks = coefficient of permeability at saturation. 

The parameter p will be determined by using a curve fitting of the permeability 

data. The slope of soil-water characteristic curve is obtained by differentiating the 

Fredlund and Xing (1994) equation (Fredlund, 1995). 

m; = C' (1f1) 
6

w + C(1fl )D{1f1) 

Ln(e+:vQa rl 
(A.S) 

1 

C' ( 1f/ ) - 1f/ + 1f/ r 

- ln( 1 + 1000000/1f/,) 
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(J n-1 

D(ljl )= -mn s 
111 

[ 

1 ]m+l ean + ljfn 

ln(e + (ljlla t) 

The input file (i.e., descriptor file) is shown in the following Figure: 

Title 
'Transient Unsaturated/Saturated Water Flow' 

Select 
stages= 3 
contours=5 
errlim=0.001 

Variables 
h ( range=-80, 10) {system variable} 

Definitions 
infiltration =5e-4 {mlday} 
s = 0 {No volumetric source} 
uww = 9.81 {kN!m"3} 
u=(h-y )*uww {total head} 
{Definition of SWCC- Fredlund and Xing Equation} 
theta_s = 0.45 {saturated water content at saturation} 
a= 100 {air-entry value, kPa} 
n = 1.5 {parameter that controls the slope of SWCC} 

Appendix A 

m = 1 {parameter that controls the slope at high suction range} 
usr = 3000 {suction corresponding to the residual water content} 
us = abs( u) {suction} 
p1 = [ln[exp(l) + (us!a)"n]]"m 
C = 1 {-ln(1+us/usr)lln(1+1000000/usr) + 1} {correctionfunction} 
thet = theta_s*(Cip1) {volumetric water content} 
{Definition of permeability function, kw is a power function of theta} 
ks = 1e-3 {permeability at saturation} 
p = 1 {exponent} 
kw =ks*(C!p1 )"p {unsaturated permeability} 
cut = -0.05 {a value at which k start to change, kPa} 
k = staged(ks,ifu >cut then ks else kw,ifu >cut then ks else kw) 
{Calculation of storage coefficient, Fredlund, 1995} 
{Storage coefficient at saturation} 
Cs = 1 { -ln( 1 +abs( cut )lusr )/In( 1 + 1 000000/usr) + 1} {correction function} 
Cds = 11( abs( cut )+usr )lln( 1 + 1 e6/usr) 
pis= [ln[exp(l) + (abs(cut)la)"n]]"m 
p2s = -m*n*[ abs( cut)"(n-1 )]I[ exp( 1 )*a"n + abs( cut)"n] 

Continued 
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p3s = [ln[exp(1) + (abs(cut)la)"n]]"(m+1) 
Ds = theta_slp3s*p2s 
msat = Cds*theta_slp1s + Cs*Ds 
{Storage coefficient} 
Cd = 1/(us+usr)lln(1+1e6/usr) 
p2 = -m*n*[us"(n-1)]/[exp(1)*a"n + us"n] 
p3 = [ln[exp(1) + (us/a)"n]]"(m+1) 
D = theta_slp3 *p2 
m2w = Cd*theta_slp1 + C*D 
mw =staged(msat, msat, if u>cut then msat else m2w) 
vx=-k*dx(h) 
vy=-k*dy(h) 

Initial Values 
h = y-700/uww 

Equations 
div(k*grad(h)) = -mw*uww*dt(h) 

Boundaries 
region 1 

start(O,O) 
line to (0,-5) 
line to (32,-5) 
line to (32,0) 
line to (12,0) 
line to finish 

feature 2 

natural(h)=O 

natural(h)=O 
line to(20,0) 
natural(h) =infiltration 

start (12,-0.3) line to (20,-0.3) 
Time 

0 to 500 by 100 
Monitors 

Plots 

for t=O by '1 00 to 500 
contour(u) 

· for t=1 00, 200, 300, 400, 450 
contour( -u) file as 'suction' 
contour(h) as 'total head' 
vector(vx, vy) as 'flow vector' 

Histories 

{m/day} 

history (u) at (6,-0.5) (16,-0.5) (26,-0.5) (6,-2.5) (16,-2.5) (26,-2.5) 
End 

Appendix A 

Figure A.8 Input file for transient saturated/unsaturated water flow analysis 
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A.6.3 Stress-Strain Analysis (Plane strain loading condition) 

The equations of mechanical equilibrium for a representative element in a material 

medium is as follow: 

oa o-r xy __ x+--=0 
ax ay (A.6) 

O'f X aa 
__ Y +--y + pg =0 ax ay (A.7) 

where: 

ax = stress in the x -directions, 

ay = stress in the y-directions, 

'fxy = shear stress, and 

pg = body forces in the y-direction. 

The deformation of the soil is described by the displacements, u and v, from which the 

strains are defined as 

au 
e=

x ax 
av 

e=
Y oy 

av au r =-+
xy ax oy 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

(A.lO) 

The soil structure constitutive relations associated with the normal strains in the x-, 

y-directions are as follows: 

e = (1- J1
2

) fa - u )- J.L(l + Jl) 1a - u )+ ( 1 + Jl) (u - u ) 
x E ~x a E ~Y a H a w 

(A.ll) 

e = (1- J1
2

) 1a - u )- J.L(l + Jl) fa - u )+ ( 1 + Jl) (u - u ) 
Y E ~y a E ~x a H a w 

(A.l2) 
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't'xv r =-· 
xy G 

Or 

[ ( ~ (l+Jl) ~ 
ay -ua =c JlEx + 1-JlFy- H (ua -uw)J 

ax- u. = c[ (1- JL)ex + JlEy- (1 ;Jl) (u.- uw)] 

Where: 

Jl = Poisson's ratio, 

Appendix A 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

(A.15) 

(A.16) 

E = modulus of elasticity for soil structure with respect to a change in net 

normal stress, 

H = modulus of elasticity for soil structure with respect to a change in matric 

suction, and 

E (A.l7) c 

G (A.18) 

The elastic moduli are calculated from swelling indices: 

(A.19) 

n = 2( 1 + )( 1 - 2 ) ( 1 + eo ) 
tk Jl Jl 0.4343Cts 

(A.20) 

(A.21) 

2( 1 ) ( 1 +eo) 
nmk = + Jl 0.4343Cms 

(A.22) 
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where: 

e0 = initial void ratio, 

Cts = compressive index with respect to a change in net normal stress, and 

Cms =compressive index with respect to a change in matric suction). 

The partial differential equations for plane strain loading condition of an 

unsaturated soil can be written as follow: 

a { [( )au av ( 1 + 11) ( )~} a { (av au)~ - c 1- J1 -+ 11-- ua -uw +- G -+- =0 
ax ax iJy H iJy ax ay 

a { ( av au )~ a { [ au ( ) av ( 1 + 11 ) ( )~~ - G -+- +- c J.l-+ 1-Jl -- ua -uw =0 
ax ax ay ay ax ay H 

(A.23) 

(A.24) 

The input file (i.e., descriptor file) for stress-strain analysis is shown in Fig. A.9. 

Title 
'Deformation due to loading and infiltration' 

Select 
errlim=0.001 {accuracy requested} 
stages=25 
tablecheck=off 

Variables 
u v { declare u and v to be the system variables} 

Definitions 
n=stage {step number} 
E H {moduli of elasticity} 
e0=1.0 mu=0.40 gama=18 {kNim"3} 
Cts=0.2 Cms=0.07 KO=mul( 1-mu) 
ntk=[2*(1+mu)*(1-2*mu)]*[(1+e0)/0.4343/Cts] 
nmk=[2 *( 1 +mu)] *[( 1 +eO )10.4343/Cms] 
sy_ini=-gama*y suct_ini=table('suct400.dat') 
sx_ini=KO*sy_ini suct_final=table('suct450.dat') 
s_ave_ini=0.5*(sy_ini+sx_ini) 
m=25 {number of steps} 
dsy1 = 0 {101m} {change in net normal stress in each load step} 
dsuct=(suct_final-suct_ini)lm {change in suction in each load step} 
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s_ave= s_ave_ini { + table('s_avel.dat') 
+ table('s_ave2.dat') 
+ table('s_ave3.dat') 
+ table('s_ave4.dat') } 

suct_ave=suct_ini + dsuct*(2 *n-1 )12 
El =-1 00 {if s_ave<2 then -ntk*2 else -ntk*s_ave } 
HI= -nmk*suct_ave 
I if suct_ave<0.5 then -nmk*0.5 else -nmk*suct_ave } 

c=EI[( l-2*mu)*( 1 +mu)] G=E/[2*( 1 +mu)] 
dabs=sqrt( u **2 +v**2) 
ex=dx(u) ey=dy(v) exy=dx(v )+dy(u) 
sx=c*[mu*ey+( 1-mu)*ex-( 1 +mu)IH*dsuct] 
sy=c*[mu*ex+( 1-mu)*ey-( 1 +mu)IH*dsuct] sxy=G*exy 

Equations 

Appendix A 

dx( c*[( 1-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v )-(mu+ 1 )IH*dsuct]) + dy(G*[ dx(v )+dy(u)]) = 0 
dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) + dy(c*[(l-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)-(mu+l)IH*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 
region 1 

E=El H=Hl 
start(O,O) 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
line to (20,0) 

{moduli of elasticity of soil} 

load(v)=O 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

line to(O, -5) 
line to ( 32,-5) 
line to(32,0) 

load(u)=O load(v)=dsyl line to(l2,0) 
load(u)=O load(v )=0 line to finish 

region 2 {boundary of the concrete slab} 
E=-1000000 {modulus of elasticity of concrete slab} 
H=-2000000 
start (20,0) 
line to ( 12,0) 
line to (12,-0.3) line to (20,-0.3) line to finish 

Plots 

End 

contour( u) file {export horizontal displacement to a file} 
contour(v)file {export vertical displacement to a file} 
grid(x+5*u,y+5*v) {produces deformed mesh} 
surface(v) as 'Heave' 
vector(dx(u),dy(v)) {produces distribution of deformation vectors} 

Figure A.9 Input file for stress-strain analysis 
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The above file gives the displacements in horizontal and vertical direction (i.e., u 

and v) for each load increment step. The following input file is used to sum up th~ 

displacements for each of 6 stages (i.e., due to changes in total stress, due to changes in 

suction in the first hundred days, second hundred days, ... , and the last 50 days). 

Title 
'2D_Heave_P' 

Select 
ngrid=15 
contours=5 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 
{ u, horizontal displacement} 
uml=table('TsOPltOJContSOOJ.dat') {displacement of the first load step} 
um2=uml +table('TsOPltOJ ContS002.dat') 

um25=um24+table('Ts0Plt01 ContS025.dat') 
{cumulative displacement at 251

h load step} 
{ v, vertical displacement} 
vml =table('TsOPlt02ContSOOJ.dat') 
vm2=vml +table('TsOPlt02ContS002.dat') 

vm25=vm24+table('TsOPlt02ContS025.dat') 
Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
line to(32,0) 
line to finish 

line to(0,-5) line to (32,-5) 
line to (20,0) line to(12,0) 

Plots 

End 

grid(x+5*um25,y+5*vm25) as 'Deformed Mesh' 
vector(dx(um25),dy(vm25)) as 'Distribution of Heave Vectors' 
contour( um25) file 

suiface(vm25) as 'v' 

Figure A.l 0 Input file for summing up the incremental displacements 

The cumulative deformation then can be obtained by summing up the deformation 

in the previous stages. This is done by the following command lines of code: 
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{Deformation due to changes in total stress} 
us= table( 'us.dat') 
vs=table( 'vs.dat') 

{Deformation due to changes in suction in each period} 
umOJ =table('umOJ.dat') 
vmO 1 =table( 'vmO l.dat') 

vm45 =table('vm45.dat') 
{Accumulated deformation due to changes in suction} 

um02=um01 +um12 

vm05=vm04+vm45 
{Accumulated deformation due to changes in both total stress and suction} 

uOJ =us+umOJ 

v05=v04+vm45 

Figure A.ll Command lines for calculation of cumulative deformation 

Appendix A 

PDEase2D then produces the results of analysis. The results are presented 

graphically in the following figures. Figure A.13 present suction profiles at different 

elapsed times (i.e., at 100 days, 200 days, 300 days, 400 days, and 450 days). Figure A.l4 

shows the changes of suction versus time at different location in the soil profile. Figures 

from A.15 to A.22 present the deformation caused by changes in net normal stress (i.e., 

loading of the concrete slab). Figures from A.23 to A.30 show the cumulative 

deformation due only to changes in suction at different elapsed time. Figures from A.31 

to A.40 illustrate the cumulative deformation of the soil profile due to both loading and 

suction changes. 

0 10 20 30 
X 

Figure A.12 Finite element mesh 
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Figure A.13 a) Suction profile at day 100 
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Figure A.13 b) Suction profile at day 200 
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Figure A.13 c) Suction profile at day 300 
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Contours: 
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Figure A.13 d) Suction profile at day 400 
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Figure A.13 e) Suction proftle at day 450 
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Contours: 
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Figure A.14 Development of suction at several locations in the soil profile 
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Figure A.15 Deformed mesh due to changes in net normal stress 
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Figure A.16 Distribution of deformation vectors due to loading 
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Figure A.17 Contours of horizontal displacement due to loading 
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Figure A.18 Contours of vertical displacement due to loading 
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Figure A.19 Horizontal displacement near surface due to loading 
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Figure A.20 Vertical displacement at surface due to loading 
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Curves: 
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Figure A.21 Horizontal displacement versus depth due to loading 
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Figure A.22 Vertical sisplacement versus depth due to loading 
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Figure A.23 Deformed mesh due to changes in suction after 450 days 
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Figure A.24 Distribution of deformation vectors due to changes in suction after 450 days 
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Figure A.25 Contours of horiwntal displacements due to suction changes after 450 days 
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Figure A.26 Contours of vertical displacements due to suction changes after 450 days 
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Curves: 
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Figure A.27 Cumulative horizontal displacements at surface due to suction changes 
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Figure A.28 Cumulative vertical displacements at surface due to suction changes 
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Figure A.29 Cumulative horizontal displacements versus depth due to suction changes 
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Curves: 
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Figure A.30 Cumulative vertical displacements versus depth due to suction changes 
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Figure A.32 Distribution of total deformation vectors 
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Figure A.35 Cumulative horizontal displacement at surface 
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Figure A,.38 Cumulative vertical displacements versus depth 
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Figure A.39 Surface plot of the horizontal displacement distribution 
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Verification of Formulation and PDEase2D Program 
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AppendixB 

VERIFICATION OF FORMULATION AND PDEASE2D PROGRAM 

The PDEase2D computer program is verified with respect to stress-deformation and 

ground water flow. The problems to be solved in this study are highly non-linear, 

however, verifications are performed only for simple linear elastic stress-

deformation problem and a saturated steady state seepage problem. Computer 

programs, SIGMAIW for stress-deformation analysis and SEEP/W for seepage 

analysis, are used for the verification of PDEase2D solutions (SIGMA/W and 

SEEP/W are the products of Geo-Slope International, Calgary, AB, Canada). 

B.l Distribution of Stresses and Deformation under a Strip Footing 

An example of a strip footing presented in SIGMA/W manual is analyzed using both 

PDEase2D. An elastic modulus E equal to 100 kPa and Poisson's ratio equal to 0.45 

are assigned for the soil. The footing load is applied as a vertical pressure boundary. 

The applied pressure is equal to 1 kPa so that the resulting contours of vertical 

pressure can be presented as a ratio of the applied pressure. The PDEase2D input file 

is presented in Table B.1. 

The induced vertical pressures are compared with SIGMA/W solution and 

closed-form solution presented in Lame and Whitman (1969), page 105. Figure B.2 

presents a comparison of the resulting vertical stress contours between PDEase2D 

and SIGMA/W. The contour~ have the correct general shape and essentially the 

same as the values obtained by closed-from solution. Table B.2 shows a comparison 

between the position of the vertical stress contours along the centerline beneath the 

footing obtained from PDEase2D, SIGMA/W and a closed-form solution. Good 

correlation of the vertical stresses can be observed with the exception of the stress 

near to the bottom boundary of the problem. 
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Table B.l PDEase2D input file for the analysis of strip footing problem 

Title 

'Strip Footing' 

Select 

errlim=l e-3 

Variables 

u v 

Definitions 

E=-100 

{Dependent variables} 

mu=0.45 

ds=l {Applied pressure} 

c=EI[( 1-2*mu)*( 1 +mu)] G=E/[2*( 1 +mu)] 

ex=dx(u) ey=dy(v) exy=dx(v)+dy(u) 

AppendixB 

sx=c*[mu*ey+( 1-mu)*ex] sy=c*[mu*ex+( 1-mu)*ey] sxy=G*exy 

Equations 

dx(c*[(l-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v)]) + dy(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) = 0 

dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) + dy(c*£(1-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)]) = 0 

Boundaries 

Region 1 

start(O,O) 

value(u)=O load(v)=O line to(0,-30) 

value(u)=O value(v)=O line to (30,-30) 

value(u)=O load(v)=O line to(30,0) 

load(u)=O load(v)=O line to (4,0) 

load(u)=O load(v)=ds line to finish 

Feature 2 

start (0.5,-0.5) line to (3.5,-0.5) 

Plots 

contour( sy) contour( v) contour( u) 

End 
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Comparison of horizontal and vertical displacements between PDEase2D and 

SIGMAIW are presented in Figs. B.2 and B.3, respectively. General shapes of the 

contours are obtained. The displacements predicted using PDEase2D agree well with 

those obtained from SIGMAIW. 

Table B.2 Stress comparison of PDEase2D, SIGMA/Wand closed-form results 

Contour PDEase2D SIGMA/W Charts 

0.8 0.53 B 0.53 B 0.56 B 

0.6 0.89 B 0.88 B 0.89 B 

0.4 1.56B 1.51 B 1.48 B 
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Figure B. I Vertical stress contours beneath a strip footing 
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8/2 

18 

28 

38 

PDEase2D 

Figure B.2 Contours of horizontal displacements (mm) beneath a strip footing 

8/2 

18 

38 

PDEase2D 

E = 100 kPa 
J.1 = 0.45 

Figure B.3 Contours of vertical displacements (mm) beneath a strip footing 
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B.2 Seepage below a Cutoff beneath a Concrete Dam 

An example of a cutoff beneath a concrete dam presented in Lambe and Whitman 

(1969), page 272 is analyzed using PDEase2D and SEEP/W. The example is 

illustrated in Fig. B.4. The coefficient of permeability of the soil is 1.157x10-8 rnls. 

A total head of 50 m is specified on the upstream of the dam, and 40 m is specified 

on the downstream of the dam. An input file written to describe the problem to 

PDEase2D is presented in Table B.3. 

The distribution of total below the dam and the quantity of seepage obtained 

using PDEase2D are compared with those obtained from. SEEP/W. Figure B.4 

presents the contours of total head produced by PDEase2D. Figure B.5 presents the 

contours of total head produced by SEEP/W. Solutions of PDEase2D and SEEP/W 

are compared in Fig. B.6. The solution obtained using PDEase2D agrees well with 

that obtained using SEEP/W. 
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Table B.3 PDEase2D input file for the analysis of seepage below a concrete dam 

Title 

'Cutoff 

Select 

contours=5 

Variables 

h 

Definitions 

s=O 

k=0.001 

vx=-k*dx(h) 

vy=-k*dy(h) 

{No volumetric sourse} 

{mlday} 

flux= bintegral(vx, ''f_section") 

Equations 

div(k*grad(h)) +s=O 

Boundaries 

Region 1 

start(O,O) 

line to (250,40) 

natural(h)=O 

line to (95,20) 

value(h)=50 

Feature 2 

natural(h)=O 

value(h)=40 

line to(155,35) 

line to(90,20) 

line to (0,40) 

start ''f_section" ( 150,0) line to ( 150,35) 

Plots 

contour( h) 

elevation(jlux) from( 150,0) to( 150,35) 

End 
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line to (250, 0) 

line to ( 155,40) 

line to (95,35) 

line to( 90,40) 

line to finish 
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Figure B.4 Contours of total head produced by PDEase2D 
Cutoff beneath a concrete dam 
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FigureB.5 Contours oftotal head produced by SEEP/W 
Cutoff beneath a concrete dam 
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Figure B.6 Comparison of total head contours between PDEase2D and SEEP/W 
Cutoff beneath a concrete dam 
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APPENDIXC 

Results of Heave Calculations for One-dimensional Heave 

(Using Fredlund et al. method and PDEase2D program) 
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eo= 

"(= 

Cs= 

Ps' = 
H= 
j= 

hi= 

Layer 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

AppendixC 

CALCULATION OF TOTAL HEAVE 
Example 1. Heave under an Impermeable Cover 

(Fredlund et al. method) 

1.0 

18.00 kN/m3 

0.1 

200.00 kPa 
2.00 m 

25 layers 
0.08 m 

Depth, m cry( ave) Ah Heave 
From to (kPa) (mm) (mm) 
0.00 0.08 0.72 9.8 ~:~ititiiiti~?~IItiit~t 
0.08 0.16 2.16 7.9 107.5 
0.16 0.24 3.60 7.0 99.7 
0.24 0.32 5.04 6.4 92.7 
0.32 0.40 6.48 6.0 86.3 
0.40 0.48 7.92 5.6 80.3 
0.48 0.56 9.36 5.3 74.7 
0.56 0.64 10.80 5.1 69.4 
0.64 0.72 12.24 4.9 64.3 
0.72 0.80 13.68 4.7 59.5 
0.80 0.88 15.12 4.5 54.8 
0.88 0.96 16.56 4.3 50.3 
0.96 1.04 18.00 4.2 46.0 
1.04 1.12 19.44 4.0 41.8 
1.12 1.20 20.88 3.9 37.8 
1.20 1.28 22.32 3.8 33.8 
1.28 1.36 23.76 3.7 30.0 
1.36 1.44 25.20 3.6 26.3 
1.44 1.52 26.64 3.5 22.7 
1.52 1.60 28.08 3.4 19.2 
1.60 1.68 29.52 3.3 15.8 
1.68 1.76 30.96 3.2 12.5 
1.76 1.84 32.40 3.2 9.3 
1.84 1.92 33.84 3.1 6.1 
1.92 2.00 35.28 3.0 3.0 
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eo= 

"(= 

Cs= 

Ps' = 
H= 
i= 

hi= 

Layer 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

CALCULATION OF TOTAL HEAVE 
Example 1. Heave under an Impermeable Cover 

(Convert Cs to E) 

1.0 

18 kN/m3 

0.1 

200 kPa 
2m Jl= 0.4 

25 layers j= 125 steps 
0.08 m 

Depth, m Poi=Ps' Pti ~O'l Const 
From to (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) 
0.00 0.08 200.00 0.72 -1.59 0.02 
0.08 0.16 200.00 2.16 -1.58 0.02 
0.16 0.24 200.00 3.60 -1.57 0.02 
0.24 0.32 200.00 5.04 -1.56 0.02 
0.32 0.40 200.00 6.48 -1.55 0.02 
0.40 0.48 200.00 7.92 -1.54 0.02 
0.48 0.56 200.00 9.36 -1.53 0.02 
0.56 0.64 200.00 10.80 -1.51 0.02 
0.64 0.72 200.00 12.24 -1.50 0.02 
0.72 0.80 200.00 13.68 -1.49 0.02 
0.80 0.88 200.00 15.12 -1.48 0.02 
0.88 0.96 200.00 16.56 -1.47 0.02 
0.96 1".04 200.00 18.00 -1.46 0.02 
1.04 1.12 200.00 19.44 -1.44 0.02 
1.12 1.20 200.00 20.88 -1.43 0.02 
1.20 1.28 200.00 22.32 -1.42 0.02 
1.28 1.36 200.00 23.76 -1.41 0.02 
1.36 1.44 200.00 25.20 -1.40 0.02 
1.44 1.52 200.00 26.64 -1.39 0.02 
1.52 1.60 200.00 28.08 -1.38 0.02 
1.60 1.68 200.00 29.52 -1.36 0.02 
1.68 1.76 200.00 30.96 -1.35 0.02 
1.76 1.84 200.00 32.40 -1.34 0.02 
1.84 1.92 200.00 33.84 -1.33 0.02 
1.92 2.00 200.00 35.28 -1.32 0.02 
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~hi Heave 
(mm) (mm) 
9.6 117.2 
7.8 107.6 
7.0 99.8 
6.4 92.8 
6.0 86.4 
5.6 80.4 
5.3 74.8 
5.1 69.5 
4.9 64.4 
4.7 59.6 
4.5 54.9 
4.3 50.4 
4.2 46.1 
4.1 41.9 
3.9 37.8 
3.8 33.9 
3.7 30.1 
3.6 26.4 
3.5 22.8 
3.4 19.3 
3.3 15.9 
3.2 12.5 
3.2 9.3 
3.1 6.1 
3.0 3.0 



Depth 
(m) 

2.00 
1.92 
1.83 
1.75 
1.67 
1.58 
1.50 
1.42 
1.33 
1.25 
1.17 
1.08 
1.00 
0.92 
0.83 
0.75 
0.67 
0.58 
0.50 
0.42 
0.33 
0.25 
0.17 
0.08 
0.00 

SOLUTION OF PDEase2D 
Example 1. Heave under an Impermeable Cover 

(Using 25 stress steps) 

Cumulative Heave (mm) at Step Number 
5 10 15 20 23 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.33 0.72 1.23 1.95 2.56 
0.65 1.45 2.48 3.92 5.18 
0.99 2.19 3.75 5.93 7.85 
1.32 2.94 5.03 7.98 10.58 
1.66 3.70 6.33 10.05 13.36 
2.00 4.46 7.64 12.17 16.20 
2.35 5.23 8.97 14.31 19.10 
2.70 6.01 10.32 16.49 22.06 
3.05 6.80 11.69 18.71 25.09 
3.40 7.60 13.07 20.97 28.19 
3.76 8.40 14.47 23.26 31.36 
4.12 9.22 15.89 25.60 34.60 
4.49 10.04 17.33 27.97 37.91 
4.86 10.87 18.78 30.38 41.31 
5.23 11.71 20.26 32.84 44.79 
5.60 12.56 21.75 35.34 48.36 
5.98 13.42 23.26 37.88 52.02 
6.36 14.28 24.79 40.47 55.77 
6.75 15.16 26.34 43.10 59.63 
7.14 16.04 27.90 45.78 63.60 
7.53 16.93 29.49 48.50 67.67 
7.92 17.83 31.10 51.28 71.88 
8.32 18.74 32.72 54.11 76.21 
8.72 19.66 34.37 56.99 80.68 
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25 
0.00 
3.14 
6.36 
9.65 
13.03 
16.50 
20.07 
23.74 
27.51 
31.39 
35.40 
39.53 
43.80 
48.21 
52.80 
57.56 
62.51 
67.68 
73.10 
78.81 
84.85 
91.30 
98.27 
105.92 
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CALCULATION OF TOTAL HEAVE 
Example 2 

AppendixC 

A Part of Swelling Soil is Excavated and Replaced by Inert Soil 
(Fredlund et al. method) 

eo= 0.8 

y= 18.00 kN/m3 

Cs= 0.2 

Ps1 = -461.538y+1030.769 
H = 2.00 m 
j = 25 layers 

hi= 0.07 m 

Layer Depth, m Po=Ps• 
From to 

1 0.33 0.40 861.54 
2 0.40 0.47 830.77 
3 0.47 0.53 800.00 
4 0.53 0.60 769.23 
5 0.60 0.67 738.46 
6 0.67 0.73 707.69 
7 0.73 0.80 676.92 
8 0.80 0.87 646.15 
9 0.87 0.93 615.38 
10 0.93 1.00 584.62 
11 1.00 1.07 553.85 
12 1.07 1.13 523.08 
13 1.13 1.20 492.31 
14 1.20 1.27 461.54 
15 1.27 1.33 430.77 
16 1.33 1.40 400.00 
17 1.40 1.47 369.23 
18 1.47 1.53 338.46 
19 1.53 1.60 307.69 
20 1.60 1.67 276.92 
21 1.67 1.73 246.15 
22 1.73 1.80 215.39 
23 1.80 1.87 184.62 
24 1.87 1.93 153.85 
25 1.93 2.00 123.08 
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Excavate 
Backfill 

Uwt= 

Aa= 

Oyf(ave) 

(kPa) 
19.60 
20.80 
22.00 
23.20 
24.40 
25.60 
26.80 
28.00 
29.20 
30.40 
31.60 
32.80 
34.00 
35.20 
36.40 
37.60 
38.80 
40.00 
41.20 
42.40 
43.60 
44.80 
46.00 
47.20 
48.40 

0.33 m 
0.67 m 

-7.0 kPa 
6.0 kPa 

Ah Heave 
(mm) (mm) 
12.8 t~I~t2.~1~7Mit~f~J 
12.5 205.0 
12.1 192.5 
11.8 180.4 
11.5 168.5 
11.2 157.0 
10.9 145.8 
10.6 134.9 
10.3 124.3 
10.0 114.0 
9.7 104.0 
9.4 94.4 
9.0 85.0 
8.7 76.0 
8.3 67.3 
8.0 58.9 
7.6 50.9 
7.2 43.3 
6.8 36.1 
6.3 29.3 
5.8 23.0 
5.3 17.1 
4.7 11.8 
4.0 7.1 
3.2 3.2 



SOLUTION OF PDEase2D 
Example 2 

AppendixC 

A Part of Swelling Soil is Excavated and Replaced by Inert Soil 
(Using 25 stress steps) 

Depth Cumulative Heave (mm) at Step Number 
(m) 5 10 15 20 25 

2.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 
1.92 0.6 1.2 1.9 2.9 4.04 
1.83 1.2 2.6 4.3 6.4 9.36 
1.75 1.9 4.2 7.0 10.5 15.68 
1.67 2.7 5.9 9.8 15.1 22.89 
1.58 3.5 7.6 12.9 19.9 30.86 
1.50 4.3 9.5 16.0 25.0 39.53 
1.42 5.1 11.3 19.3 30.3 48.84 
1.33 6.0 13.2 22.6 35.8 58.74 
1.25 6.8 15.2 26.0 41.5 69.19 
1.17 7.7 17.2 29.5 47.3 80.16 
1.08 8.6 19.1 33.0 53.2 91.64 
1.00 9.5 21.2 36.5 59.2 103.61 
0.92 10.4 23.2 40.1 65.3 116.05 
0.83 11.3 25.2 43.7 71.4 128.95 
0.75 12.2 27.3 47.4 77.7 142.31 
0.67 13.1 29.4 51.1 84.0 156.11 
0.58 14.0 31.5 54.8 90.4 170.34 
0.50 14.9 33.5 58.5 96.8 185.02 
0.42 15.8 35.7 62.3 103.3 200.13 
0.33 16.8 37.8 66.0 109.8 :I~~~~~~a:I:S.ta®~m~t 
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CALCULATION OF TOTAL HEAVE 
Case History 1. Slab-on-Grade, Regina, Saskatchewan 

(Fredlund et al. method) 
Case 1. Final PWP = 0 kPa 

eo= 1.0 

"(= 18.00 kN/m3 h_fill = 0.18 m 

Cs= 0.090 h_conc = 0.10 m 

Ps1 = -270y+675 Uwt= 0.00 kPa 
H= 2.30 m Acr = 5.76 kPa 
j= 25 layers 

hi= 0.09 m 

Layer Depth, m Po=Ps• cryf(ave) Ah Heave 

From to (kPa) (kPa) (mm) (mm) 
1 0.00 0.09 664.43 6.59 8.5 III~ttaS.~!Iti~ 
2 0.09 0.18 639.52 8.24 8.0 110.2 
3 0.18 0.28 614.60 9.90 7.6 102.3 
4 0.28 0.37 589.68 11.56 7.2 94.7 
5 0.37 0.46 564.76 13.21 6.9 87.5 
6 0.46 0.55 539.84 14.87 6.6 80.6 
7 0.55 0.64 514.92 16.52 6.3 74.0 
8 0.64 0.74 490.00 18.18 6.0 67.7 
9 0.74 0.83 465.08 19.84 5.8 61.7 
10 0.83 0.92 440.16 21.49 5.5 55.9 
11 0.92 1.01 415.24 23.15 5.3 50.4 
12 1.01 1.10 390.32 24.80 5.1 45.1 
13 1.10 1.20 365.40 26.46 4.8 40.0 
14 1.20 1.29 340.48 28.12 4.6 35.2 
15 1.29 1.38 315.57 29.77 4.3 30.7 
16 1.38 1.47 290.65 31.43 4.1 26.3 
17 1.47 1.56 265.73 33.08 3.8 22.2 
18 1.56 1.66 240.81 34.74 3.5 18.4 
19 1.66 1.75 215.89 36.40 3.3 14.9 
20 1.75 1.84 190.97 38.05 3.0 11.6 
21 1.84 1.93 166.05 39.71 2.6 8.7 
22 1.93 2.02 141.13 41.36 2.2 6.0 
23 2.02 2.12 116.21 43.02 1.8 3.8 
24 2.12 2.21 91.29 44.68 1.3 2.0 
25 2.21 2.30 66.37 46.33 0.7 0.7 
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CALCULATION OF TOTAL HEAVE 
Case History 1. Slab-on-Grade, Regina, Saskatchewan 

(Fredlund et al. method) 
Case 2. Final PWP = -50 kPa 

So= 1.0 

"{= 18.00 kN/m3 
h_fill = 0.18 m 

Cs= 0.090 h_conc = 0.10 m 

Ps' = -270y+675 Uwt= -50.00 kPa 
H= 2.15 m !l.a = 5.76 kPa 
j= 25 layers 

hi= 0.09 m 

Layer Depth, m Po=Ps' CJyf(ave) !l.h Heave 
From to (kPa) (kPa) (mm) (mm) 

1 0.00 0.09 665.25 56.53 4.2 IIII~~6.5.~S.f~~I~~~~f 
2 0.09 0.17 641.95 58.08 4.1 61.3 
3 0.17 0.26 618.66 59.63 4.0 57.2 
4 0.26 0.34 595.36 61.18 3.9 53.2 
5 0.34 0.43 572.07 62.73 3.8 49.3 
6 0.43 0.52 548.78 64.27 3.7 45.5 
7 0.52 0.60 525.48 65.82 3.6 41.8 
8 0.60 0.69 502.19 67.37 3.4 38.3 
9 0.69 0.77 478.89 68.92 3.3 34.8 
10 0.77 0.86 455.60 70.47 3.2 31.5 
11 0.86 0.95 432.31 72.01 3.1 28.3 
12 0.95 1.03 409.01 73.56 2.9 25.2 
13 . 1.03 1.12 385.72 75.11 2.8 22.3 
14 1.12 1.20 362.42 76.66 2.7 19.5 
15 1.20 1.29 339.13 78.21 2.5 16.8 
16 1.29 1.38 315.84 79.75 2.4 14.3 
17 1.38 1.46 292.54 81.30 2.2 11.9 
18 1.46 1.55 269.25 82.85 2.0 9.8 
19 1.55 1.63 245.95 84.40 1.8 7.7 
20 1.63 1.72 222.66 85.95 1.6 5.9 
21 1.72 1.81 199.37 87.49 1.4 4.3 
22 1.81 1.89 176.07 89.04 1.2 2.9 
23 1.89 1.98 152.78 90.59 0.9 1.7 
24 1.98 2.06 129.48 92.14 0.6 0.8 
25 2.06 2.15 106. 1'9 93.69 0.2 0.2 
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SOLUTION OF PDEase2D 
Case History 1. Slab-on-Grade Floor, Regina, Saskatchewan 

(Using 25 stress step) 

Case 1' ( Uw)final = 0 kPa Case 2, ( Uw)final = -50 kPa 
Depth Heave Depth Heave 

(ml (mm) (m) (mm) 
2.30 0.00 2.15 0.00 
2.20 0.61 2.06 0.19 
2.11 1.93 1.97 0.79 
2.01 3.79 1.88 1.72 
1.92 6.11 1.79 2.93 
1.82 8.83 1.70 4.42 
1.73 11.90 1.61 6.13 
1.63 15.30 1.52 8.07 
1.53 19.01 1.43 10.20 
1.44 23.01 1.34 12.52 
1.34 27.27 1.25 15.01 
1.25 31.80 1.16 17.67 
1.15 36.60 1.08 20.49 
1.05 41.65 0.99 23.46 
0.96 46.96 0.90 26.58 
0.86 52.52 0.81 29.84 
0.77 58.33 0.72 33.23 
0.67 64.41 0.63 36.75 
0.57 70.76 0.54 40.41 
0.48 77.38 0.45 44.19 
0.38 84.28 0.36 48.10 
0.29 91.49 0.27 52.12 
0.19 99.02 0.18 56.27 
0.10 106.87 0.09 60.54 
0.00 ~~I~~ti~1~~~~~~~5.tJU~tt~~II~~ 0.00 ~f~1~~1f~fi4~S.2~II~~If~~I 
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CALCULATION OF TOTAL HEAVE 
Case History 2. Eston School, Eston, Saskatchewan 

(Fredlund et al. method) 

eo= 1.0 

"(= 18.00 kN/m3 

Cs= 0.21 
ps• = 950.00 kPa 
H= 7.50 m 
j= 25 layers 

hi= 0.30 m 

Layer Depth, m Po=Ps• (jyf(ave) L\h 

From to kPa {kPa) {mm) 
1 0.00 0.30 950.00 2.70 81.8 
2 0.30 0.60 950.00 8.10 66.4 
3 0.60 0.90 950.00 13.50 59.3 
4 0.90 1.20 950.00 18.90 54.6 
5 1.20 1.50 950.00 24.30 51.1 
6 1.50 1.80 950.00 29.70 48.3 
7 1.80 2.10 950.00 35.10 46.0 
8 2.10 2.40 950.00 40.50 44.0 
9 2.40 2.70 950.00 45.90 42.3 
10 2.70 3.00 950.00 51.30 40.7 
11 3.00 3.30 950.00 56.70 39.3 
12 3.30 3.60 950.00 62.10 38.0 
13 3.60 3.90 950.00 67.50 36.9 
14 3.90 4.20 950.00 72.90 35.8 
15 4.20 4.50 950.00 78.30 34.8 
16 4.50 4.80 950.00 83.70 33.9 
17 4.80 5.10 950.00 89.10 33.0 
18 5.10 5.40 950.00' 94.50 32.2 
19 5.40 5.70 950.00 99.90 31.4 
20 5.70 6.00 950.00 105.30 30.7 
21 6.00 6.30 950.00 110.70 30.0 
22 6.30 6.60 950.00 116.10 29.3 
23 6.60 6.90 950.00 121.50 28.7 
24 6.90 7.20 950.00 126.90 28.1 
25 7.20 7.50 950.00 132.30 27.5 
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Heave 
(mm) 

I~tM~~D.21t1I~~I~· 
942.3 
875.9 
816.5 
761.9 
710.8 
662.5 
616.5 
572.5 
530.2 
489.5 
450.2 
412.2 
375.3 
339.5 
304.7 
270.8 
237.8 
205.6 
174.2 
143.5 
113.6 
84.2 
55.6 
27.5 



SOLUTION OF PDEase2D 
Case History 2. Eston School, Eston, Saskatchewan 

(Usin-g 25 stress steps) 

Depth Heave 
(m) (mm) 
7.50 0.00 
7.19 28.77 
6.87 58.18 
6.56 88.25 
6.25 118.96 
5.94 150.40 
5.62 182.60 
5.31 215.57 
5.00 249.31 
4.69 283.97 
4.37 319.61 
4.06 356.24 
3.75 393.86 
3.44 432.67 
3.13 472.78 
2.81 514.26 
2.50 557.24 
2.19 601.86 
1.88 648.49 
1.56 697.24 
1.25 748.59 
0.94 802.87 
0.63 860.99 
0.31 923.92 
0.00 I~I~~I~~I~~~S.S3.~49.I~~I~~III 
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AppendixD 

APPENDIXD 

PDEase2D Input Files for Example Problems 
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AppendixD 

EXAMPLE! 
{ 1.a Calculate heave for each stress step} 

Title 

'Heave Below an Impermeable Cover_S' 

Select 

err lim= 1 e-4 
stages= 25 
tablecheck=off 

{Maximum error specified is 0.0001} 
{ 25 stress steps} 

Variables 

v {Dependent variable} 

Definitions 

Lx=0.2 
Ly=2 
eO=l.O 
Cm=0.1 
mu=0.3 
gama=18 {kN/mA3} 
E=2000 
c=E*(1-mu)/[(1-2*mu)*(1 +mu)] 
suct_ini=200 
suct_final=( -y)*gama 
nhk=[(1 +mu)/(1-mu)]*[(1 +e0)/0.4343/Cm] 
m=25 
dsuct=( suct_final-suct_ini)/m 
n=stage . 
suct_avg=suct_ini+dsuct*(2 *n-1 )/2 
H=-nhk*suct_avg 
ey=dy(v) 
sy=c*[ey-(1 +mu)/(1-mu)/H*dsuct] 

Equations 

dy(c*[dy(v)-(1 +mu)/(1-mu)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

278 

{Initial stress state} 
{Final stress state} 
{constant coefficient} 
{number of steps} 

{step number} 



region 1 
start(O,O) 
load(v)=O 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

Plots 

grid(x,y) 

line to (0,-Ly) 
line to(Lx,-L y) 
line to (Lx,O) 
line to finish 

AppendixD 

elevation(suct_avg,suct_avg-dsuct/2,suct_avg+dsuct/2) from (0,-Ly) to (0,0) 
elevation(v) from (0,-Ly) to (0,0) file 

End 

EXAMPLE I 
{ 1.b Sum up the heave from individual stress steps to give the total heave} 

Title 

Select 

'Heave Below an Impermeable Cover_P' 

errlim=O.OOO 1 
tablecheck=off 
vectorgrid=5 

Definitions 

Lx=0.2Ly=2 
v 1 =table('PdzPlt05ElevSOO 1.dat') 
v2= v 1 + table('PdzPlt05ElevS002.dat') 
v3= v2 + table('PdzPlt05ElevS003.dat') 

v25= v24 + table('PdzPlt05ElevS025.dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 

line to (0,-Ly) 
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Plots 

End 

Title 

Select 

line to(Lx,-Ly) 
line to (Lx,O) 
line to finish 

AppendixD 

elevation(v25) from (0,-Ly) to (0,0) as "Total Heave" 
elevation(dy(v25),dy(v20),dy(v15),dy(v10),dy(v5)) from (0.1,-Ly) to (0.1,0) 
vector (O,dy(v25)) 

EXAMPLE2 
{ 2.a Calculate heave for each stress step} 

'A Part of Swelling Soil is Excavated and Replaced by Inert Soil_S' 

err lim= 1 e-4 
stages=25 

Variables 

v 

Definitions · 

e0=0.8 
Cms=0.21 
mu=0.3 
gama=18 
nhk=[ ( 1 +mu )/( 1-mu)] * [ ( 1 +e0)/0.4343/Cms] 
E=2000 
c=E*(1-mu)/[(1-2*mu)*(l +mu)] 
h_excavation= 113 
h_backfill=2/3 
suct_ini=462 *y+ 1031 {initial stress state} 
s_change=(h_backfill-h_excavation)*gama {change in total stress} 
uwf=-7 {final p.w.p} 
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suct_final=-gama*y + s_change- uwf 
m=25 
dsuct=( suct_final-suct_ini )/m 
n=stage 
suct_avg=suct_ini+dsuct*(2 *n-1 )/2 
H=-nhk*suct_avg 
ey=dy(v) 
sy=c* [ ey-( 1 +mu )/( 1-mu )/H*dsuct] 

Equations 

dy(c*[dy(v)-(1+mu)/(1-mu)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(0,-113) 
load(v)=O 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

Plots 

line to(0,-2) 
line to(0.2,-2) 
line to (0.2,-113) 
line to finish 

elevation(v) from (0.1,-2) to (0.1,-1/3) file 

End 

EXAMPLE2 

{final stress state} 
{number of steps} 
{size of stress step} 
{step number} 

AppendixD 

{2.b Sum up the heave from individual stress steps to give the total heave} 

Title 

'A Part of Swelling Soil is Excavated and Replaced by Inert Soil_S' 

Select 

tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

v 1 =table('Pdz0Plt05ElevSOO 1.dat') 
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v2= v 1 + table('Pdz0Plt05ElevS002.dat') 
v3= v2 + table('Pdz0Plt05ElevS003.dat') 

v25= v24 + table('Pdz0Plt05ElevS025.dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 

Plots 

End 

Title 

Select 

start(0,-113) 
line to(0,-2) 
line to (0.2,-2) 
line to(0.2,-1/3) 
line to finish 

elevation(v25) from (0.1,-2) to (0.1,-113) 
elevation(dy(v25), dy(v20),dy(v15),dy(v10),dy(v5)) 

from (0.1,-2) to (0.1,-1/3) as "Cumulative strain" 

CASE IDSTORY 1 
{ 1.a Calculate heave for each stress step} 

'Slab-on-Grade Floor, Regina, Saskatchewan_S' 

errlim=1e-4 
stages=25 
vectorgrid=5 

Variables 

v 

Definitions 

Lx=0.2 
Ly=2.0 
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e0=0.962 
Cms=0.090 
mu=0.4 
gama1=18.88 
gama2=23.60 
nhk=[ ( 1 +mu )/( 1-mu) ]* [ ( 1 +e0)/0.4343/Cms] 
E=2000 
c=E*(1-mu)/[(1-2*mu)*(1 +mu)] 
h_fill=0.18 h_conc=0.1 
suct_ini=270.861 *y+67 6.894 
s_change=h_fill * gama1 +h_conc* gama2 
uwf=-50 
suct_final=-y*gama1 + s_change- uwf 
m=25 
dsuct=( suct_final-suct_ini )/m 
n= stage 
suct_avg=suct_ini+dsuct*(2*n-1 )/2 
H=-nhk*suct_avg 
ey=dy(v) 
sy=c*[ey-(1 +mu)/(1-mu)/H*dsuct] 

Equations 

dy(c*[dy(v)-(1+mu)/(1-mu)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,-Ly) 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

Plots 

grid(x,y) 

line to(Lx,-Ly) 
line to (Lx,O) 
line to(O,O) 
line to finish 

AppendixD 

{initial stress state} 
{change in total stress} 
{final p.w.p} 
{final stress state} 
{number of steps} 
{size of stress step} 
{step number} 

elevation(suct_avg,suct_avg-dsuct/2,suct_avg+dsuct/2) from (0,-Ly) to (0,0) 
elevation(v) from (0.1,-Ly) to (0.1,0) file 
vector(O,dy(v)) 
contour(dy(v)) 

End 
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CASE HISTORY 1 
{ 1.b Sum up the heave from individual stress steps to give the total heave} 

Title 

'Slab-on-Grade Floor, Regina, Saskatchewan_P' 

Select 

tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

Lx=0.2Ly=2.0 
v 1 =table('PdzOPlt05ElevSOO 1.dat') 
v2= v 1 + table('Pdz0Plt05ElevS002.dat') 
v3= v2 + table('PdzOPlt05ElevS003.dat') 

v25= v24 + table('PdzOPlt05ElevS025.dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 

Plots 

End 

start(O,-Ly) 
line to(Lx,-Ly) 
line to (Lx,O) 
line to(O,O) 
line to finish 

elevation (v5,v10,v15,v20,v25) from (0.1,-Ly) to (0.1,0) 
elevation (dy(v5),dy(v10),dy(v15),dy(v20),dy(v25)) from (0.1,-Ly) to (0.1,0) 
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Title 

Select 

CASE HISTORY 2 
{ 2.a Calculate heave for each stress step} 

'Eston School, Eston, Saskatchewan_S' 

err lim= 1 e-4 
stages=25 
tablecheck=off 
vectorgrid=5 

Variables 

v 

Definitions 

Lx=0.5 
Ly=7.5 
eO=l.O 
Cms=0.21 
mu=0.4 
gama=18 {kN/m"3} 
nhk=[ ( 1 +mu)/( 1-mu)] * [ ( 1 +e0)/0.4343/Cms] 
E=2000 
c=E*( 1-mu )/[ ( 1-2*mu )*( 1 +mu)] 
suct_ini= 1000 
suct_final=(Ly-y)*gama 
m=25 {number of steps} 
dsuct=( suct_final-suct_ini )/m 
n= stage {step number} 
suct_avg=suct_ini+dsuct*(2 *n-1 )/2 
H=-nhk*suct_avg 
ey=dy(v) 
sy=c*[ey-(1 +mu)/(1-mu)/H*dsuct] 

Equations 

dy(c*[dy(v)-(1+mu)/(1-mu)/H*dsuct]) = 0 
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Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

Plots 

grid(x,y) 

line to(Lx,O) 
line to (Lx,Ly) 
line to(O,Ly) 
line to finish 

AppendixD 

elevation(suct_avg,suct_avg-dsuct/2,suct_avg+dsuct/2) from (0,0) to (O,Ly) 
elevation(v) from (0.2,0) to (0.2,Ly) file 

End 

CASE IDSTORY 2 
{ 2.b Sum up the heave from individual stress steps to give the total heave} 

Title 

Select 

'Eston School, Eston, Saskatchewan_P' 

errlim=1e-4 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

Lx=0.5Ly=7.5 
v 1 =table('PdzPlt05ElevSOO 1.dat') 
v2= v1 + table('PdzPlt05ElevS002.dat') 
v3= v2 + table('PdzPlt05ElevS003 .dat') 

v25= v24 + table('PdzPlt05ElevS025.dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 
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Plots 

End 

start(O,O) 
line to(Lx,O) 
line to (Lx,Ly) 
line to(O,Ly) 
line to finish 

AppendixD 

elevation(v25) from (0.2,0) to (0.2,Ly) 
elevation(dy(v2l),dy(v22),dy(v23),dy(v24),dy(v25)) from (0.2,0) to (0.2,Ly) 
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EXAMPLE3 
{ 3.a Calculate displacements and induced stresses for each stress step} 

Title 

Select 

'Embankment construction_S' 

errlim=0.001 
contours=5 
ngrid=10 
tablecheck=off 

Variables 

u v 

Definitions 

n=5 {step number} 
H_fill=3 
eO=l.O 
mu=0.30 
gama=18 {kN/mA3} 
Ct=0.2 
Cms=0.05 
KO::mu/(1-mu) 
ntk=[2*(1+mu)*(1-2*mu)]*[(1+e0)/0.4343/Ct] 
nmk=[2*(1 +mu)]*[(1 +e0)/0.4343/Cms] 
sy _ini=-gama*y 
suct_ini=-300 
sx_ini=KO*sy _ini 
suct_final=-300 
s_ave_ini=0.5*(sy _ini+sx_ini) 
m=5 {number of steps} 
dsy1 = gama*(x-17)/m 
dsy2=gama*H_filllm 

{ dsx=-KO*gama*y/m } 
dsuct=suct_final-suct_ini 
s_ave= s_ave_ini + table('s_avel.dat') 

+ table('s_ave2.dat') 
+ table('s_ave3.dat') 
+ table('s_ave4.dat') 
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suct_ave=suct_ini { +dsuct*(2*n-1)/2 
E=if s_ave<2 then -ntk*2 else -ntk*s_ave 
H=-nmk*suct_ave 
c=E/[(1-2*mu)*(1 +mu)] 
G=E/[2*(1 +mu)] 
ex=dx(u) 
ey=dy(v) 
exy=dx(v)+dy(u) 
sx=c*[mu*ey+(1-mu)*ex-(1+mu)/H*dsuct] 
sy=c*[mu*ex+(1-mu)*ey-(1 +mu)/H*dsuct] 
sxy=G*exy 

Equations 

AppendixD 

dx(c*[(1-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) + dy(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) = 0 
dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) + dy(c*[(1-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
load(u)=O 
load(u)=O 
load(u)=O 
feature 2 

load(v)=O 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load( v )=dsy2 
load( v )=dsy 1 
load(v)=O 

line to(0,-10) 
line to (30,-10) 
line to(30,0) 
line to (20,0) 
line to( 17 ,0) 
line to finish 

start (17 ,-0.5) line to (30,-0.5) 

Plots 

End 

contour((sx+sy)/2) file 
contour( u) file 
contour(v) file 
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EXAMPLE3 
{ 3.b Sum up the displacements from individual stress steps} 

Title 

Select 

'Embankment construction_P' 

ngrid=15 
contours=4 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

{Stresses} 
s 1 =table('S _ave 1.dat') 
s2=s 1 +table('S _ave2.dat') 

s5=s4+table('S _aveS .dat') 

{Horizontal displacement, u} 
u 1 =table('u 1.dat') 
u2=u 1 +table('u2.dat') 

u5=u4+table('u5 .dat') 

{Vertical displacement, v} 
v 1 =table('v l.dat') 
v2= v 1 + table('v2.dat') 

v5= v4 + table('v5 .dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
line to(0,-1 0) 
line to (30,-10) 
line to(30,0) 
line to finish 

feature 2 
start (17 ,-0.5) line to (30,-0.5) 
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Plots 

End 

grid(x+5*u5,y+5*v5) 
contour(s5) as 'Induced stress distribution' 
contour( uS) as 'Horizontal Displacement, m' 
contour(v5) as 'Vertical Displacement or Heave, m' 
elevation(vl,v2,v3,v4,v5) from (0,0) to (30,0) 

as 'Accumulated v versus Stress Increment Steps' 
vector(dx(u5),dy(v5)) as 'Distribution of Heave Vectors' 

EXAMPLE4 

AppendixD 

{ 4.a Calculate displacements and induced stresses for each stress step} 

Title 

Select 

'Excavation construction_S' 

err lim= 1 e-3 
contours=5 
ngrid=10 
tablecheck=off 

Variables 

u v 

Definitions 

n=5 {step number} 
L_exc=3 
eO=l.O 
mu=0.3 
gama=18 {kN/m"3} 
Cts=0.1 
Cms=0.05 
KO=mu/(1-mu) 
ntk=[2*(1 +mu)*(1-2*mu)]*[(1 +e0)/0.4343/Cts] 
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nmk=[2*(1 +mu)]*[(l +e0)/0.4343/Cms] 
sy _ini=-gama*y 
suct_ini=-300 
sx_ini=KO*sy _ini 
suct_final=-300 
s_ave_ini=O.S*(sy _ini+sx_ini) 
m=5 {number of steps} 
dsy=gama*L_exc/m 
dsx=-KO*gama*y/m 
dsuct=suct_final-suct_ini 
s_ave= s_ave_ini + table('s_avel.dat') 

+ table('s_ave2.dat') 
+ table('s_ave3.dat') 
+ table('s_ave4.dat') 

suct_ave=suct_ini { +dsuct*(2 *n-1 )/2 } 
E=-ntk*s_ave 
H=-nmk*suct_ave 
c=E/[( 1-2*mu)*( 1 +mu)] 
G=E/[2*(1 +mu)] 
dabs=sqrt(u**2+v**2) 
ex=dx(u) 
ey=dy(v) 
exy=dx(v)+dy(u) 
sx=c* [ mu *ey+( 1-mu )*ex-( 1 +mu)/H*dsuct] 
sy=c*[mu*ex+(l-mu)*ey-(1 +mu)/H*dsuct] 
sxy=G*exy 

Equations 

AppendixD 

dx(c*[(l-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) + dy(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) = 0 
dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) + dy(c*[(l-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
load(u)=O 
load(u)=-dsx 
load(u)=O 

load(v)=O 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=-dsy 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

line to(0,-10) 
line to (30,-10) 
line to(30,-3) 
line to (17 ,-3) 
line to( 17 ,0) 
line to finish 
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Plots 

End 

contour( ( sx +sy )/2) file 
contour( u) file 
contour( v) file 

EXAMPLE4 
{ 4.b Sum up the displacements from individual stress steps} 

Title 

Select 

'Excavation construction_P' 

ngrid=15 
contours=4 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

{Horizontal displacement, u} 
u1=table('u1.dat') 
u2=u 1 +table('u2.dat') 

u5=u4+table('u5 .dat') 

{Vertical displacement, v} 
v 1 =table('v 1.dat') 
v2= v1 + table('v2.dat') 

v5= v4 + table('v5 .dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
line to(0,-1 0) 
line to (30,-10) 
line to(30,-3) 
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Plots 

End 

Title 

Select 

line to ( 17,-3) 
line to( 17 ,0) 
line to finish 

grid(x+ 10*u5,y+ 10*v5) 
contour(u5) as 'Horizontal Displacement, m' 
contour(v5) as 'Vertical Displacement or Heave, m' 
elevation(vl,v2,v3,v4,v5) from (0,-3.1) to(30,-3.1) 

as 'Accumulated v versus Stress Increment Steps' 
vector( dx( u5),dy( v5)) as 'Distribution of Heave Vectors' 

EXAMPLES 
{Steady State Seepage Analysis} 

'Steady State Seepage' 

errlim=0.0001 
tablecheck=off 
contours=5 

Variables · 

h 

Definitions 

s=O 
uww=9.8 
infiltration= le-5 
u=(h-y)*uww 
us=abs(u) 
ks=O.OOOl 
cut=O 
a=O.OOl 

{Total head, m} 

{m/day} 

{m/day} 
{kPa} 
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n=2 
k1=ks/(1 +a*(us/uww)"n) 
k = if u>cut then ks else k 1 
vx=-k*dx(h) 
vy=-k*dy(h) 

Equations 

div(k*grad(h)) +s=O 

Boundaries 

region 1 

Plots 

End 

start(O,O) 
line to (0,-5) 
line to (20,-5) 
line to (20,0) 
line to (13,0) 
line to finish 

grid(x,y) 
vector(vx,vy) 
contour(h) 
contour( -u) file 
contour( -u-700) 

natural(h)=O 
value(h)=-15 
natural(h)=O 
value(h)=O 
natural(h)=infiltration 

EXAMPLES 
{ 5 .a Calculate displacements for each stress step} 

Title 

Select 

'Infiltration at the Ground Surface_S' 

err lim= 1 e-3 
stages=25 
tablecheck=off 

{ 25 stress step} 
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Variables 

u v 

Definitions 

eO=l.O 
mu=0.3 
gama=18 {kN/m"3} 
Cts=0.1 
Cms=0.07 
ntk=[2*(1 +mu)*(1-2*mu)]*[(1 +e0)/0.4343/Cts] 
nmk=[2 *( 1 +mu)] * [ ( 1 +e0)/0.4343/Cms] 
s_ini=-gama*y 
suct_ini=700 
s_final=-gama*y 
suct_final=table('suct_final.dat') 
m=25 {number of steps} 
ds=O 
dsuct=( suct_final-suct_ini )/m 
n=stage {step number} 
s_avg=s_ini+ds*(2*n-1)/2 
suct_avg=suct_ini+dsuct*(2*n-1 )/2 
E=-1 00 { -ntk*s_avg} 
H=-nmk*suct_avg 
c=E/[(1-2*mu)*(1 +mu)] 
G=E/[2*(1+mu)] 
dabs=sqrt(u**2+v**2) 
ex=dx(u) 
ey=dy(v) 
exy=dx(v)+dy(u) 
sx=c*[mu*ey+( 1-mu)*ex-(1 +mu)/H*dsuct] 
sy=c*[mu*ex+(1-mu)*ey-(1 +mu)/H*dsuct] sxy=G*exy 

Equations 

AppendixD 

dx(c*[(1-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) + dy(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) = 0 
dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) + dy(c*[(1-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
value(u)=O load(v)=O line to(0,-5) 
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Plots 

End 

Title 

Select 

value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
load(u)=O 

value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

grid(x+ 1 O*u,y+ 1 O*v) 
contour(u) file 
contour( v) file 
vector(dx(u),dy(v)) 

line to (20,-5) 
line to(20,0) 
line to finish 

EXAMPLES 
{ 5.b Sum up the displacements from individual stress steps} 

'Infiltration at the Ground Surface_P' 

err lim= 1 e-3 
contours= 10 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

{Horizontal displacements, u} 
u 1 =table('WetPlt02ContSOO l.dat') 
u2=u 1 +table('WetPlt02ContS002.dat') 

u25=u24+table('W etPlt02ContS025 .dat') 

{Vertical Displacements, v} 
v 1 =table('W etPlt03ContSOO 1.dat') 
v2=v 1 +table('W etPlt03ContS002.dat') 

v25=v24+table('W etPlt03ContS025 .dat') 

Boundaries 
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region 1 

Plots 

start(O,O) 
line to(0,-5) 
line to (20,-5) 
line to(20,0) 
line to finish 

{ grid(x+10*u25,y+10*v25) 

End 

Title 

Select 

elevation (v5,v10,v15,v20,v25) from (0,0) to (20,0) 
elevation (v5,v10,v15,v20,v25) from (20,-5) to (20,0) 
elevation (u5,u10,u15,u20,u25) from (0,0) to (20,0) 
elevation (u5,u10,u15,u20,u25) from (13,-5) to (13,0) 
contour( u25) 
contour( v25) } 
contour(dy(v25)) 
contour( dx( v25)) 
contour(dy(u25)) 
contour(dx(u25)) 
vector(dx(u25),dy(v25)) 

EXAMPLE6 
{Transient State Seepage} 

'Transient Unsaturated/Saturated Water Flow' 

stages= 3 
errlim=0.0001 
ngrid = 20 
contours=4 
tablecheck=off 

Variables 

h (range=-80, 1 0) {pore water pressure} 
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Definitions 

evaporation =-5e-4 
s=O 
uww = 9.81 
u=(h-y)*uww 

{rnlday} 
{No volumetric source} 
{kN/m"3} 
{total head} 

{Definition of SWCC- Fredlund and Xing Equation} 
theta_s = 0.45 {saturated water content at saturation} 
a = 100 {air-entry value, kPa} 

AppendixD 

n = 1.5 {parameter that controls the slope of SWCC} 
m = 1 {parameter that controls the slope at high suction range} 
usr = 3000 {suction corresponding to the residual water content} 
us = abs( u) {suction} 
p1 = [ln[exp(1) + (us/a)"n]]"m 
C = 1 { -ln(1 +us/usr)fln(1 + 1000000/usr) + 1} {correction function} 
thet = theta_s*(C/p 1) {volumetric water content} 

{Definition of permeability function, kw is a power function of theta} 
ks = 1e-3 {permeability at saturation} 
p = 1 {exponent } 
kw =ks*(C/p 1 )"p {unsaturated permeability} 
cut = -0.05 {a value at which k start to change, kPa} 
k = staged(ks,if u > cut then ks else kw ,if u > cut then ks else kw) 

{Calculation of storage coefficient, Fredlund, 1995} 
{Storage coefficient at saturation} 
Cs = 1 {-ln(1+abs(cut)/usr)fln(1+1000000/usr) + 1} {correction function} 
Cds = 1/( abs( cut)+usr)fln( 1 + 1 e6/usr) 
p1s = [ln[exp(1) + (abs(cut)/a)"n]]"m 
p2s = -m*n*[abs(cut)"(n-1)]/[exp(1)*a"n + abs(cut)"n] 
p3s = [ln[exp(1) + (abs(cut)/a)"n]]"(m+1) 
Ds = theta_s/p3s *p2s · 
msat = Cds*theta_s/pls + Cs*Ds 

{Storage coefficient} 
Cd = ll(us+usr)fln(l+le6/usr) 
p2 = -m*n*[us"(n-1)]/[exp(l)*a"n + us"n] 
p3 = [ln[exp(l) + (us/a)"n]]"(m+1) 
D = theta_s/p3 *p2 
m2w = Cd*theta_s/p1 + C*D 
mw =staged(msat, msat, if u>cut then msat else m2w) 
vx=-k*dx(h) 
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vy=-k*dy(h) 

Initial Values 

h = y-100/uww 

Equations 

div(k*grad(h)) = -mw*uww*dt(h) 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) natural(h)=O 
line to (0,-5) 
line to (20,-5) natural(h)=O 
line to (20,0) line to(13,0) 
natural(h)=evaporation { m/day} 
line to finish 

Time 

0 to 400 by 100 

Monitors 

Plots 

for t=O by 100 to 400 
contour(u) 

grid(x,y) 
for t=100 
contour( -u) file 
for t=200 
contour( -u) file 
for t=300 
contour( -u) file 
for t=400 
contour( -u) file 
contour(h) as 'head' 
vector(vx,vy) as 'flow vector' 
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Histories 

End 

Title 

Select 

history (u) at (13,-2.5) 

EXAMPLE6 
{ 6.a Calculate displacements for each stress step} 

'Evaporation from Ground Surface_S' 

errlim=O.OO 1 
contours=4 
stages=25 
tablecheck=off 

Variables 

u v 

Definitions 

eO=l.O 
mu=0.3 
gama=18 
Cts=0.15 
Cms=0.1 

{kN/m"3} 

ntk=[2*(1 +mu)*(1-2*mu)*(1 +e0)]/[0.4343*Cts] 
nmk=[2 *( 1 +mu )*( 1 +eO) ]1[0.4343 *Cms] 
s_ini=200 
suct_ini=table('Suct_300.dat') 
s_final=-gama*y 
suct_final=table('Suct_ 400.dat') 
m=25 {number of steps} 
ds=( s_final-s_ini )/m 
dsuct=( suct_final-suct_ini )/m 
n=stage {step number} 
s_avg=s_ini+ds*(2*n-1)/2 
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suct_avg=suct_ini+dsuct*(2*n-1 )/2 
E=-ntk*s_avg 
H=-nmk*suct_avg 
c=E/[(l-2*mu)*(1 +mu)] 
G=E/[2*(1 +mu)] 
dabs=sqrt(u**2+v**2) 
ex=dx(u) 
ey=dy(v) 
exy=dx(v)+dy(u) 
sx=c*[mu*ey+( 1-mu)*ex-(1 +mu)/H*dsuct] 
sy=c*[mu*ex+(1-mu)*ey-(1 +mu)/H*dsuct] sxy=G*exy 

Equations 

AppendixD 

dx(c*[(1-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) + dy(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) = 0 
dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) + dy(c*[(1-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
value(u)=O 
load(u)=O 

Plots 

End 

contour(u) file 
contour( v) file 

load(v)=O 
value(v)=O 
load(v)=O 
load(v)=O 

line to(0,-5) 
line to (20,-5) 
line to(20,0) 
line to finish 

EXAMPLE6 
{ 6.b Sum up the displacements from individual stress steps for each period of 

analysis} 

Title 

'Evaporation from Surface_P1' 
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Select 

ngrid=10 
contours=4 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

{Horizontal displacements, u} 
u 1 =table('P2DOPltO 1 ContSOO 1.dat') 
u2=u 1 +table('P2DOPltO 1 ContS002.dat') 

u25=u24+table('P2DOPltO 1 ContS025 .dat') 

{Vertical displacements, v} 
v 1 =table('P2DOPlt02ContSOO 1.dat') 
v2= v1 + table('P2DOPlt02ContS002.dat') 

v25= v24 + table('P2DOPlt02ContS025 .dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 

Plots 

End 

start(O,O) 
line to(0,-5) 
line to (20,-5) 
line to(20,0) 
line to finish 

contour(u25) file as 'Horizontal Displacement, m' 
contour( v25) file as 'Vertical Displacement or Heave, m' 
vector(dx(u25),dy(v25)) 
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AppendixD 

EXAMPLE6 
{ 6.c Sum up the displacements from individual period to give cumulative 

displacements} 

Title 

Select 

'Evaporation from Surface_P2' 

ngrid=10 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

{Horizontal displacements, u} 
u 1 =table('uO 1.dat') 

u4=u3+table('u34.dat') 

{Vertical displacements, v} 
v1=table('v01.dat') 

v4= v3 + table('v34.dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 

Plots 

start(O,O) 
line to(0,-5) 
line to (20,-5) 
line to(20,0) 
line to finish 

contour(u4) as 'Horizontal Displacement, m' 
contour( v4) as 'Vertical Displacement, m' 
vector( dx( u4 ),dy( v4)) 

End 

grid(x+ 15*u4,y+ 15*v4) 
elevation(v1,v2,v3,v4) from (0,0) to (20,0) 
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Title 

Select 

EXAMPLE7 
{ 7 .a Calculate displacements for each stress step} 

'Deformation due to loading and infiltration_S' 

errlim=0.001 
stages=25 
contours=3 
contourgrid=50 
tablecheck=off 

Variables 

u v 

Definitions 

n=stage 
E 
H 
e0=1.0 
mu=0.40 

{step number} 

gama=18 {kN/m"3} 
Ct=0.2 
Cms=0.07 
KO=mu/(1-mu) 
ntk=[2*(1 +mu)*(1-2*mu)]*[(1 +e0)/0.4343/Ct] 
nmk=[2 *( 1 +mu)] * [ ( 1 +e0)/0.4343/Cms] 
sy _ini=-gama*y 
suct_ini= table('suct400.dat') 
sx_ini=KO*sy _ini 
suct_final=table('suct450.dat') 
s_ave_ini=0.5 *( sy _ini+sx_ini) 
m=25 {number of steps} 
dsy1 = 0 { 10/m} 
dsuct=( suct_final-suct_ini )/m 
s_ave= s_ave_ini { + table('s_avel.dat') 

+ table('s_ave2.dat') 
+ table('s_ave3.dat') 
+ table('s_ave4.dat') } 
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suct_ave=suct_ini +dsuct*(2*n-1 )/2 
E1= -1000 {if s_ave<2 then -ntk*2 else -ntk*s_ave} 
H1= -nmk*suct_ave 

{if suct_ave<0.5 then -nmk*0.5 else -nmk*suct_ave } 
c=E/[(1-2*mu)*(l +mu)] 
G=E/[2*(1+mu)] 
ex=dx(u) 
ey=dy(v) 
exy=dx( v )+dy( u) 
sx=c* [ mu *ey+( 1-mu )*ex-( 1 +mu )/H*dsuct] 
sy=c* [mu*ex+( 1-mu)*ey-( 1 +mu)/H*dsuct] 
sxy=G*exy 

Equations 

AppendixD 

dx(c*[(1-mu)*dx(u)+mu*dy(v)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) + dy(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) = 0 
dx(G*[dx(v)+dy(u)]) + dy(c*[(1-mu)*dy(v)+mu*dx(u)-(mu+1)/H*dsuct]) = 0 

Boundaries 

region 1 
E=E1 
H=H1 
start(O,O) 
value(u)=O load(v)=O line to(0,-5) 
value(u)=O value(v)=O line to (32,-5) 
value(u)=O load(v)=O line to(32,0) 
line to (20,0) 
load(u)=O 
load(u)=O 

load(v)=dsyl line to(l2,0) 
load(v)=O line to finish 

region 2 
E=-1000000 

Plots 

End 

H=-2000000 
start (20,0) 
line to (12,0) 
line to (12,-0.3) line to (20,-0.3) line to finish 

contour((sx+sy)/2) file 
contour(u) file 
contour( v) file 
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EXAMPLE7 
{7.b Sum up the displacements from individual stress steps for each period} 

Title 

'Deformation due to loading and infiltration_P1' 

Select 

ngrid=15 
contours=5 
contourgrid=50 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

{Horizontal displacements, u} 
{Suction} 

urn 1 =table('TsPltO 1 ContSOO l.dat') 
um2=um1 +table('TsPltO 1 ContS002.dat') 

um25=um24+table('TsPltO 1 ContS025 .dat') 
{Vertical displacements, v} 

{ 

{Suction} 
vm1 =table('TsPlt02ContSOO 1.dat') 
vm2=vml +table('TsPlt02ContS002.dat') 

vm25=vm24+table('TsPlt02ContS025 .dat') 

us 1 =table('u_s 1.dat') 
us2=us 1 + table('u_s2.dat') 
us3=us2+table('u_s3.dat') 
us4=us3+table('u_s4.dat') 
us5=us4+table('u_s5 .dat') 

vs 1 =table('v _s 1.dat') 
vs2=vs 1 +table('v _s2.dat') 
vs3=vs2+table('v _s3 .dat') 
vs4=vs3+table('v _s4.dat') 
vs5=vs4+table('v _s5 .dat') 

Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
line to(0,-5) 
line to (32,-5) 
line to(32,0) 
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line to (20,0) 
line to(12,0) 
line to finish 

feature 2 

Plots 

start (12,-0.3) line to (20,-0.3) 

grid(x+5*um25,y+5*vm25) as 'Deformed Mesh' 
vector(dx(um25),dy(vm25)) as 'Distribution of Heave Vectors' 
contour(um25) file 
contour( vm25) file 
elevation(um5,um10,um15,um20,um25) from (0,0) to (32,0) 
elevation(vm5,vm10,vm15,vm20,vm25) from (0,0) to (32,0) 

{Check the calculation} 
elevation(vm1,vm2,vm3,vm4,vm5,vm6,vm7,vm8,vm9,vm10, 
vm11,vm12,vm13,vm14,vm15,vm16,vm17,vm18,vm19,vm20, 
vm21,vm22,vm23,vm24,vm25) from (0,0) to (32,0) 
elevation(um1,um2,um3,um4,um5,um6,um7,um8,um9,um10, 
um11 ,urn 12,um13,um14,um15 ,urn 16,um17 ,urn 18,um 19 ,um20, 
um21,um22,um23,um24,um25) from (0,0) to (32,0) 
elevation(um5,um10,um15,um20,um25) from (10,-5) to (10,0) 
elevation(vm5,vm10,vm15,vm20,vm25) from (10,-5) to (10,0) 
surface(um25) as 'u' 
surface(vm25) as 'v' 

{ vector(dx(us5),dy(vs5)) as 'Distribution of Heave Vectors' 
contour(us5) 
contour( vs5) 
elevation( us 1, us2,us3,us4,us5) from 0,0 to 32,0 
elevation(vs1,vs2,vs3,vs4,vs5) from 0,0 to 32,0 } 

End 
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EXAMPLE7 
{ 7 .c Sum up the displacements from individual period to give cumulative 

displacements} 

Title 

'Deformation due to loading and infiltration_P2' 

Select 

ngrid=15 
contours= 10 
vectorgrid=20 
tablecheck=off 

Definitions 

{Deformation due to changes in total stress} 
us=table('us.dat') 
vs=table('vs.dat') 

{Deformation due to changes in suction in each period} 
umO 1 =table('umO 1.dat') 
vmO 1 =table('vmO 1.dat') 
urn 12=table('um12.dat') 
vm12=table('vml2.dat') 

um45=table('um45 .dat') 
vm45=table('vm45 .dat') 

{Accumulated deformation due to changes in suction} 
um02=um0 1 +urn 12 
vm02=vm01+vm12 

um05=um04+um45 
vm05=vm04+vm45 

{Accumulated deformation due to changes in both total stress and suction} 
uO 1=us+um0 1 
vO 1=vs+vm0 1 
u02=u01 +um12 
v02=v01 +vm12 

u05=u04+um45 
v05=v04+vm45 
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Boundaries 

region 1 
start(O,O) 
line to(0,-5) 
line to (32,-5) 
line to(32,0) 
line to (20,0) 
line to(12,0) 
line to finish 

feature 2 
start (12,0) line to (12,-0.3) line to (20,-0.3) line to (20,0) 

Plots 

{Total Stress} 
grid(x+10*us,y+10*vs) as 'Deformed Mesh due to Loading' 
vector(dx(us),dy(vs)) as 'Heave Vectors due to Loading' 
contour(us) as 'Horizontal Displacement due to Loading, m' 
contour(vs) as 'Vertical Displacement due to Loading, m' 
elevation(us) from (0,-1) to (32,-1) as 'Horizontal displacement, u' 
elevation(vs) from (0,0) to (32,0) as 'Vertical displacement, v' 

{Suction} 
grid(x+10*um05,y+10*vm05) as 'Deformed Mesh due to Infiltration' 
vector(dx(um05),dy(vm05)) as 'Heave Vectors due to Infiltration' 
contour(um05) as 'Horizontal Displacement due to suction change' 
contour(vm05) as 'Vertical Displacement due to suction change' 
elevation( umO 1 ,um02,um03,um04,um05) from (0,0) to(32,0) 
elevation(vm01,vm02,vm03,vm04,vm05) from (0,0) to(32,0) 

{ Conbined Effect} 

End 

grid(x+10*u05,y+10*v05) as 'Deformed Mesh' 
vector(dx(u05),dy(v05)) as 'Distribution of Heave Vectors' 
contour(dx(um05)) as 'Horizontal·strain' 
contour(dy(vm05)) as 'Vertical strain' 
contour(u05) as 'Horizontal Displacement, m' 
contour(v05) as 'Vertical Displacement, m' 
elevation(us,u01,u02,u03,u04,u05) from (0,-2) to(32,-2) as 'u' 
elevation (us,u01,u02,u03,u04,u05) from (7,-5) to (7,0) as 'u' 
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NOTATION 

Definition Symbol Unit Dimensions 

Void ratio e 

Initial void ratio eo 

Volumetric water content at saturation 9s decimal 

Volumetric water content 9 decimal 

Total density p kglm3 ML-3 

Unit weight of water rw kN/m3 ML-2T-2 

Time t s,day 

Net total stress (] kPa ML-tT-2 

Effective normal stress a' kPa ML-tT-2 

Pore-air pressure Ua kPa ML-tT-2 

Pore-water pressure Uw kPa ML-tT-2 

Effective stress ( (]- Uw) kPa ML-tT-2 

Net normal stress ( (]- Ua) kPa ML-1T-2 

Matric suction (ua- Uw) kPa ML-tT-2 

Average of the initial and final net ( (]- Ua)ave kPa ML-1T-2 

normal stress for an increment 

Average of the initial and final matric (Ua- Uw)ave kPa ML-tT-2 

suction for an increment 

Coefficient of permeability at saturation ks mls LT-1 

Coefficient of permeability k mls LT-1 

Hydraulic or Total head h m L 

Horizontal net total stress Gx kPa ML-tT-2 

Vertical net total stress Gy kPa ML-tT-2 

(Ox+ Oy + Oy)/2 Gmean kPa ML-1T-2 

Continued 
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(Continued) 

Definition Symbol Unit Dimensions · 

(Ox + Oy)/2 Gave kPa ML-1T-2 

Coefficient of soil structure volume ms 
1 1/kPa M-1LT2 

change with respect to change 

in net normal stress 

Coefficient of soil structure volume ms 
2 1/kPa M-1LT2 

change with respect to change 

in matric suction 

Coefficient of water volume change with mw 
2 1/kPa M-1LT2 

respect to change in matric suction 

Coefficient of volume change for mv 1/kPa M-1LT2 

a saturated soil 

Compressive index with respect to net c, 
normal stress 

Swelling index with respect to net Cts 

normal stress 

Compressive index with respect to Cm 

matric suction 

Swelling index with respect to Cms 

matric suction 

Coefficient of lateral earth pressure at rest Ko 

Modulus of elasticity for the soil structure E kPa ML-lT-2 

with respect to change in net 

normal stress 

Modulus of elasticity for the soil structure H kPa ML-lT-2 

with respect to change in matric 

suction 
Continued 
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Definition 

Shear modulus 

Poisson's ratio 

Symbol 

G 

J.1 

Coefficient that relates net normal stress with n1 

elastic modulus E (Compression path) 

Coefficient that relates net normal stress with n1s 

elastic modulus E (Swelling path) 

Coefficient that relates matric suction with nm 

elastic modulus H (Compression path) 

Coefficient that relates matric suction with nms 

elastic modulus H (Swelling path) 
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